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October 2011

To our readers:

Governor Dayton believes the Minnesota Vikings are a very important asset to the State and  
he has worked closely with the team to advance the goal of building a new people’s stadium in 
Minnesota. He asked the Metropolitan Council and the Metropolitan Sports Facilities  
Commission to review the Ramsey County/Vikings proposal to build a stadium in Arden Hills, 
and to identify risks with the goal of removing as many uncertainties associated with the pro-
posal as possible.

This report makes a number of findings of risk and related measures to mitigate these risks.  
The following risks present the greatest challenges to the Stadium Proposal:

1. Cost of Delay. The transfer of 430 acres by the federal government to Ramsey County is a 
complex land transfer of the largest Superfund site in the state. Remediation of the site has 
significant uncertainties. The proposal sets forth an aggressive schedule that is  
unrealistic. It calls for opening the stadium for the 2015 season. An opening in 2016 is more 
realistic and in a worst case scenario, 2017. A one-year delay is estimated at $46 million 
and a two-year delay could cost $92 million. The project proposers should expect a  
minimum of $46 million in additional costs to reflect at least a one-year delay.

2. Unfunded Cost Gap. Funding is not identified for $39 million of project costs in the 
current $1.111 billion proposal. While ongoing negotiations may resolve this gap, project  
participants will need to identify this $39 million plus $46 million in new revenue or cost 
reductions to fill a potential total gap of $85 million or 7.6% of total project costs.

3. Ramsey County Sales Tax.  The proposed 0.5% Ramsey County sales tax will result in St. 
Paul having the highest sales tax in the state. The presence of this tax may compromise the 
County’s and the region’s ability to finance other projects. The County has agreed to fund 
$350 million of the project and annual operating costs from local sales and motor vehicle 
excise taxes. The County has also agreed to fund a potential additional $58 million in cost 
overruns, bringing the total County share to $408 million in a worst case scenario. The 
0.5% sales tax and the $20 motor vehicle tax are sufficient to fund the $350 million in  
capital costs and the annual operating costs, but it appears likely that Ramsey County 
would need to find additional revenue sources to fund cost overruns. 

We would like to thank the many agencies and communities for their assistance in preparing 
this report.

Sincerely,

Sue Haigh     Ted Mondale
Chair, Metropolitan Council   Chair, Metropolitan Sports Facilities Commission
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exeCuTive SummARy

Ramsey County and the Minnesota Vikings organization have  
proposed a new stadium to be built at the site of the former Twin  
Cities Army Ammunition Plant (TCAAP) in Arden Hills. In August 
2011, Governor Mark Dayton requested the Metropolitan Council  
and the Metropolitan Sports Facilities Commission (MSFC) 
to evaluate the stadium proposal to determine: 

•	 The potential risks, if any, of State participation in the Stadium 
Proposal and necessary regional transportation improvements, and 

•	 Potential ways to mitigate or eliminate any resulting exposure to 
the public.

This report presents the results of that evaluation. It includes  
information from several sources, including the consulting firm of 
Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc., the Metropolitan Council, the  
MSFC, Ramsey County, the Minnesota Vikings, the Minnesota  
Department of Transportation, the City of Arden Hills, the City of 
Shoreview, the City of Mounds View, the City of New Brighton, the 
City of Blaine, the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, U.S.  
General Services Administration, the U.S. Army, the Minnesota  
National Guard, and others. 

The Stadium Proposal
The Minnesota Vikings envision the Stadium Proposal Property to be 
a mixed-use development initially consisting of a new stadium,  
parking for stadium events, and possibly team facilities. Sometime in 
the future, depending on the state of the economy, the property would 
include a mix of commercial (office, retail, hotel, restaurants) and 
residential space.

The Stadium Proposal Property would occupy 430 acres within the 
2,400-acre TCAAP site (see Image 1 in the Scope of Analysis/TCAAP 
Site Ownership and Land Uses section of this report). Within this 
property, the stadium, parking areas, support facilities, and  
circulation roadways would be built on approximately 260 acres (the 
Stadium Parcel). The remaining 170 acres (Development Parcel) would 
be reserved for future residential and commercial development. 

The 430-acre Stadium Proposal Property would be acquired by 
Ramsey County from the U.S. Army through the federal General  
Services Administration (GSA). The 260 acres of the Stadium  
Proposal Property (the Stadium Parcel), including the stadium  
facilities, would be conveyed to a Stadium Authority, to be established 
by the Minnesota Legislature. The Minnesota Vikings would enter 
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into a long-term lease or use agreement for a term of 30 years, with 
options to extend the term, with the Stadium Authority.

The remaining approximately 170 acres (the Development Parcel) 
would be conveyed to the Minnesota Vikings or a related entity for 
future development once Ramsey County acquires the Stadium Pro-
posal Property. 
 
The estimated cost for the Stadium Proposal is $1.111 billion, with the 
following proposed funding.

The May 2011 agreement between Ramsey County and the Minnesota 
Vikings had proposed an estimate of $1.072 billion. The budget was 
later revised to include $101 million to pay for necessary offsite  
transportation improvements and a cost reduction for building a fixed 
roof instead of a retractable one. The $1.111 billion budget includes 
$39 million for which a funding source is not yet identified. It is  
assumed that the State of Minnesota and Ramsey County shares will 
not change, but negotiations continue to address this funding gap. 
Under the proposal, the Vikings would receive all revenue generated 
from NFL activities held at the stadium.

Land Transfer and Remediation
The land transaction like the one contemplated by Ramsey County 
and the General Services Administration (GSA) is complex because 

 

State of
Minnesota

$300 million

Ramsey
County

$350 millionMetrodome/
MSFC

$15 million

Funding Gap
$39 million

Minnesota
Vikings

$407 million

Chart 1 Funding of $1.111 Billion Project Cost
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of the related nature of site remediation responsibilities and land-use 
controls that restrict the use of the land.  It is estimated that land 
acquisition and site demolition and remediation costs could range 
from $23 million to $70 million.  The wide cost range is due primarily 
to uncertainty regarding the existing contamination, the development 
plan and the land appraisal. These uncertainties should be better 
understood in order to negotiate the land sale price with the GSA.  In 
addition to completing an additional environmental site assessment, 
the County should have a plan in place for indemnification against 
the uncertainty of the site remediation costs.

Ramsey County has found that remediation stop-loss/cleanup cost 
cap insurance is not available in today’s market, which means there 
may be no risk mitigation available in the insurance industry to ad-
dress the primary risk of remediation cost overruns.  The potential 
risk for increases in site remediation costs could be mitigated through 
the use of a fixed-price remediation contract, which, if available at a 
cost within project resources, passes the risk of cost overruns to the 
remediation contractor.  

Ramsey County and the Vikings have proposed early 2012 for the 
start of environmental remediation, but site remediation cannot begin 
until the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) approves an  
action plan for remediation. Producing such a plan and obtaining 
MPCA approval could delay the start of site remediation by three to 
eight months. 

Thereafter, the time required to complete site remediation depends on 
steps that MPCA needs to confirm. MPCA has indicated that a year 
to complete site remediation appears to be unrealistic considering the 
many factors that are difficult to predict. A year may be sufficient, but 
the project may incur increased costs to meet that schedule. 

Ultimately, site remediation may take longer than proposed, posing a 
risk to the development schedule.  While the risk to the schedule is 
significant, mitigation measures are limited.  The primary mitigation 
action would be to accelerate the review process and begin obtaining 
as much soil information on the site as possible.

Environmental Review and Documentation Process
Federal and state laws requiring environmental analysis apply to the 
Stadium Proposal. The federal environmental review would be limited 
to the transportation improvements proposed for the Interstate  
highway system. The risk stemming from the federal process is that 
the environmental analysis could reveal the need for other  
improvements to the Interstate system not currently identified.
The state environmental review would cover all environmental effects 

MPCA has indicated that 
a year to complete site 
remediation appears to 
be unrealistic considering 
the many factors that are 
difficult to predict.

Land transactions like 
this one are uncommon 
and complex. It is  
difficult to estimate 
remedial cleanup costs 
and schedule at this time 
A strategy for limiting 
potential site remediation 
cost overruns should be 
developed.
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related to transportation improvements for state and federal facilities 
and the overall site development. For the state process, the  
transportation requirements of the future development could differ 
from those of the Stadium Proposal as currently defined, posing a 
risk to both cost and schedule of the project.

The federal and state processes pose differing risks depending on 
whether the entire parcel is evaluated or just the Stadium Parcel. The 
environmental review process on only the 260-acre Stadium Parcel 
preferred by Ramsey County and the Vikings could be allowable, but 
has a potential risk for legal challenge because it does not include the  
arguably connected action of the future 170-acre development.

Transportation
Significant levels of traffic will be generated by a new stadium at the 
TCAAP site. To accommodate the traffic, the Stadium Proposal 
includes a package of 13 transportation projects at a total net cost of 
$101 million.  Three bridge-related projects, totaling a projected $20 
million, were previously programmed and funded by MnDOT for the 
area as part of its normal transportation funded improvements  
program.

The regional travel-demand model shows that traffic congestion with 
the stadium and 13 transportation improvements would be negligibly 
worse than otherwise forecast for 2030 with the already programmed 
$20 million transportation improvements. However, there is still a 
risk of increased congestion at some intersections and roads within 
the stadium area, which could, in turn, cause delays on some parts of 
the regional highway network. 

Localized congestion may have a cascading effect on some  
segments of regional highway network, depending on the  
nature of the congestion. A more detailed peak-travel analysis for the 
stadium’s major entrance and exit locations, as part of the  
environmental review process, would help in refining a response 
strategy for potential localized congestion. Traffic-behavior  
information could be collected during the first few major events and 
used to refine traffic management. 

Rights-of-way or temporary construction easements are anticipated 
on some of the Stadium Proposal transportation improvements and 
possibly for stormwater management. Right-of-way needs have not  
yet been specifically identified or costs estimated for individual  
projects. Mitigation measures can add substantial costs to a project, 
but those measures will not be known until the environmental review 
process is complete. As a result, the costs cannot be determined at 

The Stadium Proposal  
includes a package of 13 
transportation projects  
at a total net cost of  
$101 million.
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this time. An additional risk is that the final design of a project may  
differ significantly from the current concept, requiring different or  
additional measures.

A range of $91 million to $111 million, providing for plus or minus 10 
percent, should adequately address the uncertainties around surface 
transportation improvements needed for the Stadium Parcel. 

Access from County Road I to the stadium for game-day events is a 
critical transportation need for the Stadium Proposal. Lack of this 
access will result in unacceptable congestion on the regional and lo-
cal roads.  Agreement must be reached by the National Guard and all 
Wildlife Corridor stakeholders on an acceptable design and alignment 
and operations responsibilities for a stadium access road connecting 
to County Road I.  Until this agreement is reached, the project cannot 
be defined for purposes of environmental review.  Delay in the envi-
ronmental review process can be mitigated by including environmen-
tal advocacy groups early in the process.  

Permitting and Approvals
The greatest risk associated with obtaining federal and state  
approvals is the impact on the project schedule. Federal approvals 
would involve the Army Corps of Engineers, the Environmental  
Protection Agency, the Department of Interior, and the Federal  
Highway Administration. State approvals and permits would be  
required from the MPCA and the Minnesota Department of  
Transportation (MnDOT). 

These federal and state approvals are not typically regarded as  
high-risk processes. The highest-risk approval could be approval of 
the federal Environmental Assessment because it potentially involves 
the longest time frame. Coordination with the permitting and  
approving agencies will be important to minimizing the risk in delays 
to the overall schedule. State legislation could include measures to 
streamline permit reviews, but this would affect only state permits, 
not the federal reviews.

Among the regional approvals, a metropolitan significance review,  
if conducted, poses a major schedule risk to the project. Once a  
metropolitan significance review commences, the process could delay 
the project schedule by up to 12 months. However, the Legislature 
could take action to exempt this project from metropolitan  
significance review.

The Stadium Proposal would require a number of local permits and 
approvals from several municipalities, the Rice Creek Watershed  
District and Ramsey County. Presenting the most risk is obtaining 
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the municipal consent for trunk highway projects from affected cities. 
In this case, if municipal consent is withheld, a possibly lengthy 
appeals process may be needed for the project to proceed. This appeal 
period may adversely affect the project schedule.

Schedule
Environmental remediation, land transfer, transportation and 
permitting tasks could pose risks for the schedule of delivering a 
stadium development. The Vikings schedule assumes a three-party 
agreement among Ramsey County, the Vikings and the State of  
Minnesota by October 2011 and a stadium open for use for the 2015 
NFL season.

The Vikings proposed project schedule appears to be based on an 
assumption that the tasks necessary for completion will take a  
minimum or nearly a minimum amount of time. Some tasks lie 
within the Vikings control, but a majority of the tasks do not. If it is 
assumed that all tasks would take a maximum amount of time,  
it is possible that the Vikings stadium could take until the 2016 
or 2017 NFL season to open. Naturally, any schedule delays have  
associated cost impacts. The Vikings estimate the cost of delay 
to be in the range of $35 million to $57 million for each  
additional year the opening is moved back.
Assuming a one year delay and a mid-range cost estimate of $46  
million, $7 million for Ramsey County and $39 million for Minnesota 
Vikings, the project cost would increase to $1.157 billion.

 

State of
Minnesota

$300 million

Ramsey
County

$357 millionMetrodome/
MSFC
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Funding Gap
$39 million

Minnesota
Vikings

$446 million

Chart 2: Funding of $1.157 Billion Project Cost
Assumes 1 Year Schedule Delay
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Financial Analysis
The ability of the Minnesota Vikings to meet its funding commitment 
has not been evaluated and is considered beyond the scope of this  
review. Funding sources for the state’s anticipated contribution have 
yet to be identified, and will require legislative review and approval. 

To pay for its share of project costs, Ramsey County would issue 
$350 million in tax-exempt revenue bonds. The bond issue would be 
supported by the combined net revenue from two tax sources: a half 
percent local sales and use tax and a $20 excise tax on vehicle sales 
collected in the county.

An analysis of current market conditions suggests revenue from the 
sales and use tax and the vehicle excise tax would be sufficient to 
support a bond issue of the amount that the county proposes. 

The May 2011 agreement between Ramsey County and the Vikings 
reduces the project cost by $15 million based on proceeds from the 
sale of Metrodome property and MSFC reserves. State law governs 
the disposition of sales proceeds of such property and reserves, and 
further analysis would be needed to determine the marketability and 
costs involved in decommissioning the Metrodome. Use of these funds 
is subject to further negotiation.

For stadium operations, the Vikings would be the responsible party 
through a lease agreement with the Stadium Authority. Ramsey 
County would contribute $1.5 million annually to pay incremental 
costs of civic, noncommercial public events. This amount is subject to 
an inflationary index but the amount is not to exceed the increase in 
net sales tax proceeds each year.

The Vikings would contribute $150,000 annually for operations of a 
Stadium Authority, subject to an inflationary index. Ramsey County 
would have no funding responsibility for the authority.

The impact of the proposed half percent sales tax collected in Ramsey 
County would be to increase the tax rate on retail sales in the City 
of Saint Paul to 8.125 percent, making it the highest tax rate in the 
seven-county metro area. The sales tax rate on retail sales in  
suburban Ramsey County cities would increase to 7.625 percent, 
eclipsed only by the City of Minneapolis, at 7.775 percent. 

It is not clear if a half-percent change in tax rate would significantly 
affect consumer spending habits or business retention and  
development. It may, however, compromise other public interests by 
limiting the county’s and region’s ability to finance other local or re-
gional projects. 

An analysis of current 
market conditions  
suggests revenue from 
the sales and use tax  
and the vehicle excise 
tax would be sufficient 
to support a bond issue 
of the amount that the 
county proposes. 
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seven-county metro area. 
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In addition to the County’s $350 million investment, it will assume 
risk for cost overruns on $172 million (15 percent) of the total project 
costs. 

Assuming a high-range cost risk outcome, the County would  
be responsible for funding cost overruns of greater than $50  
million. The County’s excess net sales tax proceeds may not  
be a sufficient funding source for potential cost overruns. 
Assuming both a one-year schedule delay and worst case scenario 
of a high cost range outcome would result in a $1.234 billion overall 
project cost, and increasing funding for both Ramsey County ($58  
million) and the Minnesota Vikings ($65 million).
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Chart 3: Funding of $1.234 Billion Project Cost
1 Year Schedule Delay & High Cost Range
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bACKGRounD

In a letter dated Aug. 3, 2011, Governor Dayton requested the  
Metropolitan Council (the Council) and the Metropolitan Sports  
Facilities Commission (MSFC) to evaluate the Ramsey County/ 
Minnesota Vikings proposal for a new stadium at the former Twin  
Cities Army Ammunition Plant (TCAAP) site. The purpose of the 
evaluation is to determine the potential risks, if any, of the stadium 
proposal and suggest ways to mitigate or eliminate any exposure to 
the public resulting from State participation in the stadium and  
necessary regional transportation improvements.

The Council was identified as the lead agency for the evaluation, in 
cooperation with MSFC. The Council issued a Request for Proposals 
on Aug. 15, 2011, for consultant services to assist in the evaluation. 
Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc. (Kimley-Horn) was selected and 
executed a contract with the Council on Aug. 26, 2011.

The Council and MSFC do not intend that this report or any portion 
of this report constitutes legal advice.

bACKGRounD 

Appendix S. Letter from Gov. Mark Dayton to Sue Haigh (Metropolitan Council) and Ted Mondale ( Metropolitan Sports 

Facilities Commission ) August. 3, 2011.  
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SCoPe of AnAlySiS 

Ramsey County/Minnesota Vikings Stadium Proposal 
The Ramsey County/Minnesota Vikings Principles of Agreement for 
the Development of a New Multi-Purpose Stadium1 (Agreement), dated 
May 10, 2011, is the primary information source for the Stadium  
Proposal. Ramsey County and the Minnesota Vikings provided  
subsequent clarifications to the Agreement. The Stadium Proposal  
consists of the following elements, which are critical to this  
evaluation.

Stadium
The stadium, as proposed, will seat 65,000 spectators, with the  
ability to expand to a total of 72,000 spectators using temporary 
seating. It will include up to 150 suites and approximately 7,500 club 
seats. The stadium is estimated to be 1.6 million gross square feet. 
It is proposed to have general footprint dimensions of 932 feet by 810 
feet, with a fixed roof that at its highest point would be approximately 
300 feet above ground level. The use of savings identified during the 
design process to possibly provide a retractable roof or other project  
components is the subject of ongoing negotiations between the  
parties. The stadium would house a Minnesota Vikings Museum 
and Hall of Fame, retail merchandise/gift shop retail venue, themed 
concessions and restaurants, and space for Stadium Authority offices. 
Parking space is planned for up to 21,000 cars and trucks, including 
tailgate parking and a premium parking area with separate  
entrance/exit. 

The stadium will be owned by a public Stadium Authority. The  
Minnesota Vikings will enter into a long-term lease or use agreement 
for a term of 30 years, with options to extend the term, with the  
Stadium Authority. 

Land Acquisition
Approximately 430 acres of the TCAAP site, marketed by the General 
Services Administration (GSA) as Northern Pointe, will be acquired 
from the U.S. Army by Ramsey County. Approximately 260 acres 
would be conveyed to the Stadium Authority for the stadium (Stadium 
Parcel) and the remaining approximately 170 acres would be conveyed 
to the Minnesota Vikings, or a related entity, to redevelop  
(Development Parcel). The boundaries of the Stadium Parcel and  
Development Parcel would be expected to evolve over a multi-year  
period. According to the Agreement, these boundaries would be  
dependent on the extent of demand for land in the Development Parcel 
in response to market conditions. 

SCoPe of AnAlySiS

1 Appendix A. Ramsey County/Minnesota Vikings Principles of Agreement for the Development of a New Multi-Purpose Stadium. May 10, 2011. 
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Mechanisms for public access across the Development Parcel and 
land swaps between the Stadium Parcel and Development Parcel 
would be part of the definitive transaction documents for the  
purposes of locating the Stadium Parcel and Development Parcel. 
These mechanisms are to be mutually agreed upon by the Minnesota 
Vikings, Ramsey County and other key stakeholders. Pursuant to the 
Agreement, the Minnesota Vikings would retain development rights 
for the Development Parcel for at least eight years following opening of 
the stadium. If the Minnesota Vikings do not commence  
development of the Development Parcel or provide Ramsey County 
with a reasonably acceptable plan to develop the parcel within eight 
years after opening of the stadium, Ramsey County would have the 
option, but would not be required, to purchase the Development 
Parcel at the current fair market price. This purchase price has been 
the subject of ongoing negotiations subsequent to the Agreement. The 
Stadium Parcel development is intended to act as the catalyst for the 
redevelopment and revitalization of the entire 430 acres.

Development of 170-acre Development Parcel
The Minnesota Vikings’ expectations of the entire 430-acre site is 
that a mixed-use development will occur, initially consisting of the 
new stadium, parking for stadium events, and possible team facilities. 
Then, according to the Agreement, over a time period that is difficult 
to project given the state of the economy, the mixed-use  
development would grow to include commercial space (office, retail, 
hotel, restaurants) and residential space. The Minnesota Vikings have 
not yet studied the economic impact of this additional development, 
nor have they worked together with the City of Arden Hills in their 
master planning and land-use process to accommodate such future 
growth and provide reasonable growth assumptions. The Minnesota 
Vikings have stated that it is premature at this time to speculate as to 
specific square footage and unit mix assumptions.2

Rehbein Ryan Land Development Partnership, LLC (RRLDP)  
completed an intensive study of the TCAAP property prior to the  
economic downturn, and created a development plan for the entire 
430-acre site, documented in a draft Alternative Urban Areawide 
Review dated Sept. 4, 2007. The Minnesota Vikings suggest using 
one-third of RRLDP’s planned development as an approximation of 
the potential for the development of the 170-acre parcel. 

Site Remediation
The environmental conditions of the entire  
430-acre site will be remediated in accordance with the requirements 
of the U.S. Army. Ramsey County and the Minnesota Vikings an-

2 Appendix B. Letter to Pat Born (Metropolitan Council) from Mark Wilf (Minnesota Vikings). Sept. 14, 2011.  
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ticipate that the site will be remediated to a commercial/industrial 
standard by some combination of U.S. Army remediation activity and 
Ramsey County remediation activity (depending on the details of the 
land transfer). It is the opinion of Ramsey County and the Minnesota 
Vikings that approximately 400 acres of the entire 430-acre site are 
not contaminated or have already been remediated to commercial/
industrial standards and do not require additional remediation. Thus, 

the Minnesota Vikings believe there is no cost 
associated with the “clean” portion of the site to 
remediate to a commercial/industrial standard. 

For the remaining 30 acres that do require 
remediation, the intentions of Ramsey County 
and the Minnesota Vikings are to complete the 
remediation prior to the opening of the new  
stadium. Further, to the extent possible, 
Ramsey County and the Minnesota Vikings 
hope to be able to remediate the contaminated 
portions of the site to a residential standard. 
However, it will not be known if this is possible 
until after a remediation plan is completed and 
approved by the State. Under the Agreement, if 
it is possible to clean any portion of the site to a 
residential standard and the Minnesota Vikings 
decide to do so, the Minnesota Vikings would 
pay for any additional costs associated with 

such remediation. Ramsey County’s contribution will be limited to its 
proportionate share, based on acreage, of the amount necessary to 
remediate to the commercial/industrial standards.

Project Development
Under the Agreement, the Minnesota Vikings will manage the design, 
development (including permitting and approvals) and construction 
of the stadium, in cooperation with the Stadium Authority. Ramsey 
County will have a representative participate in the design,  
development and construction of the stadium. Per the Agreement, 
the Minnesota Vikings will have final decision-making authority with 
respect to the design, development and construction of the stadium. 
However, this has been the subject of ongoing negotiations between 
the parties.

Regarding the environmental review process, it is the position of 
Ramsey County, as stated by its legal counsel,3  that an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is required for the proposed 

3 Appendix C. Letter from Tom Johnson (Gray Plant Mooty) to Pat Born (Metropolitan Council) and Mark Wilf (Minnesota Vikings). Sept. 20, 

2011.  
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Minnesota Vikings stadium and related on-site infrastructure  
(Stadium Parcel), but that this review need not include the potential 
private development on the land adjacent the stadium (Development 
Parcel) and that the EIS cannot include this potential development 
since detailed, site-specific plans and specifications have not yet  
been developed. Ramsey County’s position is that the county will be 
the Responsible Government Unit (RGU) for the stadium  
environmental process.

Off-Site Transportation Improvements
Off-site transportation improvements are not specifically identified in 
the Ramsey County and Minnesota Vikings documents, although the 
Stadium Proposal Agreement acknowledges that “redevelopment of the 
TCAAP site requires significant off-site transportation infrastructure 
improvements.” 

MnDOT, working with Ramsey County and the Minnesota Vikings, 
has developed a package of off-site transportation improvements 
necessary for a Sunday afternoon Minnesota Vikings football game. 
The package of improvements includes $20 million in programmed/
funded improvements as well as additional improvements needed 
for the stadium, estimated at an additional $101 million. These im-
provements are further detailed in the Transportation section of this 
report. 

Schedule
The Minnesota Vikings provided a preliminary schedule4  proposing 
how the stadium could be constructed in time for the 2015 NFL  
season. The schedule assumes legislative approval by the end of  
October 2011, land acquisition completed by June 2012,  
environmental remediation commencing in February 2012, stadium 
construction beginning in December 2012. 

Costs
Subsequent to the Agreement, the estimated cost for the Stadium 
Proposal was revised to $1.111 billion5. The funding contributions 
have subsequently been the topic of ongoing negotiations between the 
Vikings, Ramsey County and the State. Per the Agreement, the  
Minnesota Vikings would contribute $407 million, Ramsey County 
would contribute $350 million and the State would be asked to  
contribute $300 million. The Agreement calls for cost overruns for 
the stadium to be borne by the Minnesota Vikings. Cost overruns for 
certain on-site and off-site infrastructure improvements, including 
surface parking and related interior circulation, would be borne by 
Ramsey County. The Minnesota Vikings and Ramsey County would 

4 Appendix D. Minnesota Vikings Stadium Project Preliminary Schedule. Sept. 14, 2011
5 Appendix E. Multi-Purpose Stadium Executive Summary. Sept. 23, 2011.
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share in cost overruns associated with site acquisition, remediation 
and on-site street improvements. The Agreement states that the  
Minnesota Vikings would receive the first $41 million in net project 
savings if total expenditures are less than $1.111 billion. Ramsey 
County and the Minnesota Vikings would share equally in the next 
$100 million in net project savings. Ramsey County, the Minnesota 
Vikings and the State would share equally in any net project savings 
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greater than $141 million. This has also been the topic of ongoing 
negotiations between the parties.

Termination of the Agreement
Either Ramsey County or the Minnesota Vikings may terminate the 
Agreement due to:

•	 Timing, terms and costs associated with acquisition or  
remediation.

•	 Provision for sufficient funding and a reasonably acceptable 
plan for completing off-site transportation infrastructure  
improvements. 

•	 Financing terms and conditions.

•	 Timing and level of business community support acceptable  
to the Minnesota Vikings. 

The parties may also terminate the agreement if State legislation has 
not been passed by July 1, 2011, or if the Governor publicly opposes 
State financing of the project or other significant elements of the 
project, including off-site transportation infrastructure improvements. 
The legislative deadline has passed. This and the other termination 
clauses have been the subject of ongoing negotiations between the 
parties.

TCAAP Site Ownership and Land Uses 
The preceding map shows the entire nearly 2,400-acre TCAAP site  
located in Arden Hills. The TCAAP site was acquired by the  
Department of Defense for the purpose of manufacturing and testing 
ammunition. The TCAAP facility was constructed in 1940 and 1941 
and now consists of a complex of existing buildings, former buildings 
and related infrastructure. In 2000, the Army declared 774 acres of 
TCAAP as excess federal land for sale, some of which has been  
transferred to property owners as described below.6  A majority of the 
remaining TCAAP property remains in Army ownership and is  
licensed to the National Guard. 

The 430-acre portion of TCAAP being considered for transfer to 
Ramsey County and the Minnesota Vikings for the Stadium Proposal 
includes most of the small arms ammunition production and  
warehousing buildings and the former TCAAP family housing area. 

The site has the following owners and uses.

6 U.S. General Services Administration, Northern Pointe Arden Hills Property Overview.

http://www.northernpointeardenhills.com/propertyoverview.html (accessed Oct. 5, 2011).
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TCAAP Excess Property
The excess property totals 478 acres that the 
Army/GSA desires to sell or transfer. It includes 
430 acres that the Army intends to sell as a 
package; this is the Stadium Proposal Property. 
I-35W and US Highway 10 road easements are 
also located in this excess property. The Army/
GSA is in the process of transferring those  
portions to the Federal Highway Administra-
tion, which may, in turn, transfer the property 
to MnDOT. The Primer/Tracer Area excess 
property east of the Wildlife Corridor is not part 
of the Stadium Proposal Property.
 
Arden Hills Army Training Site (AHATS) Ap-
proximately 1,500 acres are licensed7 to the 

National Guard. The National Guard uses this property to fulfill its 
federal, state and community missions, including training, emergency 
preparedness, wildlife conservation and  
management, Superfund guidance and land-use remedial controls.

AHATS consists of a cantonment area (permanent military  
installation) and a training area.  The cantonment area consists of an 
armory and a field maintenance shop.  A cantonment master  
plan has been developed which includes numerous facilities  
including headquarters facilities, a replacement to the existing field 
maintenance shop and an additional armory.  Joint Forces  
Headquarters, a Field Maintenance Shop, a State Emergency  
Operations Center, and a second armory are currently being planned 
or designed for the cantonment area.  

The training area is the majority of the AHATS site and serves as 
a weekend training facility for National Guard personnel. Since the 
training area is in an urban setting, no live fire training is performed 
at this location. Drill weekends are usually the first weekend of the 
month and may start on Friday evening. Usual arrival time is 6-7 
a.m. and departure time is 3-4 p.m. Arrival and departure times 
are at the discretion of the National Guard and could be adjusted for 
game days. Personnel on site for both weekend training and regular 
duty at the military installation could total up to 1,500 personnel, 

7 The land known as AHATS is currently owned by the U.S. Army.  The Army Corps of Engineers (CoE), Omaha District, is charged with 

supervision and management of land for the U.S. Army.  The land is currently under a license between the Minnesota National Guard, as agent 

for the State of Minnesota (licensee or grantee), and the CoE, as agent for the U.S. Army (licensor), for use of the land by the National Guard 

for an indefinite period within the terms of the license. In an email from Colonel Bruce Jensen, Minnesota Army National Guard, to Dan Coyle, 

Kimley-Horn, dated Oct. 4, 2011.

Existing infrastructure on the TCAAP site.
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although 200 is typical at present.
U.S. Army Reserve
This 52-acre parcel contains administrative offices for the Army  
Reserve. Military equipment and vehicles are stored on the site.

Rice Creek North Regional Trail
This approximately 114-acre parcel is the Rice Creek North Regional 
Trail Corridor. This trail corridor is owned and operated by Ramsey 
County and is part of the Metropolitan Regional Parks System, which 
is overseen by the Council. The multi-use paved trail creates a loop 
on both sides of Rice Creek and continues north along the creek via 
an easement on MnDOT property. The trail extends between County 
Road H and County Road I through the Stadium Proposal site.  
Approximately 47 acres of the 170-acre Development Parcel is located 
west of the trail corridor. The balance of the Development parcel and 
the entire Stadium Parcel are located south of the trail corridor.  The 
regional trail ultimately leads north to Rice Creek Chain of Lakes 
Park Reserve in Lino Lakes and south to Long Lake Regional Park in 
New Brighton. For security purposes, the National Guard currently 
maintains a seven-foot chain link fence along the eastern edge of the 
trail.

Wildlife Corridor/Trail Corridor
The Wildlife Corridor consists of approximately 49 acres and was an 
area identified in the 1996 Vento Reuse Plan to maintain and  
enhance the long-term ability for wildlife to freely move between 
the designated Rice Creek North Regional Trail Corridor and the 
open space to the east at the AHATS area. The Council approved an 
amendment to the boundary of the Rice Creek North Regional Trail 
Corridor in 2003 to include the 49-acre Wildlife Corridor. Although 
Ramsey County does not currently own the Wildlife Corridor parcel, 
it is considered an inholding to the Rice Creek North Regional Trail 
Corridor and a future component of the Metropolitan Regional Parks 
System. Ramsey County plans to have the parcel transferred to the 
county at no cost from the National Park Service (NPS) through the 
Federal Lands to Parks Program. In 2002, Governor Ventura  
requested that the GSA transfer the 49 acres to Ramsey County at 
no cost and that the Army be required to complete cleanup before the 
transfer to the County occurs8. The Arden Hills 2030 Comprehensive 
Plan Update guides the future land use of the Wildlife Corridor for 
parks and open space.

In addition to the Wildlife Corridor, Ramsey County has a proposed 
regional trail (approximately 30 acres) and trailhead access (about 
29 acres) within the TCAAP property. The proposed Rice Creek South 

8 Letter dated Dec. 17, 2002, from Governor Ventura to U.S. General Services Administration..  
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Regional Trail will run along the eastern boundary of the Stadium 
Parcel site, connecting the Rice Creek North Regional Trail and  
Wildlife Corridor to County State Aid Highway 96. The proposed 
trailhead access is located at County Road I, adjacent to the east side 
of the Rice Creek North Regional Trail Corridor.  The County plans to 
use this area in coordination with the National Guard as a trailhead 
and staging area for access to the AHATS site for winter recreational 
activities.  

The Council’s 2030 Regional Parks Policy Plan acknowledges the  
proposed trailhead and Rice Creek South Regional Trail; therefore, 
they will become part of the Metropolitan Regional Parks System once 
developed. The Arden Hills City Council passed a resolution of sup-
port for these proposed facilities in December 2009 9. The Ramsey 
County Board of Commissioners passed a resolution in January 2010 
which approved the addition of approximately 108 acres, including the 
Wildlife Corridor, the Rice Creek South Regional Trail and the  
trailhead access, and authorized staff to seek transfer of these  
properties from the GSA to the County. 10

Ramsey County Public Works Complex
The Ramsey County Public Works multi-use facility occupies 35 acres. 
The property is fully built out providing office space, materials  
storage areas and fleet maintenance facilities for Ramsey County 
Public Works, the Ramsey County Sheriff, Arden Hills Maintenance, 
Ramsey Soil and Water Conservation District and Mounds View 
School District 621. Ancillary development within the site also  
supports activities related to hazardous waste collection, waste oil 
disposal, and a variety of public meetings and training venues.

City of Arden Hills
In 2001, the City of Arden Hills acquired a 6.9-acre site and built a 
new City Hall. The Arden Hills City Hall is used for general  
government operations as well as for parks and recreation activities 
and community activities and events.
 
Risk Assessment Work Scope 
The scope of this analysis encompasses the 260-acre Stadium Parcel, 
170-acre Development Parcel, and necessary regional transportation 
improvements. The major components of the work scope are listed in 
the following paragraphs. 

Land Transfer and Remediation
•	 Understand the process Ramsey County and the Army/GSA 
have agreed to for remediation and transfer of 430-acres of excess 

9 City of Arden Hills Resolution 2009-043. Dec. 21, 2009.
10  Ramsey County Board of Commissioners. Minutes. Jan. 19, 2010.
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federal property (Northern Pointe) at TCAAP. 

•	 Identify potential unresolved issues/risks/costs associated with 
the remaining remediation needs and land transfer. 

Environmental Review Process
•	 Examine the varying requirements of state and federal laws that 
impact the Stadium Proposal and associated infrastructure, and 
identify and analyze areas of potential risk/delay/cost, including 
those associated with the selection of which environmental process 
to use, consideration of connected and phased actions, level of 
documentation required, major impacts anticipated and potential 
mitigation measures. 

Transportation
•	 Determine the adequacy of proposed improvements (improve-
ments to both state and county roads have been identified to serve 
the traffic generated by the Stadium Proposal), and if they are not 
adequate, the cost of additional transportation improvements. 

•	 Prepare 2030 planning level forecasts of travel demand for the 
proposed stadium site, as well as non‐stadium development on 
the remainder of the site. This forecast work does not include any 
operational modeling tasks. 

•	 Review off-site roadway and access, on-site circulation, access 
and parking, taking into account transit, local airport, pedestrians 
and bicyclists. 

•	 Discuss right-of-way acquisition needed to accommodate trans-
portation improvements.

Other Issues for Consideration
•	 Comment on private utilities; water, sanitary sewer and storm-
water; soils and foundations; regional parks and trails; wildlife 
corridor; public services, including security, police and fire; and 
ongoing maintenance of public improvements, like local streets 
and sewers.

Permits and Approvals
•	 Identify permits required from local, state, regional and federal 
jurisdictions for the Stadium Proposal and associated off-site  
infrastructure, and any approval issues/risks associated with  
obtaining those permits. Approvals and permits for MnDOT, 
MPCA, Metropolitan Council, Rice Creek Watershed District, 
Parks, City of Arden Hills, Ramsey County, City of Mounds View, 
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City of Shoreview, and City of New Brighton will be considered.

Schedule
•	 Identify any additional unresolved issues/risks around project 
delay or scheduling issues, in addition to those specifically  
identified in the environmental, remediation, land transfer,  
transportation or permitting tasks.

Financial Analysis
•	 Perform limited order-of-magnitude cost estimates to compare 
to the Stadium Proposal estimated costs. Evaluate stadium  
financing, including costs and cost-overrun exposures and funding 
projections. 

Assumptions
Number and Distribution of Vikings Home Games
The Vikings typically play two preseason and eight regular-season 
home games annually. (A post-season home game occurs roughly once 
every four years.) The two preseason games are played on a Friday 
or Saturday night at 7:30 p.m. Typically, the eight regular-season 
games are scheduled such that seven of the games are played either 
noon or 3:15 p.m. on Sunday; the remaining home game is played at 
7:30 p.m. on a Sunday, Monday, or Thursday. Night games depend 
upon matchups, team performance, and television network desires. 
In 2011, the Vikings are scheduled to play one Sunday night and one 
Monday night game; however, this year these evening games will be 
road games. Late in the season the NFL can change game times based 
upon matchup/current performance to provide for better TV ratings, 
at the networks’ request.

170-acre Development Parcel
To assess the potential improvements and impacts related to the 
development of the additional 170 acres of the Stadium Proposal, this 
report uses “one-third of [the RRLDP] planned development as an  
approximation of the potential for the 170-acre private development,” 
as suggested by the Vikings. 11  The RRLDP development proposal 12  
consisted of 585 acres including the 430 acres currently offered for 
sale, the Wildlife Corridor, the Primer/-Tracer Area and the regional 
trail corridor additions contemplated for future transfer to Ramsey 
County.

With the RRLDP planned development, 353 acres were designated for 
residential and commercial/office uses, with the remainder allocated 
toward public uses, open spaces, wildlife and Rice Creek corridors, 
and right-of-way. This report uses one-third of the planned  

11 Appendix B. Letter to Pat Born (Metropolitan Council) from Mark Wilf (Minnesota Vikings). Sept. 14, 2011. 
12 Twin Cities Army Ammunition Plant (TCAAP) Redevelopment Project DRAFT Alternative Urban Areawide Review (AUAR). Prepared for the City    

of Arden Hills. Sept. 4, 2007.
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commercial/office and residential uses as a basis for preliminary 
analysis. This preliminary assessment does not have a sufficient level 
of detail to account for intensity of uses due to the current lack of a 
development plan for the site. As shown in the following table, this is 
a total of one million square feet of commercial/office space and 850 
residential units at varying densities. 

One-third of the RRLDP development proposal acreage results in 
about 118 acres for the Vikings proposal, rather than 170 acres. For 
the purposes of this preliminary analysis, it is assumed that the 
difference in acreage would be utilized to accommodate the level of 
commercial/residential development spread across the site and/or 
for other purposes, such as right-of-way, stormwater management, 
parks/open space, or other uses. Land-use designations were not 
modified for this analysis, but were taken from the RRLDP planned 

This preliminary  
assessment does not  
have a sufficient level of 
detail to account for  
intensity of uses due to 
the current lack of a  
development plan for  
the site.

Table 1:Future Land Development Density Assumptions
Land Use Designation 2007 DRAFT “RRLDP” AUAR 1/3 “RRLDP” Stadium Proposal

Total Acres Max Build Devel-
opment Scenario 
(Residential units, 
commercial sq ft)

Total Acres Development Sce-
nario (Residential 
units, commercial 
sq ft)

Low Density Residential  
(single family homes)

84.0 307.0 28.0 102.3

Medium Density Residential 
(manor homes/townhomes)

50.0 644.0 16.7 214.7

High Density Residential  
(senior, condominiums,  
apartments)

30.0 1,600.0 10.0 533.3

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL 164.0 2,551.0 54.7 850.3
Retail 75.0 700,000.0 25.0 233,333.3

Office 69.0 1,650,000.0 23.0 550,000.0

Office Showroom/Warehouse 45.0 650,000.0 15.0 216,666.7

TOTAL COMMERCIAL 189.0 3,000,000.0 63.0 1,000,000.0
TOTAL DEVELOPMENT 
ACREAGE

353 117.7

NOTE: The draft RRLDP AUAR plan included a total of 585 acres. This table does not include the public uses, 
open spaces, parks, rights-of-way, or Rice Creek and wildlife corridors that were detailed in that plan.
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development proposal.

THe STADium PRoPoSAl: CRiTiCAl RiSK fACToRS

Land Transfer and Remediation
Land transactions like the one contemplated by Ramsey County and 
the GSA are uncommon and complex. The transaction is complex due 
to the connected nature of site remediation responsibilities and  
land-use controls that restrict the use of the land. As stated by the 
MPCA, attempting to evaluate the remediation costs and risks in a 
situation that is still evolving is very challenging. 13

It is estimated that land acquisition and site demolition/remediation 
costs could range from $23 million to $70 million.  The wide cost 
range is primarily driven by uncertainty regarding the existing  
contamination, the development plan, and the land appraisal.  
These uncertainties should be better understood in order to negotiate 
the land sale price with the GSA.  In addition to completing an  
additional environmental site assessment, the County should have a 
plan in place for indemnification against the uncertainty of the site 
remediation costs.

Uncertainties on the duration of the site remediation process, 
approvals and implementation also present schedule risk.

Given the complexity of the land transfer and remediation situation at 
the TCAAP site, this report relies heavily upon information provided 
by various external sources; in particular, the following documents, 
which are provided in the Appendices: 

•	 Appendix B: Letter to Pat Born (Metropolitan Council) from 
Mark Wilf (Minnesota Vikings). Sept. 14, 2011

•	 Appendix F:  GSA Understanding of Land Transfer and  
Remediation Approach for Northern Pointe. Oct. 5, 2011

•	 Appendix G: MPCA Response to Questions on the Stadium  
Proposal Risk Assessment. Sept. 23, 2011

•	 Appendix H: Order of Magnitude Limited Estimate of Site  
Construction Costs for Arden Hills TCAAP Minnesota Vikings  
Stadium Location – Letter from Kimley-Horn to the Council. Sept. 
30, 2011

The Council and MSFC do not intend that this report or any portion 

13 Appendix J. Letter from Michelle Beeman (MPCA) to Arlene McCarthy (Metropolitan Council). Oct. 7, 2011.
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of this report constitutes legal advice. 

Site Investigation History
In 2002, the U.S. Army Base Realignment and Closure Office  
contracted with Plexus Scientific Corporation (Plexus) of Columbia, 
Maryland, to conduct a limited Phase I and Phase II14 Environmental 
Site Assessment (Plexus Phase I and II ESA, dated Feb. 20, 2004) of 
portions of TCAAP that included the Stadi  um Proposal  
Property.  The Phase I assessment portion was completed in August 
and September 2002.  In January and February 2003, Plexus  
conducted Phase II assessment activities at the site.  In 2003, U.S.  
environmental protection agency (EPA) and MPCA both commented 
on the inadequacy of the Plexus Phase II assessment in regard to the 
potential removal of land-use restrictions after transfer of the ex-
cess property.  Additionally, the City of Arden Hills (in 2003) and the 
TCAAP Restoration Advisory Board (in 2004) published comments 
regarding the assessment’s inadequacy. The comments were noted but 
not completely addressed in the final Phase II ESA report.    

In 2007 and 2008, additional site assessment activities were  
completed by RRLDP, LLC15  on 585 acres of the excess property at 
TCAAP (which included the 430-acre Stadium Proposal property).  
Soil, groundwater and soil-vapor samples were collected for analysis 
of contaminants of concern; however, the RRLDP data is not publicly 
available.  

On Aug. 30, 2011, Ramsey County submitted to the MPCA a Field 
Sampling Plan for the 430-acre Stadium Proposal property.  The 
stated goal of the plan is to “delineate the extent of remaining soil 
contamination of the 430 acres” being considered for transfer.  
The Field Sampling Plan identified additional investigation activities 
needed to achieve the following objectives:

1. Obtain better understanding of the potential environmental  
liabilities associated with the Stadium Proposal property.

2. Supplement data collected by Plexus, Wenck and previous Army 
work to delineate the extent and magnitude of identified  
contaminant impacts.

3. Obtain data adequate to manage uncertainties regarding  
under-assessed areas of the Stadium Proposal property and to  
assess the financial implications of the transfer.

14 The Phase II assessment focused on targeted locations on the Stadium Proposal Property with the highest assumed potential for soil and 

groundwater contamination resulting from previous site activities.  Plexus did not assess those portions of the property that were being actively 

investigated or remediated under the Department of Defense Installation Restoration Program.  
15 RRLDP, LLC is the name of a development partnership between Ryan Companies US, Inc., and Glen Rehbein Companies, selected in 2002 by 

Arden Hills as the developers for the excess TCAAP property. 
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4. Obtain data to evaluate site redevelopment issues related to  
potential land-use restrictions based on identified contaminants 
and the feasibility of remediating identified contaminants to  
specific land-use scenarios.

5. Develop Response Action Plans and Construction Contingency 
Plans to appropriately manage contamination on the Stadium  
Proposal property during future redevelopment activities.

MPCA is currently reviewing Ramsey County’s Field Sampling Plan. 
According to the MPCA, data generated by implementing Ramsey 
County’s pending plan will be used to further characterize soil  
conditions at the site in order to support the desired change in land 
use.  The MPCA will evaluate the data and determine if the extent and 
magnitude of soil contamination has been defined, or whether  
additional soil data is needed.  The soil data will also be evaluated 
relative to the MPCA’s risk-based Soil Reference Values for the  
desired land use(s), to determine the need for soil remediation above 
and beyond the known areas of impact (based on Army data), and/or 
the need for special soil management procedures during site  
redevelopment activities.  Ramsey County has acknowledged the need 
for further investigation beyond the submitted Field Sampling Plan.16

Remediation Standards
The soil cleanup standards established for TCAAP in the Army’s 1987 
Federal Facilities Agreement (FFA)17 and the 1984 Record of 
Decision (ROD) for the New Brighton-Arden Hills Superfund Site are 
site specific for future military industrial land use.  For the purpose 
of this report, these standards will be referred to as the FFA site-spe-
cific standard.  The FFA site-specific standard is not equivalent to any 
MPCA standard.  For example, lead cleanup levels in soil under the 
FFA site-specific standard were established at 1,200 milligrams per  
kilogram (mg/kg).  The MPCA’s Industrial Soil Reference Value (SRV) 
for lead is 700 mg/kg, and for residential is 300 mg/kg. The table  
below illustrates differences between MPCA standards and the FFA  
site-specific standards:

Table 2: Remediation Standards
 Remediation Standard Metals (mg/kg) DRO (mg/kg)

 Arsenic Antimony Lead DRO

MPCA Residential SRV 9 12 300  

MPCA Recreational SRV 11 16 300  

MPCA Industrial SRV 20 100 700  

MPCA PBP DRO Guideline*    ND

FFA Site Specific Standard 10 67.2 1200 NA

DRO = Diesel Range Organics; SRV = MPCA Soil Reference Value; 
ND = No established minimum standard; NA = None established

Ramsey County has  
acknowledged the need 
for further investigation 
beyond the submitted 
Field Sampling Plan.

16 TCAAP Ramsey County (Sept. 27, 2011) responses to Council questions (Sept. 23, 2011).
17 TCAAP Federal Facilities Agreement as amended December 1987.

For the purpose of this 
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FFA site-specific  
standard.
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Of the 430 acres being considered for purchase by Ramsey County, 
the Army has completed remediation of 400 acres to the FFA  
site-specific standard.  The remaining 30 acres are currently under 
Army obligation to remediate to FFA site-specific standards. These 
remaining 30 acres are depicted on the June 2010 Northern Pointe 
Environmental Condition map 18 and consist of:

•	 Three building footprints (103, 501 and 502) where the building 
foundations serve as an engineering control that the MPCA wants 
to have further characterized and remediated (as necessary) before 
allowing alternative land uses. 

•	 Nineteen areas with known exceedances of MPCA industrial soil 
standards, 18 estimated to be 90 feet by 90 feet and one estimated 
90 feet by 270 feet (actual extent undefined), totaling just over four 
acres. 

Land Transfer
The 430 acres appraisal process will estimate fair market value, 
based on highest and best use, most likely assuming vacant land 
suitable for mixed use development.  The appraisal will not be based 
on the proposed improvements of a stadium or any other elements of 
the Ramsey County/Vikings proposal.  Both Ramsey County and the 
GSA anticipate receiving their respective appraisals by Friday,  
October 14, 2011.

The estimated cost of demolition and remediation to achieve vacant 
land suitable for mixed used development will be an “offset” or credit 
to the appraised value to determine the final sale price.  Both the 
fair market value and offset are subject to negotiation.  While the 
estimated offset will be for the highest and best use, the GSA/Army 
will require Ramsey County and the Vikings to remediate only to the 
standards required by the FFA.

According to the GSA, the property is proposed to be transferred to 
Ramsey County under the guidance of a Lease in Furtherance of 
Conveyance. In this option, a deed would be conveyed for 400 acres 
that the Army has remediated to the FFA site-specific standard and 
Ramsey County would enter into a lease agreement for the 30 acres 
still requiring remediation.  For the 30 acres, the County would  
perform the remediation to meet the Army’s obligations to FFA  
site-specific standards.  The 30 acres would be subdivided such 
that once a parcel is remediated to the FFA site-specific standard, or 
higher, the deed for that parcel would be conveyed to the County. The 
GSA noted that all of the deeded property will have a CERCLA19

The remaining 30 acres 
are currently under Army 
obligation to remediate to 
FFA site-specific  
standards.

The estimated cost of  
demolition and reme-
diation to achieve vacant 
land suitable for mixed 
used development will be 
an “offset” or credit to  
the appraised value to 
determine the final sale 
price. 

18 Appendix I. Northern Pointe Environmental Condition, Wenck Associates. June 2010.
19 Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act. 1980. 42 USC 103. Commonly known as the Superfund law.
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warranty and the County is investigating the extent of statutory  
protections.  When the remaining acres have been adequately  
remediated, the lease will be terminated and the remaining acres 
converted via a “fee simple absolute deed.” The MPCA has commented 
that license or lease mechanisms for ownership transfer pose  
complications, and possibly legal barriers, under state law for the 
final cleanup.20 

The GSA noted that deed restrictions limiting land use may still be 
required on portions of the entire 430 acres until sufficient site  
characterization and/or cleanup has been completed to satisfy the 
Army, EPA and MPCA.  The GSA indicated that the Army would not 
require financial assurances from Ramsey County as surety to com-
plete the Army’s remedial actions to meet the FFA site-specific stan-
dard.  According to the GSA, the MPCA would oversee and  
approve the remediation activities undertaken by Ramsey County.   
It should be noted that while the Ramsey County would serve as the 
Army’s agent with respect to remediation of the 30 acres, the county 
is not prohibited from designating or contracting with a third party to 
complete that work.  

In the event that during remedial action a discrete new area of con-
tamination is found within the 400 acres already categorized for 
industrial use, the Army would be responsible under the CERCLA 
warranty to remediate to industrial level.  However, if “new”  
contamination is determined to be an extension of a previously 
identified contamination area in the 30 acres still requiring  
remediation, the risk and cost of the remediation would be born solely 
by Ramsey County, as stated by the GSA.  Furthermore, Ramsey 
County would be solely responsible to conduct any additional  
investigation to determine the scope of work beyond the remedial  
obligations of the Army to meet the FFA site-specific standard.

Site Remediation
Once the MPCA and EPA determine that the data collected at the  
Stadium Proposal property is sufficient to define the nature,  
magnitude and extent of contamination affecting stadium and mixed 
use development at the site, the data can be used to develop a  
Response Action Plan and Construction Contingency Plan for the site.  
These plans will be reviewed and approved by the MPCA.  

The MPCA has directed that prior to designing and implementing a 
cleanup plan, the existing buildings and slabs need to be demolished 
(with pre-demolition hazardous material abatement as needed),  
additional investigation of soil must be completed, and a  

20 Appendix J. Letter from Michelle Beeman (MPCA) to Arlene McCarthy (Metropolitan Council). Oct. 7, 2011.
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final site redevelopment plan must be available, and include the  
location of the stadium, paved areas, green space, stormwater  
features, buried utilities, areas requiring geotechnical correction and/
or grade changes, etc.   Ramsey County would act as a “contractor” to 
fulfill the Army’s remedial responsibilities for the 30 acres. 

To the extent possible and financially feasible, the Vikings will further 
clean any portion of the 170 acres to a residential standard, at the  
Vikings’ cost.  However, the Vikings acknowledge this possibility will 
not be known until after a site plan is developed and a remediation 
plan is completed and approved by the MPCA.  The Vikings have  
estimated that approximately 30 acres may not be feasible to  
remediate to a residential standard.  The site development plan will 
then account for and accommodate these exception areas with  
acceptable land use plans. 

Certificates of Completion
Typically the MPCA will generate the Certificates of Completion after 
complete characterization of soil and groundwater at a site, followed 
by successful implementation of approved response actions.  This may 
be done for the site as a whole (one certificate), or in a phased  
approach (several certificates) as different portions of the site are  
addressed. Prior to issuing a Certificate of Completion, the MPCA 
must approve the Response Action Implementation Report for the area 
in question. 

The Certificate of Completion is the highest level of liability release 
assurance that the MPCA’s Voluntary Investigation and Cleanup (VIC) 
unit issues, and as such, requires the highest level of site  
characterization and contamination management.  It may require  
several iterations of assessment to satisfy the MPCA that sufficient 
data have been generated to adequately characterize the site.   
Because of this, the MPCA cannot commit to any specific timeline for 
its review process.  The MPCA can issue partial Certificates of  
Completion for soil or groundwater (which includes soil vapor) if  
response actions are only implemented for one media, such as for  
soil at the transfer property.

Groundwater Remediation
The Army has established groundwater remediation systems on the 
TCAAP site and has continuing responsibility for all groundwater  
remediation.  A deep groundwater recovery system is part of the  
Army’s required cleanup operations, which first began in the  
mid-1980s.  An extensive network of monitoring wells, groundwater 
extraction wells, pump houses and associated piping is present on  
the Stadium Proposal property and is operated  

It may require several 
iterations of assessment 
to satisfy the MPCA that 
sufficient data have been 
generated to adequately 
characterize the site.   
Because of this, the 
MPCA cannot commit to 
any specific timeline for 
its review process. 
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continuously, pumping more than 1,500 gallons of contaminated 
groundwater per minute to a groundwater treatment facility located 
immediately adjacent to the eastern boundary of the Stadium  
Proposal property. The system has historically pumped and treated 
more than 900 million gallons of groundwater each year since that 
time.  The Army will own and operate the system until 2041, regard-
less of land ownership changes that occur as a result of GSA disposal 
of excess Federal property.

Modifications to the Groundwater Recovery System
Both the Vikings and Ramsey County have indicated that  
development plans will not require modifications to any of the  
elements of the groundwater recovery system.  As such, there is  
not a risk identified with the groundwater recovery system.

In the event that development plans change and modifications to the 
groundwater recovery system are needed, a contingency plan for this 
situation occurring would minimize schedule delays.  A clear  
procedure for obtaining approval from the Army, the MPCA and the 
EPA should be established.  This should include the procedural re-
quirements, technical requirements (such as modeling of new  
system components) and any necessary public involvement  
requirements. 

The potential costs and timeline impacts associated with modifying 
the groundwater recovery system need to be carefully considered,  
because the Army is obligated to operate the system essentially  
without interruption until groundwater remediation objectives are  
obtained.  For this reason, it is unlikely that the groundwater  
recovery system could be significantly modified without sufficient 
guarantees that the modifications would not affect current system 
operation, and would maintain the current level of performance  
of the system.  

Also, it is not clear if off-site stakeholders such as the cities of Arden 
Hills, Shoreview, Mounds View, New Brighton and St. Anthony would 
agree to a significant modification of the groundwater recovery system 
without some challenge.  If a legal challenge is brought by a  
stakeholder, it could significantly delay the implementation of any 
changes to the groundwater recovery system.

Groundwater Recovery System Treatment Plant Emissions
The treatment facility currently operates under an air emissions 
permit for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) which assumes that 
the nearest human receptors are located at the western boundary of 
the Stadium Proposal property.  This assumption would no longer be 
valid after the proposed redevelopment occurs.  

The Army will own and 
operate the system until 
2041, regardless of land 
ownership changes that 
occur as a result of GSA 
disposal of excess Federal 
property
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It is not clear if the current water treatment facility can be retrofitted 
with additional pollution control equipment, if necessary.   
A contingency should be considered for modifying the existing facility 
permit, or the possibility that additional air emissions restrictions  
will be applied, which could lead to pollution-control modification 
requirements.  If the facility needs to be relocated to accommodate 
future land use, the time and cost involved should be considered.

Soil-Vapor Mitigation
Groundwater beneath the transfer property is known to be  
contaminated with VOCs, which present an ongoing source of  
soil-vapor contamination.  There are known and suspected source 
areas for VOC impacts to soil and groundwater within the Stadium 
Proposal property, such as beneath the production buildings on the 
southern end of the property where the proposed stadium is to be 
constructed.  Vapor intrusion occurs when chemical vapors, such as 
the VOCs at TCAAP, migrate from contaminated groundwater through 
the soil into the basements or foundations of buildings.   In enclosed 
structures, vapor intrusion can degrade indoor air, sometimes to the 
point of causing risks to human health.  

The U.S. EPA and MPCA have indicated that vapor intrusion is an  
important issue in environmental cleanups.  Long-term exposure can, 
in some cases, increase the risk of respiratory issues.  Health risks 
may be present even if there are no detectable odors.  In the past, 
contaminated sites at TCAAP were viewed in terms of their effects 
on groundwater, not their ability to contaminate indoor air.  For sites 
where vapor concentrations are a potential health risk, mitigation 
measures can include vapor extraction and treatment systems, as 
well as sub-slab depressurization and vapor barrier systems.   
Installation and maintenance of these systems are project costs that 
will need to be considered as part of any redevelopment alternative 
that includes enclosed structures, such as the stadium, at TCAAP.

Risks 
Cost Risk:  The uncertainty regarding the cost for remediation poses 
a significant risk.  It is difficult to approximate remedial cleanup costs 
at this time, based on the lack of a development plan, the need for 
additional site investigation, the uncertainty regarding groundwater 
treatment, air emissions permit changes, and the lack of  
better estimates of  costs for demolition, underground utility removal, 
soil-vapor intrusion mitigation and remediation cost overrun  
indemnification.  The document in Appendix H, Order of Magnitude 
Limited Estimate of Site Construction Costs report, provides assump-
tions about costs and potential cost ranges for site remediation and 
land acquisition.  It is estimated that site acquisition and cleanup 
costs could range from $23 million to $70 million.  

The uncertainty  
regarding the cost for  
remediation poses a 
significant risk.  It is 
difficult to approximate 
remedial cleanup costs  
at this time,
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That the FFA site-specific standard is not equivalent to the desired 
cleanup standards for MPCA defined industrial or commercial re-use 
contributes to cost uncertainty. While there are likely to be areas 
within the Stadium Proposal property that are currently acceptable 
for MPCA defined industrial, commercial or potentially residential  
re-use without further remedial cleanup, the data available to the 
MPCA to date is inadequate to define those areas.  

In addition, contaminants exist that the Army is not obligated to 
remediate or address under CERCLA or the FFA, such as petroleum, 
and site-wide concerns, such as contamination around railroad 
tracks, lead-based paint in soil around current and former structures, 
and removal of asbestos-wrapped steam line piping. There could be 
obligations under State law that address petroleum releases.   
However, these and other potential contaminants will need to be 
considered by Ramsey County, assessed for and remediated to levels 
acceptable to the MPCA to accommodate the stadium and mixed  
development land uses.

Cost Risk Mitigation:  Ramsey County and the Vikings should 
provide a rationale for their $30 million site acquisition and  
demolition/remediation budget.  They should also provide a strategy 
for limiting potential cost overruns to remediate the 430-acre transfer 
property to its intended use.  

Ramsey County has obtained a conceptual pricing and coverage  
proposal for liability insurance. 21  The liability insurance proposal 
states that remediation stop loss/cleanup cost cap insurance is not 
available in today’s market, which means there is no risk mitigation 
available in the insurance industry to address the primary risk of 
remediation cost overruns. The proposal does indicate that pollution 
liability and contractor’s liability insurance is available, but these 
coverages do not address Ramsey County’s cleanup liability prior to 
transferring land to a third party.

The potential risk for increases in site remediation costs could be 
mitigated through the use of a fixed-price remediation contract, which 
in essence passes the risk of encountering increased volumes or types 
of contaminated material on to the remediation contractor.  The cost 
of a guaranteed, fixed-price contract would be dependent upon the 
level of assessment completed at the site.

Schedule Risk:  The uncertainty of the remediation timeline poses a 
significant risk to the project schedule.   The stadium project is  
subject to delay if Certificates of Completion cannot be issued by 

21 Appendix K.  Pollution Liability Insurance Program: Conceptual Pricing and Coverage Proposal. Willis. Oct. 3, 2011.
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MPCA to Ramsey County due to insufficient remedial investigation 
and incomplete remedial actions.  Several rounds of assessment may 
be required to satisfy the MPCA that sufficient data have been  
generated to adequately characterize the site.  Because of this, the 
MPCA cannot commit to any specific time for its review process.    
The time to secure a water treatment facility emissions permit, if 
needed, is also uncertain.

Based on the schedule provided by the Vikings dated Sept. 14, 2011, 
the proposed timeline for the stadium development at the Arden Hills 
site indicates that environmental remediation will start in early 2012, 
and will be completed by early 2013.  However, remediation cannot 
be initiated until a Response Action Plan has been approved by the 
MPCA.  Several tasks that must be completed prior to the initiation of 
site remediation activities include: 

A. Completion of site assessment activities sufficient to define the 
nature, extent and magnitude of contaminants present at the site. 

B. Preparation of a Response Action Plan and associated  
Construction Contingency Plan for review by the MPCA  
and EPA. 

C. Formal approval of the Response Action Plan and Construction 
Contingency Plan for implementation.  

Because the amount of additional assessment time necessary to  
satisfy Task A, above, is uncertain, and is very likely to involve  
multiple rounds of work plan preparation, field investigation and  
report preparation, a specific timeline is difficult to estimate.  It would 
not be unreasonable to expect this task alone to take 6 to 12 months.  
Completion of Tasks B and C, above, could be expedited with  
cooperation from the MPCA and EPA, but would still be expected to 
take 1 to 3 months to complete.  The overall impact of adding these 
prerequisite tasks to the remediation process would be to push the 
initiation of site remediation back a minimum of 3 to 8 months.  

The actual time needed to complete site remediation will be  
dependent upon the final site assessment results, final development 
plans, approved response actions (including the potential need for 
soil-vapor mitigation systems and modifications to the groundwater 
recovery system) and the contracting mechanism used to facilitate 
remedial activities.  A year may be sufficient to accomplish site  
remediation activities, but there may be an increased cost to the  
project (in the form of increased labor costs or implementation of  
more costly response action alternatives) to meet that schedule. 

We understand that Army ammunition plants have different, and 
lesser, protections under CERCLA than base relocation and closure 

The MPCA cannot commit 
to any specific time for its 
review process. 
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(BRAC) sites.  We understand that an Army ammunition plant in 
Indiana is requesting the same CERCLA protections afforded BRAC 
sites.  It appears that a Congressional action would be required to 
make the changes in Indiana.    This issue highlights that there are 
legal and legislative issues that govern the contemplated transaction 
between Ramsey County and GSA that this risk assessment is unable 
to identify or address.  

Schedule Risk Mitigation:  While the risk to the schedule is 
significant, mitigation measures are limited.  The primary mitigation 
action would be to accelerate the review process and begin obtaining 
as much soil information on the site as possible.

Environmental Review and Documentation Process
This section outlines the requirements of the federal and state  
environmental review processes that are required for the stadium 
project and associated infrastructure, along with potential risks  
associated with the respective processes.  

A federal environmental review document will be required for the 
proposed transportation improvements on the Interstate, a federal 
facility.  A state environmental review document will be required for 
the proposed stadium, and identified connected actions (e.g. roadways 
and infrastructure, and other actions by any proposer that are closely 
connected to the initial stadium project).  

Based on review of the project, a federal Environmental Assessment 
(EA) and a state Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) are antici-
pated to be the required level of environmental review. Risks under 
the federal and state environmental review processes are considered 
in the following areas: 

•	 Definition of the Responsible Governmental Unit (determines 
environmental documents/process are adequate)

•	 Definition of the proposed action/project

•	 Inclusion of potential connected or phased actions

•	 Level of significance of environmental issues

•	 Alternatives evaluated in the EIS

•	 Changes to the project definition during and after the  
environmental review phase

•	 Legal challenges to the environmental process and decisions. 

Risk could be minimized by including language within state  
legislation specific to the definition of the RGU, the alternatives to be 
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evaluated in the state EIS, and the environmental review requirement 
for future private development that at this time cannot be adequately 
defined and evaluated.  

In addition to the legislation, the least risky approach to the project 
definition that provides the greatest disclosure, defensibility specific 
to “connected actions,” and that provides the greatest flexibility for 
future development, would be the scenario under the state process 
that defines the proposed action as the full 430 acres and required 
transportation improvements, while deferring detailed analysis of the 
170 acres of private development to a later date.      

Overview of Federal and State Environmental  
Review Process/Requirements 
Both federal and state laws require environmental analysis of  
proposed actions that meet specific “thresholds” or levels of  
significance. 

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) applies to projects that 
are defined as “Federal Actions,” either through funding, permitting 
and/or involving a federal facility.  In the case of the Stadium  
Proposal, the transportation improvements to the Interstate System 
that are required to adequately accommodate the stadium would need 
to comply with the requirements set forth under NEPA, as the  
Interstate System is considered a federal facility. 22

Minnesota law and administrative rules also apply to the Stadium 
Proposal. 23 Under state rules, 24 the purpose of an EIS is to provide 
information for the governmental unit, the proposer of the project, 
and other persons to evaluate the project’s potential for significant 
environmental effects, to consider alternatives to the proposed project, 
and to explore methods for reducing adverse environmental effects.  

As stated in the Minnesota EQB Guidance Document (May 2010): 
“One of the main purposes of an EIS is to examine potential impacts 
of project alternatives. The EIS must include the no-build alternative 
and at least one alternative of each of the following types or provide 
a concise explanation of why no alternative is included in the EIS: 
(1) site; (2) technologies; (3) modified designs or layouts; (4) modified 
scale or magnitude; or (5) an alternative incorporating reasonable 
mitigation measures identified through comments on the scope of the 
Draft EIS.”  

22  The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) has issued regulations for carrying out NEPA in 40 CFR 1500-1508.  The Federal Highway 

Administration (FHWA) has issued regulations in compliance with CEQ regulations (23 CFR 771).  
23 Specific to the state process, the Minnesota Environmental Review program, pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, section 116D.04 and 116.D.045 and 

the administrative rules adopted by the EQB as Minnesota Rules, Parts 4410.0200 to 4410.7070 are the governing documents. 
24 Minnesota Rule 4410.200, Subpart 1.
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Minnesota Rules25 define a project as follows:  “Project means a gov-
ernmental action, the results of which would cause physical manipu-
lation of the environment, directly or indirectly.  The determination of 
whether a project requires environmental documents shall be made 
by reference to the physical activity to be undertaken and not to the 
governmental process of approving the project.”  

A 2002 Minnesota Court of Appeals ruling26 clarified the distinction 
between projects and plans relative to required environmental review.  
Specifically, the court stated that a project “is a definite, site-specific 
action that contemplates on-the-ground environmental changes,  
including changes in the nature of the use.”27 Plans or other 
governmental actions that do not match this description are too broad 
and speculative to provide a meaningful basis for environmental  
review.   Review must wait until a later stage of approval when there  
is an actual project to review.  

The definition of the “project” or proposed action must also take into 
consideration what is termed connected and/or phased action.29 

Connected actions are actions by any proposer that are closely  
connected to the initial project, while phased actions are future  
actions by the same proposer.  

Connected Action – Under the state review process, two projects are 
connected actions if a Responsible Governmental Unit (RGU) deter-
mines they are related in any of the following ways:

•	 One project would directly induce the other.

•	 One project is a prerequisite for the other and the prerequisite 
project is not justified by itself.

•	 Neither project is justified by itself. 

Whenever two or more projects are related in any of these ways, they 
must be considered as one project, regardless of ownership  
or timing. 30 

Phased Action – A phased action under the state environmental 
review process means two or more projects to be undertaken by the 
same proposer that an RGU determines:

25 Minnesota Rule 4410.0200, Subpart 65.
26 Minnesotans for Responsible Recreation vs. DNR, 651 N.W. 2d 533 (Minn. Ct. App. 2002)
27 Id., at 540.
28 Id.
29 Minnesota Rules 4410.0200, Subpart 9 (c) and Subpart 60, respectively.
30 Minnesota Rules 4410.1000 and 4410.2000, Subpart 4.
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•	 Will have environmental effects on the same geographic area; 
and

•	 Are substantially certain to be undertaken sequentially over a 
limited period of time.  

Minnesota Rules31 also state: “In connected actions and phased 
actions where it is not possible to adequately address all project  
components or stages at the time of the initial EIS, a supplemental 
EIS must be completed before approval and construction of  
each subsequent project component or stage.  The supplemental  
EIS must address the impacts associated with the particular  
project component or stage that were not addressed in the initial EIS.” 

Project Identification for Environmental Review
The following documents/statements have been considered in defining 
the proposed action for evaluation.  

The Principles of Agreement for the Development of a New  
Multipurpose Stadium32 (Agreement), dated May 10, 2011, states 
the following:

“The development of the Private Land [Development Parcel] 
is an important element of the redevelopment and revitaliza-
tion efforts for the broader TCAAP site.  The stadium project is  
intended to act as the catalyst for the redevelopment and  
revitalization of the site.  The Team shall retain development 
rights for at least eight years following the opening of the stadium.”

and

“The County shall acquire from the U.S. Army approximate-
ly 430 acres for the overall project.  The Team shall acquire 
approximately 170 acres from the County immediately after 
the County has closed on its purchase transaction from the 
Army.  A mechanism will be provided in the definitive trans-
action documents that will allow for public access between 
the Stadium and the Private Land.  A mechanism will also be  
included in the definitive transaction document to provide the 
Team with flexibility in determining the final composition of 
the Private Land for purposed of locating the Stadium land 
and development in the future, to be mutually agreed upon 
by the Parties and other key stakeholders, as appropriate.”

31  Minnesota Rule 4410.2000, Subpart 4.
32  Appendix A. Ramsey County/Minnesota Vikings Principles of Agreement for the Development of a New Multi-Purpose Stadium. May 

10, 2011.
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As stated in the letter dated Sept. 14, 2011 from Mark Wilf 33:

“Nonetheless, our expectations of the development potential 
of the entire 430-acre site is that a mixed-use development 
will occur, initially consisting of the new stadium, parking for  
stadium events, and possible team facilities.  Then, over a 
time period that is difficult to project given the state of the 
economy, the mixed-use development will grow to include 
commercial space (office, retail, hotel, restaurants) and resi-
dential space…  We think it is premature at this time to specu-
late as to specific square footage and unit mix assumptions.”

Given the requirements for federal and state environmental reviews, 
and the location and scale of the Stadium Proposal, the following  
sections outline the processes that could be followed to adequately  
address and comply with both the federal and state requirements.  

Federal Review Process
Based on the definition of the required transportation improvements 
at this time (see Transportation section for a listing of proposed 
transportation improvements), the anticipated level of environmental 
review under the federal process is assumed to be a federal 
Environmental Assessment (EA).  As stated in MnDOT’s guidance 
document, “The primary purpose of an EA is to help the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) and MnDOT decide whether an EIS 
is needed. Therefore, the EA should address only those resources or 
features which the FHWA and MnDOT decide may have likelihood for 
being significantly impacted.”34 The following are examples of actions 
that normally require an EIS:

•	 New controlled access freeway

•	 New highway project of four or more lanes on a new location

•	 New construction or extension of fixed-rail transit facilities

•	 New construction or extension of a separate roadway for buses 
or high-occupancy vehicles not located within an existing highway 
facility. 

State regulations35 allow for joint federal and state environmental 
documents. Similar to the “typical” EIS actions defined by the federal 

33 Appendix B. Letter to Pat Born (Metropolitan Council) from Mark Wilf (Minnesota Vikings). Sept. 14, 2011.
34  Minnesota Rule 4410.3900 allows for joint federal and state environmental documents. The state threshold for transportation 

projects is found in Minnesota Rule 4410.4300, Subpart 22. and Minnesota Rule 4410.4400, Subpart 16.
35 Minnesota Rule 4410.3900 allows for but does not mandate joint federal and state environmental documents.  As defined in 23 

CFR 771.115 (a) (Classes of Action) – Actions that significantly affect the environment require an EIS (40 CRF 1508.27). 
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process, the state EIS transportation threshold36 is “Construction 
of a road on a new location which is four or more lanes in width and 
two or more miles in length.”37 The federal and state38 environmental 
review processes are assumed to be conducted at the same time.   
Under the federal environmental review process, the FHWA would be 
the lead federal agency and the MnDOT would be the local lead  
agency.  This assessment assumes that the defined federal action 
would be limited to required transportation improvements associated 
with the proposed action on the Interstate System. 

Risks: The defined transportation improvements to serve the 
proposed stadium facility do not meet the threshold for a federal EIS. 
Under the federal process there is a provision that, “If, at any point 
in the EA process, the Administration determines that the action is 
likely to have a significant impact on the environment, the prepara-
tion of an EIS will be required.”39

As noted above, the federal process allows for the consideration of 
“significance” in determining the required level of environmental  
review for projects that do not specifically meet a defined EIS  
threshold.  The risk is low that an EIS level of analysis for the  
project-specific transportation improvements on the Interstate  
System would be required. 

Specific to the project definition, the risk would be if further  
transportation and/or on-site analysis indicate the need for other im-
provements to the federal Interstate system not currently identified/
contemplated. The risk for this possibility is low as well.   
 
In the event a significant risk is identified, the analysis/action could 
be managed through the development of mitigation measures that  
appropriately reduce the defined impact to a “non-significant” level.  

State Review Process
The definition of the proposed stadium in the Agreement in and of 
itself both meets and exceeds the threshold for requiring a mandatory 
state EIS.40

36 The state thresholds for transportation projects are found in Minnesota Rule 4410.4300, Subpart 22 (State Environmental Assess-

ment Worksheet) and 4410.4400, Subpart. 16 (State Environmental Impact Statement).  
37  Minnesota Rule 4410.4400, Subpart 16. 
38 As presented in greater detail under the state environmental process section, below, all required transportation improvements for the 

Stadium Proposal (including both local and federal facilities) would also be defined and addressed under the state environmental re-

view process, including required improvements to the Interstate System.  This approach/disclosure/evaluation is assumed to adequately 

address the required on- and off-site transportation improvements defined as part of the proposed action (through the definition of a 

connected action in Minnesota Rule 4410.0200, Subpart 9). 
39 23 CFR 771.119(i).
40  Minnesota Rules, 4410.4400, Subpart 22.  
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The next question relates specifically to the potential future private 
development on the 170-acre Development Parcel. Based on the  
specific elements outlined in the Agreement, there are two scenarios 
for consideration, each with its own risk value.  

SCENARIO 1 – Define Proposed Action as Full 430 Acres and  
Required Transportation Improvements; Defer Detailed Analysis  
of 170 Acres of the Development Parcel to Later Date 

Under this scenario, it is assumed that the action is defined as the 
full 430 acres, including the 260 acres for the proposed stadium, the 
170 acres for future private development, and the required on- and 
off-site transportation improvements. Under this scenario, it is  
assumed that the future private development on the 170 acres is a 
connected action, as it meets the state definition noted above.   
However, as the details of the 170-acre Development Parcel are “not 
ripe for analysis/decision,” the EIS impact evaluation would be  
limited to the defined 260 acres required for the proposed stadium 
and required infrastructure improvements, with the clear statement 
that a future environmental process/document would be completed 
and committed to by the Minnesota Vikings and/or the private  
developer/land owner for the 170 acres in compliance with Minnesota 
Rule 4410.2000, Subpart.4.  

As stated above, the required transportation improvements for the 
260-acre stadium facility would be included in the EIS.  As the  
on- and off-site improvements are considered connected actions to the 
proposed stadium facility, both the improvements to the local and  
Interstate facilities would be included under the state EIS (this  
assumes that the federal action would also be cleared through the 
federal process, as described above).  

A key assumption in this scenario is that the footprint for the 260 
acres required for the proposed stadium can be clearly defined, so 
that the environmental analysis can accurately and adequately assess 
and mitigate impacts specific to the 260 acres. As stated in the letter 
from Mr. Thomas Johnson to Mr. Pat Born and Mr. Mark Wilf, Sept. 
20, 2011: 41

“In order to properly conduct an EIS, Ramsey County will 
need to know the basic design features of the proposed  
stadium including its general location on the TCAAP site, its  
approximate size (footprint) and the details for the on-site 
infrastructure necessary to support the stadium, such as the 
parking lots for game attendees and associated roadways.  It 

41 Appendix C. Letter from Tom Johnson (Gray Plant Mooty) to Pat Born (Metropolitan Council) and Mark Wilf (Minnesota Vikings). 

Sept. 20, 2011.
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is our understanding that these features either have been 
or will soon be defined to the degree of specificity required 
to provide the basis for meaningful environmental review.”
 

Additionally, under this scenario, it is assumed that if the definition 
of the land use/configuration of the 260-acre site changes based on 
future plans for the remaining 170 acres (assumed to be deferred to  
a later time when more details are developed appropriate for  
environmental review), then the required environmental evaluation 
(Supplemental EIS or AUAR) would need to adequately disclose and 
evaluate both the change to the original 260 acres and the future 
private development.  

Responsible Governmental Unit (RGU) Designation Under Scenario 1
The RGU is the governmental unit that oversees the preparation and 
analysis of the state environmental review document.  Generally, the 
RGU is the governmental unit determined to have the greatest  
authority to approve or disapprove a project.  Under Minnesota rules, 
the RGU for sports or entertainment facilities is defined as the local 
governmental unit.42  

The Agreement indicates that Ramsey County will acquire  
approximately 430 acres for the overall project from the Army.   
Approximately 260 acres would then be conveyed to the Stadium  
Authority for the stadium (Stadium Parcel) and the remaining  
approximately 170 acres would be conveyed to the Minnesota Vikings, 
or a related entity to redevelop (Development  Parcel).  

Given the above, it is assumed in this assessment that the local/ 
responsible unit of government for the state proposed action would be 
Ramsey County.  

Assuming that the stadium EIS would define the full 430 acres as the 
proposed action but defer the detailed evaluation of the 170 acres un-
til the appropriate level of detail could be developed, the subsequent 
environmental document will also need to define an appropriate RGU.  
Assuming the future private development is a mixed use of residential 
and commercial land use, Minnesota Rules 4410.4400, Subpart 21, 
would need to be followed. Specifically, the City of Arden Hills could 
serve as the RGU for a future development environmental document, 
as the city would be the primary entity for review and approvals for 
the mixed-use development that would occur around the stadium.43 

Based on the Vikings guidance of future development44 at one-third 

42  Rule 4410.440, Subpart 22.
43  This is consistent with Minnesota Rule 4410.4400, Subpart 21 (mixed residential and industrial/commercial projects).
44  Appendix B. Letter to Pat Born (Metropolitan Council) from Mark Wilf (Minnesota Vikings). Sept. 14, 2011. 
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the previous RRLDP plan,” the future development also is anticipated 
to exceed the threshold for requiring a mandatory state EIS45on the 
170-acre Development Parcel. 

Project Proposer Under Scenario 1:  Under this scenario, there could 
be multiple project proposers, including: the Stadium Authority, 
the Minnesota Vikings, Ramsey County and MnDOT.  The Stadium 
Authority and Minnesota Vikings would be specific to the stadium 
development, while Ramsey County and MnDOT would be proposers 
specific to the required transportation improvements included as  
connected actions to the proposed stadium facility.  

Risk Assessment for Scenario 1:  Under this approach, there is 
complete disclosure that the development in the Development Parcel  
is a connected action. A commitment would be made to fully study the  
private development at the time a master plan for the future  
development is prepared.  

In compliance with the definition of a connected action, the proposed 
action would include the transportation improvements required to  
accommodate traffic for the Vikings Stadium and, to the degree  
possible, the 170-acre private development. Under this scenario, the 
Vikings will need to clearly define the boundary for the 260 acres  
required for the stadium-specific action.  While the analysis will, to 
the extent possible, evaluate potential future development on the  
overall 430-acre site (for example, future traffic associated with  
private development), there is the risk that future transportation/ 
infrastructure improvements needed for the future development could 
change from those defined specifically for the defined stadium project.  
This risk can be minimized to some degree by a robust  
cumulative-effects evaluation in the stadium EIS.  

Under this scenario, potential changes to the 260-acre site at the  
time the 170-acre future development is defined would also be  
appropriately addressed through the subsequent environmental 
review conducted in compliance with Minnesota Rule 4410.2000, 
Subpart 4.

SCENARIO 2 – Limit Defined Action to the 260-Acre Stadium Facility 
and Required Transportation Improvements  

Under this scenario, it is assumed that the action is limited to the 
260 acres required for the proposed Vikings Stadium along with  
required transportation/infrastructure improvements to  
accommodate the proposed stadium facility. The future 170 acres 
would not be defined as either a connected or phased action.  This 

45  Minnesota Rule 4410.4400, Subpart 21.
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scenario is most consistent with the assessment outlined in the letter 
from Mr. Thomas Johnson, legal counsel to Ramsey County.  In this 
letter, the following statement is made: “Accordingly, the potential 
private development is neither a phased nor a connected action.  As 
such, it is not legally required to be included as part of the defined 
‘project’ for purposes of the stadium EIS.” 

As in Scenario 1, the RGU for the stadium facility would be Ramsey 
County, and there would be multiple project proposers. Additionally, 
the RGU for the future 170-acre private development would be defined 
at a later date based on the specific proposal.  As in Scenario 1, the 
local unit of government (City of Arden Hills) could serve as the RGU 
for the private development.   

Risk Assessment for Scenario 2:  Under this approach, there is a 
higher potential for legal challenges specific to the definition and  
applicability of the private development on the 170 acres of land as a 
connected action. The legal challenge specific to the elements of the 
proposed action could result in significant schedule delays and costs 
to address potential legal challenges.   

As stated under Scenario 1, the Vikings will need to clearly define the 
boundary for the 260 acres required for the stadium-specific action. 
Without the clear definition of the project boundaries, there is a risk 
that the EIS would not adequately disclose and evaluate the potential 
impacts associated with the proposed action.   

Similar to Scenario 1, there is the risk that future transportation/
infrastructure improvements required to address requirements of the 
future development could change from those defined specifically for 
the defined stadium project.  This risk can be minimized to some  
degree by a robust cumulative effects evaluation in the stadium EIS.  

Alternative Urban Areawide Review (AUAR) Process
Another alternative for environmental review of the stadium project 
and/or the related development is the Alternative Urban Areawide 
Review (AUAR) process. Minnesota Rules 46 require that “the content 
and format [of an AUAR document] must be similar to that of an EAW, 
but must provide for a level of analysis comparable to that of an EIS 
for impacts typical of urban residential, commercial warehousing, and 
light industrial development and associated infrastructure.” 

46 Appendix C. Letter from Tom Johnson (Gray Plant Mooty) to Pat Born (Metropolitan Council) and Mark Wilf (Minnesota Vikings). 

Sept. 20, 2011.
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Environmental Quality Board guidance states that: 

“The AUAR is designed to look at the cumulative impacts of 
anticipated development scenarios within a given geographic 
area. The AUAR is a planning tool that local governments can 
use to understand how different development scenarios will af-
fect the environment of their community. It is a way of perform-
ing an environmental analysis in advance, before major devel-
opment occurs in an area, and to use the information to guide 
local planning and zoning decisions. Future projects included 
in the study area will not require individual EAW and EIS docu-
ments as long as they are consistent with the development sce-
narios discussed in the AUAR and project proposers implement 
the mitigation measures required by the AUAR Mitigation Plan.”

An AUAR is intended for large-scale development or redevelopment 
projects that may have multiple properties/owners or may be phased 
in over a longer period of time than a typical single-project develop-
ment.  

Facets of the AUAR process are beneficial to the type of development 
anticipated on this site. A single review process would address both 
the public infrastructure needed as well as the potential density of 
future residential and commercial development that could occur over 
a period of years. By examining multiple development scenarios  
(including the maximum development allowed under the  
Comprehensive Plan) through the AUAR process, the RGU can  
evaluate how much development can be accommodated within the 
area without significant environmental impacts, and what mitigation 
measures are required to prevent significant impacts.

On the other hand, preparing a proper AUAR without a proposed  
development plan can be complicated because of the multiple  
scenarios that may be developed and evaluated.  Additionally, the 
RGU could require a scoping process similar to that for an EIS which  
involves public comment on the scenarios defined for evaluation in the 
AUAR.  As a result, the time savings generally thought to be offered 
by an AUAR over an EIS are not likely to materialize. If development is 
proposed after an AUAR is approved differs from that evaluated by the 
AUAR, supplemental environmental review must be completed for that 
development.   Additionally, regardless of any significant changes, the 
AUAR must be updated every five years until all development in the 
area studied has been approved.

The mitigation plan is another way an AUAR document differs from 
an EIS.  It not only describes physical mitigation measures, but also 
the legal and financial measures and institutional arrangements to 
ensure mitigation is implemented. It is a commitment by the RGU and 
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other agencies to take action to prevent impacts that otherwise could 
occur from project development. Failure to develop and implement an 
adequate mitigation plan could leave projects exposed to legal action 
under the Environmental Rights and Environmental Policy Acts for 
causing “pollution, impairment or destruction” of the environment for 
which there are “feasible and prudent” alternatives. 

The AUAR process is supposed to be completed in 120 days from the 
RGU’s order for the AUAR to adoption of the final document or  
mitigation plan. To maximize the likelihood of meeting this deadline, 
an RGU should not officially order the review until it is ready to  
actually begin the analysis (after scoping or definition of alternatives).  

Risks:  The risks for an AUAR would be similar to those described for 
the EIS scenarios. However, an AUAR is designed to address  
unknown development plans by evaluating potential worst case  
alternatives.  The risk is that if the future development is different 
than what was evaluated, additional evaluation would still be re-
quired prior to that development.  The stadium, because it would have 
a specific design plan, could be better addressed via an EIS.  The 
future development could be addressed by an AUAR or EIS, depending 
on which process the RGU determines would best evaluate the  
development plans when a master plan for development is brought 
forward.  Similar to the EIS process, this would ensure that a  
comprehensive evaluation of the full development is completed. 

Risk Mitigation: Legislation could dictate the level of environmental 
review to be completed for each component (stadium and future  
development) as well as defining the RGU for each component.  It 
could also require cursory evaluation of the cumulative effects of full 
development as part of the stadium EIS to minimize the potential 
of missing cumulative impacts for critical issues such as traffic and 
other infrastructure improvements.

Legislative Streamlining 
Chapter 4 – House File 1 was signed by Gov. Dayton on March 3, 
2011.  The new law allows that “the proposer of a specific action may 
include in the information submitted to the responsible governmental 
unit a preliminary draft environmental impact statement on that  
action for review, modifications, and determination of completeness 
and adequacy by the responsible governmental unit.” 
 
The legislation also amends Minnesota Statutes 2010, section 
116D.04, subdivision 3a to read:  “Within 30 days after final approval 
of an EIS, [a] final decision shall be made by the appropriate govern-
mental units on those permits which were identified as required and 
for which information was developed concurrently with the  
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preparation of the EIS, provided, however, that the 30-day period may 
be extended where a longer period is permitted by Section 15.99 or  
required by federal law or state statute, or is consented to by the  
permit applicant.”  

Legislative Influence
Using House File No. 2480 (Twins Ballpark legislation) as a  
precedent-setting document for the proposed action, the following  
areas are provided for consideration relative to the environmental 
review process:

•	 Define the RGU for the proposed stadium action 

•	 Define specific exemptions to the state environmental review 
process to streamline the decision-making. More specifically:

- Indicate that the EIS shall not be required to consider  
alternative sites, and

- While the EIS must be determined adequate before  
commencing work on the foundation of the stadium,  
other governmental actions/decisions may be made and  
taken to advance the stadium project.  

In addition to the above-noted legislative elements, the following is  
offered:

•	 Require the owner of the 170 acres of private land to conduct 
the appropriate level of state environmental review (AUAR or EIS). 
A Master Plan of the site is defined at a level required for analysis.  

•	 Define the RGU for the 170-acre future development. If a 
change in the RGU is required from the stadium to the private  
development action, specifically outline a process that will be  
followed to identify and change the RGU if a Supplemental EIS is 
to be prepared (under Scenario 1).   

•	 Mandate development of a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) with the joint project proposers for the proposed stadium 
EIS.  The MOU would outline the roles and responsible of the joint 
project proposers (Vikings, Stadium Authority, Ramsey County, 
MnDOT). 

Schedule
Two separate environmental reviews must be completed for the  
stadium project, a federal EA for the interstate road improvements 
and a state EIS for the stadium.  Each document would be prepared 
concurrently but have different document requirements, review paths, 
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and approval agencies that may result in different start and  
completion dates.  The minimum timeframe for each process is  
typically 12 months, but can vary widely by project.  A more typical 
timeline for complex development projects may be closer to 18 months 
and can be longer.  Significant factors in managing to shorter  
timelines are an understanding by the developer of the regulatory 
requirements and clear definition of the project, allowing for early 
completion of the necessary technical studies (such as traffic, noise, 
infrastructure/utilities, and remediation).  

The state environmental review process (Minnesota Statute 116D.04, 
Subdivision 2b and Minnesota Rule 4410.3100, Subpart 2) prohibits 
any action that may prejudice the decision prior to a completed  
environmental review.  This prohibition includes the acquisition of 
property, if prejudicial to the decision.  A variance allows for limited 
approval and construction to begin prior to document completion.  
Therefore, without a variance, the state EIS must be completed before 
any permits or development specific decision/approvals are made for 
the project by governing agencies.  Similar restrictions on decisions 
are required under NEPA until after the federal EA approval has been 
obtained.  Therefore, generally the environmental approvals need to 
occur before the permits and other approvals can be made.  The  
development of the permit applications and agency coordination,  
however, can occur concurrent with the environmental review  
process.

Transportation
Two event scenarios were modeled for regional traffic impacts, a  
Sunday NFL game (65,000 attendees) and a weekday evening 
major event (28,000 attendees), assuming the package of planned and 
proposed transportation improvements.  The forecasted traffic  
congestion for the weekday evening event arrival was the most  
significant congestion situation.  Overall, the forecasted congestion 
can be categorized as negligibly worse with stadium traffic and the 
additional transportation improvements than otherwise forecast for 
2030 with the already programmed improvements.  While congestion 
would continue to exist, the benefits of the transportation improve-
ments will reduce congestion on non-event and small-event days.

However, congestion on County State Aid Highway 96 was identified 
as needing mitigation estimated at $500,000 to $1 million. This  
mitigation cost is not provided in the proposed transportation  
improvement package.   Additionally, the potential for congestion  
on local roads was identified.

(Minnesota Statute 116D.04, Subdivision 2b and Minnesota Rule 4410.3100, Subpart 2.)
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While the construction schedule would be aggressive, the primary 
risk associated with the transportation improvements is cost risk.  
This risk is associated with the projects being only at the concept 
level, unknown right-of-way needs, the uncertainty of mitigation to 
be identified through the environmental process, as well as the  
bidding climate and an aggressive schedule.  The risk can be  
mitigated by applying a plus-or-minus 10 percent range to the net 
$101 million in additional transportation improvements needed for 
the Stadium Proposal.  This results in a $91 million to $111 million 
estimate range.  Agreement on the funding source and/or responsible 
party for any cost overruns with the proposed net $101 million  
transportation improvements for the stadium should be secured. 

Off-Site Roadways and Access 
Significant levels of traffic will be generated by a new stadium in 
Arden Hills.  Previous work by the Minnesota Vikings in conjunction 
with the Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) identified 
a list of road improvements (capital and operational) designed to  
mitigate the impacts of the traffic increase.  However, that  
previous work was based on earlier forecasts prepared for MnDOT 
for the I-694/County State Aid Highway 51 project currently under 
construction, and the effects of the stadium traffic were evaluated 
through a site impact traffic evaluation.  

The Council’s analysis for the purposes of the risk analysis used the 
regional travel demand model to assess both the effectiveness of the 
proposed road improvements to deal with the stadium traffic and the 
impacts on the remainder of the region’s road system to determine if 
there were any impacts more removed from the immediate stadium 
environment.  The Council’s analysis also assumed traffic generated 
by the development of the 170-acre Development Parcel as described 
in the  
Assumptions section of this report. 

Scenarios Evaluated
Two scenarios were evaluated:

1. Sunday Game Day 
The first scenario assumes a game starting at noon on a Sunday  
and a capacity crowd of 65,000 attendees (3,250 by chartered bus,  
non-chartered bus, or non-motorized, and 61,750 by auto in 20,583 
auto trips).  Sixty percent of the attendees would arrive in one hour 
between 10:30 a.m. and 11:30 a.m.  Season ticket holders would be 
directed to specific entrance points to balance traffic.  After the game, 
90 percent of the attendees would depart in the hour after the game 
ends.  For a noon game, this would be between 3:30 p.m. and  
4:30 p.m.
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Background regional traffic was based on the regional travel demand 
model traffic.  However, as this model is calibrated to generate average 
traffic for the year and is based on survey data collected on weekdays, 
certain adjustments were made to better reflect Sunday travel.  Data 
from a MnDOT automatic traffic recorder on I-35W in the vicinity of 
Lexington Avenue was used to identify the average relationship  
between weekday traffic and Sunday traffic in the fall months.   
Adjustments based on data from the 2009 National Household  
Transportation Survey that supported the assessment of change in 
trip purposes on a weekday versus a Sunday were also made to the 
base model data.

2. Weekday Major Event
The weekday major event scenario was developed based on event  
history at the Metrodome during 2009.  This scenario assumes a  
major weekday event starting at 6 p.m. with approximately 28,000  
attendees occurs three to four times a month on average.  For a  
weekday major event, such as a concert or professional soccer game 
coincident with the evening peak rush hour, it was assumed all  
attendees would arrive in 9,333 vehicles between 4:30 p.m. and 5:30 
p.m. and all would depart bet ween 10:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. Neither 
the U.S. 10 entrance/exit nor the County Road I access road were  
assumed to be available for these events.

Highway Network
For the regional travel demand modeling, the highway network that 
was assumed to exist is consistent with the Council’s Transportation 
Policy Plan adopted in November 2010.  Additionally, Ramsey County 
and the Vikings worked with MnDOT to develop a package of projects 
necessary to mitigate the traffic impacts of the stadium.  The  
projects were designed to hold the region harmless from the impacts 
of the stadium, not to address all existing and future congestion in 
the vicinity of the stadium.  Nevertheless, the region and all users 
would benefit from the stadium mitigation improvements year round. 
This package of projects was included in the highway network used in 
the travel demand modeling.

The transportation improvement package consists of 13 projects  
estimated at a total cost of $121 million. The cost estimates include a 
30 percent contingency to the concept level design. The projects are 
summarized in Table 3 and the following map.  Three of the projects 
(#6, #8 and #10) include bridge replacement components that were 
previously programmed for construction no later than 2018 with a  
total budget of $20 million. The three bridge replacement projects 
were modified in the proposed $121 million transportation  
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Table 3: Transportation Improvements Summary
Map 
ID  #

Lead 
Agency

Project Title and Description Est. Cost

$121 million Transportation Improvement Package
1 MnDOT I-694 Improvements:  Construct auxiliary lane from Long Lake Road on 

ramp to I-694 eastbound to off ramp to I-35W southbound.  Construct 
one-lane flyover bridge for I-694 eastbound  to I-35W northbound, and 
remove existing loop. Construct auxiliary lane from flyover bridge to I-35W 
northbound  to exit to CSAH 96.  Provide additional capacity to the I-35W 
southbound to I-694 westbound ramp to allow two lanes of traffic on this 
ramp instead of the single lane of traffic that exists today. 

$31.31 M

2 MnDOT Old Highway 8 Bridge Replacement: Replace Old Highway 8 (CSAH 77) 
bridge over I-694 with longer and wider structure to accommodate addi-
tional width on I-694 and address the needs of bicyclists and pedestrians.  

$4.09 M

3 MnDOT RR Bridge over I-694: Replace railroad bridge over I-694 with longer struc-
ture to accommodate additional width on I-694.  

$5.99 M

4 MnDOT I-35W Improvements: Construct I-35W southbound  auxiliary lane be-
tween County Road I (CSAH3) and County Road H (CSAH 9).  Construct 
I-35W southbound auxiliary lane between CSAH 96 and the ramp to I-694 
westbound including the ramp.  

$3.41 M

5 MnDOT I-35W Managed Lane Segments:  The proposed managed lanes use a 
combination of pavement rehabilitation (replacing shoulder pavement with 
main line pavement) and technology. The technology will allow the man-
aged lane to be controlled similar to the managed lanes (MnPASS) recently 
completed south of downtown Minneapolis on I-35W, while the pavement 
replacement will allow the pavement to physically carry daily and event 
traffic.  Three managed lane sections are proposed: 1) on I-35W north-
bound  from the CSAH 96 exit to US 10; 2) on I-35W northbound  from 
Lake Street to 95th Avenue; and 3) on I-35W southbound from the CSAH 
96 entrance ramp to westbound I-694 just prior to the Long Lake Road exit.   

$22.24 M

6 MnDOT CSAH 96 / I-35W Interchange: Replace CSAH 96 bridge (BR 9577) over 
I-35W with a longer and wider structure to accommodate additional width 
on I-35W and additional lanes on CSAH 96.  North side ramps will be 
reconstructed to one lane while south side ramps will be reconstructed to 
accommodate two lanes.  Bridge will provide for sidewalk and trail.  Note: 
CSAH 96 bridge deck replacement previously planned / programmed by 
MnDOT in $20 million package. 

$12.3 M

7 MnDOT RR Bridge over I-35W: Replace railroad bridge over I-35W with longer 
structure to accommodate additional width on I-35W.

$6.41 M

8 MnDOT US 10 Bridge Replacements: Replace the I-35W southbound to US 10 
eastbound bridge over I-35W (BR 9585), and the US 10 over I-35W to 
CSAH 10 bridge (BR 9586) including approach roadway and drainage 
improvements.  The I-35W southbound to US 10 eastbound bridge will be 
constructed wide enough for three lanes in the future, but will open as two 
lanes initially.  These bridges over I-35W are proposed to be reconstructed 
as part of this project partially due to the proposed widening of I-35W for 
managed lanes, but also because they are programmed for reconstruction 
due to their age and deterioration. Note: The bridge replacements previ-
ously planned / programmed by MnDOT in $20 million package. 

$9.63 M

improvement package for the stadium.  The net cost increase for  
improvements to accommodate the stadium traffic, after crediting  
the $20 million programmed for the bridge replacements, is estimated at 
$101 million.
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9 MnDOT US 10 Main Access: Construct turn lanes, modify median cross-over, and 
construct pads for game day event traffic management equipment.  Ad-
vance advisory signing may be included.  Permanent signal with swing-
away mast arms will be provided. 

$2.15 M

10 MnDOT County Road H (CSAH 9): Reconstruct County Road H (CSAH 9) from 
CSAH 10 to the new County Road H (CSAH 9) to County Road I (CSAH 
3) Connection (project # 12) upgrading to a four-lane facility with turn 
lanes.  Replace County Road H (CSAH 9) bridge (BR 9582) over I-35W to 
accommodate additional width for County Road H (CSAH 9) and additional 
length for I-35W and address Complete Streets policy.  Replace County 
Road H (CSAH 9) bridge over Rice Creek.  Provide intersection and signal 
upgrade at County Road H (CSAH 9) / CSAH 10 intersection. Note: The 
County Road H (CSAH 9) bridge (BR 9582) replacement previously planned 
/ programmed by MnDOT in $20 million package. 

$10.84 M

11 Ramsey 
County

County Road I (CSAH 3): Construct four-lane section on County Road I 
(CSAH 3) between the new County Road H (CSAH 9) to County Road I 
(CSAH 3) Connection (project # 12) and the I-35W southbound  ramp / 
loop to County Road I (CSAH 3).  Replace the County Road I (CSAH 3) 
bridge over Rice Creek to accommodate four lanes.  

$5.39 M

12 Ramsey 
County

County Road H (CSAH 9) to County Road I (CSAH 3) Connection: Con-
struct a three-lane reversible roadway between County Road H (CSAH 
9) and County Road I (CSAH 3).  The alignment is on both the 230-acre 
Stadium Parcel as well as Army/Minnesota Army National Guard property. 
The alignment was established to skirt the Wildlife Corridor and follow the 
existing gravel roadway alignment to the extent possible. This roadway is 
intended to be used only for significant events at the stadium, as well as 
maintenance access for the Minnesota Army National Guard. The northerly 
portion of this roadway could also be used as access to the future Rice 
Creek Trail Corridor parking area anticipated near CSAH I.

$5.72 M

13 Ramsey 
County

Lexington Avenue (CSAH 51) Event Management Improvements: Event 
Management Improvements will include signing and signalized intersection 
improvements with game day police management.  

$1.63 M

Transportation Improvement Package Estimate Total $121 M

MnDOT Programmed Bridge Improvements Credit ($20 M)

Net Stadium Proposal Transportion Improvements Estimate $101 M

Other Regional Improvements
14 MnDOT US 10 (I-694 to I-35W): Construct unbonded concrete overlay and drain-

age.  May 2013 bid opening planned.
$4.0 M

15 Ramsey 
County

US 10 / CSAH 96 Interchange: Construct a grade-separated interchange, 
two bridges, ramps, retaining walls, and drainage structures.  Late 2012 
bid opening planned. 

$12.5 M

16 MnDOT I-694 / US 10 / CSAH 51: Replace nine bridges on I-694, reconfigure inter-
change, reconstruct pavement, and build storm water facilities.  Eliminate 
ramp westbound I-694 to northbound  Hamline Avenue (CSAH 50) and 
ramp from southbound Hamline Avenue to eastbound I-694.  Bids opened 
June 2011. 

$42.5 M
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Image 2: Road Improvements Proposed to Area Surrounding TCAAP
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Event Traffic Management Strategies
The analysis conducted during this component of the Risk Analysis 
did not include several other factors that have been shown through 
previous experience at stadium locations around the country to be 
useful in mitigating event-related traffic.  These factors include:

•	 Shifts that occur in the peak travel periods for individuals who 
are avoiding the regional network around the stadium location 
because they are aware that an event is occurring.

•	 Targeted outreach efforts that make use of online tools to help 
patrons determine the best parking location based upon their  
direction of approach.

•	 Reversible lane configurations for local access roads to be used 
for larger events.

•	 The use of Dynamic Message Signs to provide site access  
recommendations for those patrons less accustomed to accessing 
the site.

Each of these elements will likely be included in an Event  
Traffic Management Plan.  The Vikings’ traffic consultant for  
game-day events, PB Sports, used their Event Traffic Management 
Plan checklist to develop some elements of a preliminary event  
traffic management plan for Sunday game traffic, like reversible lanes 
on Lexington and assigned parking for season ticket holders.   
However, the challenge in developing an Event Traffic Management 
Plan is that the solutions that may be necessary to accommodate  
traffic patterns for a Sunday game event could differ substantially 
from those necessary for a weekday major event, given that the  
background traffic levels will be higher for the weekday major event 
and the regional network is more congested if the timing of such 
events concurs with the evening peak-travel period. The realities of  
operating a stadium at the confluence of several regional  
transportation facilities require that the Event Traffic Management 
Plan be comprehensive in detailing how congestion effects associated 
with localized access constraints will minimize cascading congestion 
effects onto the regional travel network.

MnDOT currently manages the trunk highway system with dynamic 
shoulders, ramp metering, managed lanes (MnPASS), ride sharing 
and other strategies, not all of which are implemented in the Arden 
Hills area.  Additional capacity anticipated by Event Traffic  
Management Plans needs to take into consideration which traffic 
management strategies are already implemented in the area.
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Modeling Results
A weekday major event with arrivals overlapping with the evening 
rush hour has a greater impact on the road network than a Sunday 
capacity crowd event.  Overall, the forecasted congestion is negligibly 
worse with stadium traffic and the additional transportation 
improvements than otherwise forecast for 2030 with the already-pro-
grammed improvements.  While congestion will continue to exist, as 
noted previously, the benefits of the transportation improvements will 
reduce congestion on non-event and small-event days.

However, the modeling identified increased congestion on County 
State Aid Highway 96, described below.  Additionally, the potential for 
congestion on local roads was identified, also described below.

County State Aid Highway 96 Traffic Management Measures
Analysis of the impacts of event traffic on County State Aid Highway 
96 along the southern boundary of the site indicates that the road 
will experience significant levels of congestion during event peak  
arrival hours for both Sunday games and major weekday events.  This 
is due to a combination of the number of lanes available to traffic and 
the single ingress/egress point.  A possible mitigation to reduce  
congestion levels on County State Aid Highway 96 would be the  
implementation of reversible lanes or the use of the road’s shoulders 
as additional lanes and a second access point onto the site from the 
south.  This analysis is consistent with recommendations by PB 
Sports, the Vikings traffic consultant, that County State Aid Highway 
96 be widened to three lanes in each direction and that an additional 
access point be developed off Ben Franklin Street. No cost analysis 
has been prepared for this possible mitigation measure.  

Similar mitigation measures are proposed for Lexington Avenue 
(County State Aid Highway 51) at an estimated cost of approximately 
$1.5 million.  Given that a project is already scheduled for a large  
portion of the pertinent section of County State Aid Highway 96, the 
incremental cost of the possible mitigation (particularly if shoulder 
use is the chosen alternative) is less than that estimated for  
Lexington Avenue.  The Council, after consulting with MnDOT,  
estimates that upgrading the shoulders for event traffic use could be 
implemented for $500,000 to $1 million.  Any necessary operational 
improvements (changeable message signs, control signals, etc.) would 
be additional costs.  

However, while PB Sports considers these improvements to be in the 
contingency for the transportation improvement package, MnDOT 
and the Council concur that the package does not include congestion 
mitigation for County State Aid Highway 96.  The risk associated with 
these improvements is addressed in the Cost Risk section below.
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Likelihood of Localized Congestion
The improvements illustrated above were examined through the use 
of the regional travel demand model for a future year scenario.  The 
improvements noticeably alter the projected congestion levels within 
the immediate areas surrounding the stadium site; however, given 
the macroscopic nature of the regional travel demand model, and the 
manner in which roadway capacities from the model do not reflect the 
intricacies of the intersection operations, there is still risk of localized 
traffic congestion that will be observed specifically at intersections 
within the study area. 
 
Risk:  Localized traffic congestion that has a cascading effect 
throughout selected segments of the regional network could cause 
delays on adjacent roadways, depending upon the specific nature of 
the congestion.

Risk Mitigation:  A more detailed peak travel operation analysis 
should be conducted for the major entrance and exit locations for the 
stadium site.  This analysis needs to be conducted by Ramsey County 
and the Minnesota Vikings for the state environmental process.  It 
should be recognized that refinements are likely to occur throughout 
the construction phase and into the first few major events held at the 
stadium location.  At such time as enough event specific information 
can be collected, additional refinements will be needed to any event 
traffic mitigation strategies.

Right-of-Way-Needs
Right-of-way and/or temporary construction easements are antici-
pated for some of the Stadium Proposal transportation improvements.  
Stormwater management may also require right-of-way.  However, 
right-of-way needs have not been specifically identified or costs  
estimated for individual projects at this time.  The risk associated 
with right-of-way is discussed in the Cost Risk section below.

Schedule
MnDOT indicates that the anticipated schedule to deliver the projects 
is aggressive and based on a design-build delivery method.  Assum-
ing a start in November 2011, and with parallel work on the envi-
ronmental assessment, project layouts, right-of-way acquisition and 
design-build procurement, design would start in February 2013 and 
construction would start in April 2013 with construction finishing in 
August 2015.47  

MnDOT may consider packaging the proposed projects that are on or 
over I-694 and I-35W (9 of the 13 projects) as one design-build  

47 Appendix L. Letter from Tom Sorel (MnDOT) to Sue Haigh (Metropolitan Council) and Ted Mondale (Metropolitan Sports Facilities 

Commission). Sept. 29, 2011.
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project.  This would be expected to be advantageous from a cost 
perspective to provide economies of scale, project coordination and 
efficient project oversight.  MnDOT is receptive to other projects led 
by Ramsey County being included in a design-build package if the 
County is interested.

The road improvements schedule will also need to be coordinated with 
the stadium construction schedule to ensure that new pavement is 
not prematurely damaged by heavy construction traffic to and from 
the stadium construction site.

Cost Risk
Risks:  The 13 projects totaling $121 million were developed by SRF, a 
consultant to the Minnesota Vikings, working with MnDOT.  
MnDOT has advised that it is confident in the 30 percent project  
contingency added to the base project estimates to derive the estimat-
ed project costs.  However, traffic management costs for County State 
Aid Highway 96, estimated at between $500,000 and $1 million, are 
not included in the $121 million cost estimate.

While some of the projects will likely come in lower than their  
estimate, others can be expected to come in higher.  As noted earlier, 
right-of-way costs have not been identified for individual projects.  
Right-of-way tends to be a high-risk project cost component.   
Mitigation measures will not be known until the environmental  
process is complete.  Mitigation measures such as noise walls can be 
significant costs to a project. See the Other Issues for Consideration - 
Noise section of this report.

Additionally, the final project design may differ significantly from the 
current concept.  For example, MnDOT staff recently advised that 
the updated cost estimate for the US 10 Bridge Replacements (Project 
#10) has increased by approximately $3 million from the earlier $9.6 
million estimate.  This increase is in response to more detailed design 
identifying the need to elevate the bridges and extend their length.
The bidding climate is another variable affecting actual project costs 
as compared to their estimates.  While the bidding climate has been 
quite favorable in recent years, uncertainty in material prices and 
general inflation does exist.

Finally, the schedule is admittedly aggressive.  A tight project  
schedule with Minnesota’s weather conditions will generally result in 
higher costs in response to the increased risk to deliver the project by 
the required completion date.

Risk Mitigation:  Given the uncertainty as described above, a cost 
estimate range is appropriate for the Stadium Proposal transportation 
improvements with a +/- 10 percent range recommended for the net 
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$101 million package of projects to accommodate the stadium.  This 
results in a cost estimate range of $91 million to $111 million.  The 
funding of  potential increased costs for the identified Stadium  
Proposal transportation improvements package, plus County State 
Aid Highway 96 traffic management improvements and any other  
improvements that may result from the environmental review process, 
in excess of $101million needs to be identified and agreed upon as 
part of a stadium funding package. 

Given the overall cost pressures on the stadium project, to ensure 
that all off-site transportation improvements, including those led by 
Ramsey County, are designed and constructed as necessary to  
mitigate the impacts of stadium traffic on regional roads, MnDOT 
must have final approval authority on the projects.

I-35W Managed Lanes
The region’s long-range Transportation Policy Plan and MnDOT’s 
plans call for a managed lane system vision (MnPASS) for the  
metropolitan highway system.  Construction of a MnPASS managed 
lane on I-35W between downtown Minneapolis and the 95th Avenue 
exit in the left lanes (both northbound and southbound) is one of 
three Tier 2 priority corridors in this regional plan.  Initial cost  
estimates for the I-35W managed lane are $180-$300 million.   
MnDOT recently began a corridor study, which will further refine this 
design and cost.  The I-35W managed lane project is not fully funded 
in the fiscally constrained Transportation Policy Plan, although the 
plan does set aside $35 million to $70 million toward implementing 
Tier 2 managed lanes in the region in the 2015-2020 timeframe.

The $121 million package of off-site transportation infrastructure 
improvements in the Stadium Proposal includes construction of I-35W 
managed lane segments.  These lanes are not the I-35W managed 
lanes called for in the Transportation Policy Plan and are viewed 
as interim or additional managed lane improvements.  The concept 
of operation for these lanes will be established as a part of project 
development after more rigorous traffic modeling is completed.  The 
interim managed lanes will consist of three relatively short segments:  
1) on I-35W northbound from the County State Aid Highway 96 exit 
to County State Aid Highway 10, 2) on I-35W northbound from Lake 
Street to 95th Avenue, and 3) on I-35W southbound from the County 
State Aid Highway 96 entrance ramp to westbound I-694 just prior to 
the Long Lake Road exit. 

The future left-lane managed lanes (MnPASS) called for in the  
Transportation Policy Plan may replace the interim managed lane 
segments with those interim managed lane segments becoming a  
general purpose lane.  MnDOT has advised that the future of man-
aged lanes (MnPASS) on I-35W will be protected.  MnDOT further 
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advised that the concept of operation for the interim managed lane 
segments will be established as part of project development after more 
rigorous traffic modeling is completed.48  It should be noted that the 
City of Mounds View stated a concern that the Stadium Proposal may 
delay or negatively impact larger regional improvements.  Based on 
the assurance from MnDOT, the ability to implement future managed 
lanes in the corridor is not identified as a risk.

On-site circulation
The provision of adequate on-site circulation to accommodate event 
traffic is critical.  Because the site plan available at this time is only 
conceptual in nature, an evaluation of the internal circulation and 
access roads cannot be conducted.  When more detailed site plans are 
developed, the internal circulation roadways and the ingress/egress 
points to the site will need to be fully analyzed for the ability of the 
internal roadway to adequately handle event traffic, particularly  
during event arrival peaks.  The analysis should address both  
full-attendance Sunday football games and partial attendance  
weekday evening events, and be prepared in support of the required 
state Environmental Impact Statement for the Stadium Proposal.   
The internal roadway system and ingress/egress points must be  
demonstrated to provide sufficient capacity such that any queuing of 
vehicles does not impact I-35W entrance ramps, exit ramps, or the 
mainline.

Aviation 
Construction of a Minnesota Vikings stadium at the Arden Hills site 
is expected to have minimal impacts on the regional aviation system.  
The stadium site is approximately 4 miles from the nearest regional 
airport, the Anoka County-Blaine Airport.  This is a general  
aviation airport, owned and operated by the Metropolitan Airports 
Commission (MAC), with no scheduled commercial air service.  
Potential future requests to expand the Anoka County-Blaine 
Airport as a result of the stadium is identified as a potential risk to 
local communities and citizens that oppose any expansion of  
the airport.

Airport Operations
Approximately 1,000 current season ticket holders are considered out 
of “driving distance” (100 miles) from the proposed stadium and thus 
may potentially fly to a game.  However, it is likely that many of these 
tickets are owned by greater Minnesota residents who are likely to 
drive even more than 100 miles (i.e., 150 miles from Duluth or  
Brainerd) or by a corporation with an out-of-state address whose 
tickets are used by local individuals.  The vast majority of “out of 

48 Appendix L. Letter from Tom Sorel (MnDOT) to Sue Haigh (Metropolitan Council) and Ted Mondale (Metropolitan Sports Facilities 

Commission). Sept. 29, 2011.
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area” individuals that do fly to the area to attend a Vikings game will 
come by commercial aircraft into Minneapolis-St. Paul (MSP) Airport, 
regardless of where a stadium is located.

Fans that fly in for a game in a general aviation/business aircraft 
may be influenced by the stadium location in choosing which airport 
to use.  Anoka County-Blaine Airport’s airside and landside  
infrastructure and services are well positioned to serve the needs of 
game day users.  Despite the proximity of Anoka County-Blaine  
Airport, some private aircraft will continue to fly into MSP or the St. 
Paul Downtown Airport due to the runway lengths and expanded  
services and amenities available at or near those airports.  As a 
result, only a small increase in operations at Anoka County-Blaine 
Airport due to a Vikings game is anticipated on game days resulting 
in a minimal impact on airport operations. 

There is a possibility of operations at Anoka County-Blaine Airport 
being impacted on game days by a temporary flight restriction, see 
Image 3, which prohibits aircraft in specific airspace, as defined in 
the following federal regulation.  “Management of Aircraft Operations 
in the Vicinity of Aerial Demonstrations and Major Sporting Events”49 

discusses the threshold requirements for establishing a temporary 
flight restriction.  One possible exception to this restriction would al-
low aircraft to potentially penetrate the temporary flight restriction if 
authorized by the Air Traffic Control Tower.

In addition, section 99.7 is the basis for restrictions around  
certain sporting facilities (often referred to as the “Sports  
NOTAM”). Except for limited cases specified in the NOTAM, all 
aircraft and parachute operations are prohibited at and below 
3,000 feet above ground level within a radius of three nautical 
miles of any stadium having a seating capacity of 30,000 or more 
people in which a Major League Baseball™, National Football 
League™, NCAA™ division one football, or major motor speedway 
event is taking place. These restrictions are in effect one hour 
before the scheduled time of the event until one hour after the 
end of the event. All pilots should be aware that careful advance 
planning might be required to comply with these restrictions.

Approximately 10 NFL football events would be held at the stadium 
on an annual basis.  Additional large entertainment events could 
meet the threshold for a temporary flight restriction to be established. 
Depending on the final placement of the stadium, Air Traffic Control 
could conduct approaches to Runways 18 and 9 or depart Runways 
27 and 36.  Arrivals to Runway 27 and departures to Runway 9 may 

49 4 CFR Part 91.145, Section 7.
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even be available, depending on the exact location of the stadium.  
Initial analysis shows that depending on the location of the stadium, 
all operation would have to be kept to the north of the airport.   
Limited east-west operations are a possibility depending on the  
location of the stadium. Closure of the airport while the temporary 
flight restriction is in effect is possible, if the stadium site is located 
on the northern area of the site.  Flight tracks and potential impacts 
to MSP during a temporary flight restriction will also need to be  
reviewed, by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Air Traffic 
Control.  Overall the stadium should have minimal impact on the 
Anoka County-Blaine Airport or aircraft operations.  However, the 
FAA Air Traffic Control must determine impacts on approach and 
departure procedures at the airport relative to the temporary flight 
restriction.  

Risk:  While an Anoka County- Blaine Airport runway expansion is 
not part of the Stadium Proposal, nor is it necessary for efficient  
operation of the stadium, construction of a stadium could lead to  
requests to expand/extend its runways to accommodate larger  
corporate/business aircraft.  Longer runways have previously been 
opposed vigorously by adjacent local communities and residents.  The 
Anoka County-Blaine Airport is classified as a “minor” airport and its 
primary runway is 5,000 feet and its secondary runway is 4,855 feet. 

In 2000, the state legislature prohibited any airports classified as 
“minor” to have runways longer than 5,000 feet.50 In September 2011, 
the City of Mounds View passed a resolution stating, “The city  
strongly opposes any potential expansion of the airport runway 
length or intensification of airport designation that may result from 
stadium development.”  Currently, no other adjacent communities 
have taken a position regarding runway length and classification of 
the Anoka County-Blaine Airport.     

Risk Mitigation:  The Stadium Proposal does not include or require 
any changes to the Anoka County-Blaine Airport.  Any runway  
extension at the airport can only occur with action by the  
Legislature to remove or modify state law.51 The Council would also 
need to modify the regional aviation system plan, which currently 
recognizes the legislative prohibition.  

Stadium Operations
Federal regulations establish standards and notification requirements 
for objects affecting navigable airspace.  Due to the proximity of the 
Anoka County-Blaine Airport to the proposed stadium, the stadium 

50 Minnesota Statutes, section 473.641.
51 Ibid.
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buildings, light poles and any towers constructed on or near the site 
will need to be evaluated by providing an Airspace Analysis Form 
(7460-1A) to the FAA.  Under current assumptions, the stadium will 

be approximately 300 feet above ground level, which therefore willw 
require a Form 7460-1A Notice of Construction or Alteration.  Any 
construction 199 feet above ground level or below will not require a 
Form 7460-1A.  The airport’s elevation is 912 feet while the proposed 
stadium site has an elevation of 1,082 feet, so the airport is  
approximately 170 feet lower in elevation.  While this elevation  
differential should not pose a significant risk for the Stadium  
Proposal, it must be evaluated. 

Transit, Charter, Bicycle and Pedestrian Access
Approximately five percent (3,250) of the Vikings football game  
attendees are anticipated to travel to and from the site using charter 
buses, bicycling and walking.  Most of these will utilize charter  
buses while a small number will walk or bike to the site. 

Image 3: Location of potential Temporary Flight Restrictions  
(approximate locations)

Source:   MAC MSP Support Manager, 2011, Google Earth, 2011
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Public Transit 
The Arden Hills site is not served by public transit today, nor do 
regional long-range plans call for future public transit to this area.  
The event-focused nature of the stadium is not expected to generate 
demand to justify public transit. The level of public transit service, if 
any, to serve future development of the 170-acre Development Parcel 
will depend on demand generated.  The demand is driven by the type 
and density of development as well as parking capacity and pricing.  
As a result, no Vikings game patrons are anticipated to use public 
transit. 

Charter Service 
Private charter service will be a viable option for patrons attending  
Vikings games.  Today, up to approximately 70 charter buses serve 
Vikings games at the Metrodome.  These charter trips are arranged 
by private businesses and are provided by private contractors, not 
public transit agencies.  Neither the Vikings nor the Metropolitan 
Sports Facilities Commission organize private charter trips for game 
patrons.

Other special event express-type charter services could be an option 
for a private vendor to offer, likely charging a fare to cover the cost 
of the service.  Park-and-ride facility options include large lots that 
are privately owned as well as public transit facilities.  In both cases, 
use arrangements would be made with the owner.  Metro Transit 
park-and-rides, including those at 35W & 95th Avenue (Blaine), Foley 
(Coon Rapids), Twin Lakes (Roseville) and Highway 36 & Rice (Little 
Canada) would be available for non-weekday charter use.

Local private charter companies generally have the capacity to  
provide the level of charter service needed for an event such as a 
Vikings game.  While Metro Transit has the capacity to provide 
contracted services on weekends, the Code of Federal Regulations 
(49CFR604) precludes Metro Transit and any other public transit  
provider from providing the service unless all interested private  
contractors have declined the opportunity.

The number of patrons attracted to charter service will be influenced 
by the price of parking at the stadium as well as any “transit  
advantages,” including within the stadium site, which provides the 
buses faster entry and exit compared to automobiles.  Based on  
current charter bus usage, 70 at-capacity buses for a capacity crowd 
event are assumed.  This equates to almost five percent (3,150)  
attendees using charter service. 

Bicycle and Pedestrian Access 
The stadium site has minimal bicycling and pedestrian access  
today.  From the north, Rice Creek North Regional Trail provides safe, 
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off road access from County Road I to the County Road H gate into the 
TCAAP site.  On the south side, Highway 96 Regional Trail is located 
along both sides of County State Aid Highway 96 east of  
Hamline Avenue, but only on the south side of County State Aid  
Highway 96 west of Hamline Avenue.  That trail currently ends at  
approximately the driveway into North Heights Lutheran Church (east 
of US 10) with plans to extend it westward across US 10 and I-35W to 
Old Highway 8.

Beyond these facilities, there is minimal opportunity for shared bike/
pedestrian use of public roadways in the area.  I-35W to the west of 
the site is a controlled access facility with bicycling and pedestrian 
uses prohibited; crossing points near the stadium are limited to 
County State Aid Highway 96, County Roads H and I. A trail adjacent 
to the north side of County Road I from the west crosses under I-35W 
to Rice Creek North Regional Trail and then continues east about a 
mile to Shamrock Park.  No trails are adjacent to County Road H from 
US 10 to the TCAAP gate; however, the County Road H bridge over  
I-35W does have a narrow sidewalk on one side.   There is no  
prohibition on bikes or pedestrians using US 10 along the southwest 
side of the stadium site, but it is a high speed, multi-lane divided  
expressway that is not a safe environment for walking or biking. 

Ramsey County has a proposed trail, known as the Rice Creek South 
Regional Trail, which will follow the eastern boundary of the stadium 
site, and provide a connection between the Rice Creek North Regional 
Trail, the Wildlife Corridor and County State Aid Highway 96.  The 
timeframe for development of this trail is not known at this time.

As a result, a minimal number (estimated at 100) of attendees are 
expected to walk or bicycle to Vikings games. 

Other Related Considerations
County Road H to County Road I Connection
A new road connecting County Road H through the stadium site to 
County Road I is proposed.  This road will provide access to the site 
from the west via County Road H and from the north via County Road 
I.  Access from both to the stadium is needed to accommodate the 
event traffic for major game days. 

The proposed alignment of the road as it connects to County Road 
I intentionally avoids the Wildlife Corridor by swinging east around 
the corridor into the Primer/Tracer Area and National Guard training 
areas, following existing TCAAP road alignments for part of its route. 
Our understanding is that the road would be used only on game days 
and other capacity events. 
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Siting the road adjacent to the Wildlife Corridor and on property  
licensed to the National Guard presents challenges.  All Wildlife  
Corridor stakeholders, including Ramsey County, the National Guard, 
the City of Arden Hills and the Council, are committed to protecting 
the interests of the Wildlife Corridor.  The proposed road would need 
to accommodate the requirements of both the Wildlife Corridor and 
the National Guard. The Army also would have exclusive jurisdiction   
for the road located on its licensed property. 

The National Guard has indicated that an access road would require 
fencing to secure its property and storage buildings.  However, the 
road design and any security fencing would need to allow for adequate 
wildlife crossing.  It was acknowledged by the National Guard and 
Ramsey County that there is an existing fence through the Wildlife 
Corridor, which crosses through a wetland above the waterline,  
allowing for some wildlife movement to occur.  

It is understood is that a concept of this access road could be one that 
is typical of a National Park Service road to be more compatible with 
the Wildlife Corridor.  Any National Guard requirements for clearance 
from vegetation, lighting for security monitoring, and design stan-
dards to support heavy vehicles and equipment need to be accommo-
dated.53 

Ramsey County, the Minnesota Vikings, SRF Consulting, the National 
Guard, the Army and MnDOT participated in a Monday, Sept. 26, 
2011 meeting facilitated by Congresswoman Betty McCollum to  
address the Wildlife Corridor and the proposed road.  As a result of 
that meeting, the Vikings provided a new concept layout.54 While still 
a concept based on available information, per the Vikings, the  
uninhibited movement of wildlife is facilitated by the rural road  
design, short bridge sections and small culvert sections.  

Risks:  Access from County Road I to the stadium for game-day events 
is a critical transportation need for the Stadium Proposal. Lack of 
this access will result in unacceptable congestion on the regional and 
local roads.  An alternate access location to the stadium site would be 
needed.  A road crossing the Primer/Tracer Area must also address 
the environmental remediation necessary in this area which may im-
pact the stadium project schedule.  

Risk Mitigation:  Agreement must be reached by the National Guard 
and all Wildlife Corridor stakeholders on an acceptable design and 
alignment and operations responsibilities for a stadium access road 

53 Based on Sept. 21, 2011, phone call with National Guard representatives.
54 Appendix M. Concept Layout, Access Road. SRF Consulting Group, Inc. Oct. 6, 2011.
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connecting to County Road I.  Until this agreement is reached, the 
project cannot be defined for purposes of environmental review.   
Delay in the environmental review process can be mitigated by  
including environmental advocacy groups early in the process.   
If the road crosses the Primer/Tracer Area, the environmental  
remediation must be addressed. 

Arden Manor
Arden Manor is the manufactured home park that lies west of the 
stadium site on the west side of US 10 and north of County State 
Aid Highway 96.  This community is likely considered a low-income 
community with regard to environmental justice if evaluated under 
a federal National Environmental Policy Act review.  Ramsey County 
has gone to great lengths to coordinate with and minimize impacts 
to this community through its recent planning of the US 10/County 
State Aid Highway 96 interchange project.  The Stadium Proposal 
calls for constructing turn lanes and installing a permanent signal 
with swing-away mast arms at the US 10 entrance to the stadium. If 
more significant transportation improvements at this intersection are 
determined necessary, this will pose an environmental justice risk to 
the project.  Because no such improvements are planned, this is not 
identified as a risk.

The Housing Preservation Project, on behalf of the Resident  
Association of Arden Manor, conveyed to the Council the concerns 
and positions of the park’s residents.55

Other Issues for Consideration
Natural Gas, Electric and Communications Utilities
Xcel Energy/Gas is the provider of natural gas to Arden Hills.   
Xcel has gas capacity to serve the stadium parcel and the  
170-acre Development Parcel, depending on overall phasing and  
proposed loads.

Xcel has a high-pressure main on the north side of County State Aid 
Highway 96.  As part of its work required for the County State Aid 
Highway 96/US 10 interchange project, scheduled for 2012, Xcel will 
relocate this main to the south side of County State Aid Highway 96.  
Xcel has retired all gas service on and to the TCAAP site and removed 
all meters and other equipment from the site.  Xcel will retire a “spur” 
line along US 10.  Removal of the distribution piping would be by the 
property owner, as required by the proposed construction, and is as-
sumed to be a typical demolition cost for a redevelopment site.  Some 
of the steel pipe may have asbestos coatings.  Xcel is responsible for 

55 Appendix N. Letter from Housing Preservation Project to Sue Haigh (Metropolitan Council) and Ted Mondale (MSFC). Oct. 7, 2011
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the removal and the proper disposal of these materials and will work 
with the property owner during demolition to accomplish this.

Xcel has capacity to serve the stadium parcel and the supporting 
development parcel, depending on the overall proposed loads and 
phasing.  Xcel has immediate capacity to serve the assumed load for 
a stadium. Xcel will need to install a regulator station at the service 
point, likely along County State Aid Highway 96.  This will need to be 
an easement area of 50 feet by 50 feet outside of the public right-of-
way.   Xcel would provide the gas distribution piping on the site and 
the gas meters to the customers.  Xcel does a revenue justification 
analysis for the distribution system.  Xcel does not anticipate any cost 
share to provide natural gas service. 

Risk: Xcel has assumed that the stadium will be a conventionally 
heated and cooled facility.  If an alternate system, such as geothermal 
or a district energy approach is proposed, revenue justification  
analysis may result in a cost-share scenario for natural gas  
distribution.

Risk Mitigation:  This minor risk can be mitigated by confirming 
the stadium heating and cooling loads, as well as an estimate for  
the supporting developments loads so that Xcel can design and price 
a natural gas distribution system and do the revenue justification 
analysis.
 
Electrical 
Xcel Energy/Electric is the provider of electricity to Arden Hills.  Xcel 
does not currently have the capacity to serve the stadium and the 
170-acre Development Parcel, but through several capital improve-
ments will be able to serve the entire 430-acre development.

Xcel has two substations near the TCAAP site.  They are the Arden 
Hills substation and the Lexington substation.  Both substations are 
at capacity.  Xcel has stated that it is unlikely that loads at other  
substations could be transferred to create capacity to these  
substations for the stadium or the supporting development.    
A new substation will be required to provide the system capacity to 
serve the 430-acre development.

Xcel has a transmission line that runs from the Arden Hills  
substation up to County State Aid Highway 96, along County State 
Aid Highway 96,  and then into and across the TCAAP site.  This  
is a 69kV line.  This line will need to be upgraded to 115kV.

Removal of existing distribution facilities will be required.  Xcel will 
be responsible for the removal of transformers and meters.  
Environmental remediation of impacted transformer sites, if any, will 
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be addressed in the environmental site remediation.  Removal of the 
distribution facilities will be by the property owner, as required by the 
proposed construction, and is assumed to be a typical demolition cost 
for a redevelopment site.

Xcel has been planning to create the capacity at the TCAAP site by 
adding a substation.   A new substation requires about 10 acres  
adjacent to the transmission line and out of the public right-of-way.  
Xcel would need to own the substation land rather than use it by 
easement or land lease. All costs associated with the design,  
permitting, and construction of a new substation are Xcel’s costs.

Substations take between two and three years to design, permit and 
construct.  Permitting would include Public Utilities Commission 
(PUC) approval and permits from the City of Arden Hills.  Arden Hills 
has stated that locating the substation on County State Aid  
Highway 96 will not be permitted.  The substation will need to be  
located within the 430-acre development.  The substation  
development schedule may pose a risk to the overall project schedule.

Xcel will need to upgrade the transmission line from 69kV to 115kV. 
All costs associated with the transmission upgrade are Xcel’s costs.  
Transmission upgrades are regulated and approved by the PUC.  The 
transmission upgrade would be above ground.

There is uncertainty as to Xcel’s easement or other rights to run this 
transmission line on the TCAAP site.  It is not clear if Xcel has an 
easement for the existing transmission line on the TCAAP site and it 
is not clear where this transmission line is in relation to the easterly 
boundary of the 430 acres.  The location of the substation and the 
required transmission line easement from County State Aid Highway 
96 pose a risk to the development and may require involvement of the 
Army and/or National Guard.

Xcel’s policy for providing a redundant feeder (a second primary 
feeder) and a switch to a customer is that the cost is entirely the  
customer’s cost.  The Vikings have clarified that neither they nor the 
NFL require a redundant power supply to the proposed stadium.  The 
project will include emergency generators to power the life-safety  
systems in the event of a power failure.  Permitting for the transmis-
sion upgrades and the substation will include the PUC

Risks:  Uncertainty as to Xcel’s easement or other rights to run a 
transmission line on the TCAAP site poses a risk if the line needs to 
be relocated out of the way of the stadium or 170-acre Development 
Parcel, or if the line needs to be upgraded.  A related risk is the siting 
of the new substation.  The City of Arden Hills opposes the location 
on County State Aid Highway 96 and has stated the substation needs 
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to be located within the development.   The duration required to site, 
design, permit and build a new substation poses a potential schedule 
risk.

Risk Mitigation:  Title work on the TCAAP site would reveal whether 
there is a utility easement or agreements permitting Xcel to run 
transmission on the TCAAP site.  The transmission line could be 
located on the boundary survey of the 430 acres to be conveyed to 
Ramsey County to assess if the line will be impacted by development.  
The substation will need to be sited early on in the conveyance  
process as it will need to be conveyed to Xcel Energy through Ramsey 
County.  The overall project schedule should include the Xcel  
substation as a line item, and the schedule should determine when in 
the construction of the stadium that permanent power is required to 
determine if the substation is a critical path item. 

Communications
CenturyLink is a provider of voice and data communications to Arden 
Hills.  With relatively minor capital improvements, CenturyLink has 
the network capacity and infrastructure to provide diverse service to 
three sides of the stadium and supporting development.

CenturyLink has three fiber optic and conduit duct bank systems in 
the proposed stadium development area. Capital improvements to the 
network capacity would include about 3,000 feet of new fiber optic and 
duct bank system to connect the County State Aid Highway 10 and 
County Road I infrastructure.   The cost of these improvements would 
likely be CenturyLink’s, based on a revenue justification analysis.  No 
PUC involvement is anticipated.

CenturyLink will require a route from the public right-of-way to the 
customer’s building.  If street right-of-way and drainage and utility 
easements are not platted, CenturyLink will need dedicated ease-
ments in order to extend their system into the development to serve 
the customers. 

Water, Sanitary Sewer, and Stormwater Utilities 
Water 
The City of Arden Hills will supply potable water to the development.  
The City water system has adequate capacity to serve the stadium 
parcel and the supporting development parcel with domestic water. 
The City water system may not have adequate capacity and pressure 
to provide fire flows to all parts of the 430-acre development.

The City of Arden Hills has two 12 inch trunk water mains near the 
project site.  There is a private water main network within TCAAP 
that will need to be removed.  The condition and maintenance of this 
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water main, valves and hydrants is unknown and therefore should 
be removed.   Removal of this water main would be by the property 
owner, as required by the proposed construction, and is assumed to 
be a typical demolition cost for a redevelopment site.  

The preference of the City is that a new on-site water main system 
would be private.  The City would retain the right or be granted an 
easement to exercise and operate the gate valves and hydrants for the 
purpose of fire protection.  A private 12 inch water main loop system 
or systems will be designed to provide water to the stadium parcel 
and supporting development parcel.  The system will be designed 
using performance criteria of the City of Arden Hills, the Arden Hills 
Fire Marshall, and the Lake Johanna Fire Department.  It is  
incumbent on the property owner to design this system and model it 
to ensure that adequate fire flows are maintained throughout the  
system.  If adequate fire flows cannot be provided, a booster station 
and water tower may be required to assure that fire flows are  
available to all portions of the development.

Risk: The only risk for water supply is whether a booster station or 
water tower will be required to provide adequate fire flows to all  
portions of the 430-acre development. 

Risk Mitigation:  This risk can be mitigated by conducting a water 
modeling study and grading study to determine if a booster station or 
water tower is required for the development to provide adequate fire 
flows. 

Sanitary Sewer  
Both regional wastewater collection and treatment facilities and  
municipal wastewater pipes serving the TCAAP property have suf-
ficient long-term capacity to handle the additional wastewater flow 
that the proposed stadium parcel and supporting development parcel 
would generate. The only risk is the condition of the existing local 
trunk sewer line that serves the proposed 430-acre development site.

Metropolitan Council Environmental Services (MCES) operates the 
regional wastewater system. MCES provides wastewater service to the 
TCAAP site via a lift station (pumping station) and a series of  
interceptors (large sewer pipes). The lift station serving the TCAAP 
property and southeast Mounds View has a flow capacity of 5.8  
million gallons per day (mgd). The average daily flow pumped at this 
lift station between 2005 and 2010 ranged from 0.47 mgd to 0.57 
mgd.  The corresponding allowable peak flow, reached during  
precipitation events, would be a maximum of just under 2.0 mgd. 
Therefore, the station’s reserve capacity is approximately 3.8 mgd.

MCES’s analysis of the proposed stadium development estimates that 
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it would generate a peak flow of approximately 1.8 mgd. Therefore, 2.0 
mgd of capacity would remain at the lift station after the  
development of the stadium site, or about 52.6 percent of the  
facility’s current reserve capacity. Both the lift station and the  
regional interceptors serving TCAAP and southeast Mounds View 
have sufficient capacity to accommodate the additional flow from the 
proposed stadium development.

The MCES lift station that serves the TCAAP site and southeast 
Mounds View is located approximately one-third mile west of County 
Road I on County Road H.  The City of Mounds View has a 21 inch 
trunk sanitary sewer that runs to the northeast quadrant of the 
County Road I and County Road H intersection.  The City also has an 
18 inch trunk sanitary sewer that continues east, under I-35W and 
under Rice Creek in a dual inverted siphon, and into the TCAAP site. 
 
In order to determine if this trunk system has capacity for the  
proposed 260-acre Stadium Parcel and 170-acre Development  
Parcel, the MCES Industrial Waste group collected existing average 
daily flow data at three locations in Mounds View. This data, along 
with projected average daily flow from the stadium and development, 
can be compared to the average daily flow capacity of the existing 21 
inch and 18 inch trunk sewer system. 

The stadium sewer demand was estimated based on the number of 
seats; an estimate of media seating;  concessions areas; locker room 
showers; and office, ticketing, and security areas.  The Sewer  
Availability Charge (SAC) determination for the TCF Stadium was 
used as a basis for determining an estimated number of SAC units 
and using a rate of 220 gallons per day (gpd) per SAC unit.  The  
estimate average daily demand for the stadium is 200,000 gpd.

As noted elsewhere, an estimated land use was determined using  
one-third the development proposed by the RRLDP proposal.  An 
estimate was made for the amount of residential units, office, office/
warehouse, retail, restaurants and hotel.  The estimated average daily 
demand for the supporting development is 330,000 gpd.  The total 
sanitary sewer average daily demand for the 430 acres is estimated at 
530,000 gpd.

This proposed average daily demand was added to the existing  
average daily flow data for the 21 inch and 18 inch trunk sanitary 
sewer and analyzed.  The existing 21 inch and 18 inch trunk sanitary 
sewer system has capacity for the existing and projected average daily 
flows.  The proposed peak demand was added to the existing peak 
flow data for the 21 inch and 18 inch trunk sanitary sewer and  
analyzed. The existing 21 inch and 18 inch trunk sanitary sewer  
system has capacity for the existing and projected peak flows.
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The City of Mounds View has a flow meter in the 18 inch trunk  
sanitary sewer that measures flows coming into the City.  The City 
will require an Intercommunity Flow Agreement (a joint powers 
agreement) with the City of Arden Hills that permits the conveyance 
of Arden Hills flow through the Mounds View trunk sanitary sewer 
system to the MCES lift station. The agreement will need to addresses 
maintenance, maintenance limits and fees.  

The preference of Arden Hills is that all new on-site sanitary sewer 
systems would be privately built and maintained. The extent of the 
existing 18 inch trunk sanitary sewer that will remain and not be 
removed will depend on the development plan. All other sanitary 
sewer trunk or laterals will either be abandoned or removed; this is 
assumed to be a typical demolition cost for a redevelopment site.  

The City of Arden Hills will collect the SAC charges for the stadium 
and the proposed development.  The MCES will make a SAC  
determination, with the number of SAC units estimated at about 820.  
There are approximately 90 SAC credits associated with two buildings 
located within the 430-acre site. These credits are based on previous 
Industrial Waste Division permits.  Some of these credits expire in 
2013 and others in 2014.  MCES has a process that could extend the 
availability of these credits for an additional 10 years provided that a 
request is submitted to the MCES prior to the credits expiring. 

Risk:  The only minor risk for sanitary sewer is the physical condition 
of the existing 18 inch trunk sanitary sewer. Remaining questions 
include: What is the condition of this trunk sanitary sewer after years 
of no use and questionable maintenance, especially the dual inverted 
siphon under Rice Creek?  Will there be unforeseen costs to restore 
this trunk sanitary sewer?

Risk Mitigation:  This risk can be identified by conducting a
flushing and televised inspection of the 18 inch trunk sewer,  
particularly in the invert siphon under Rice Creek. The inspection 
would be east of the Mounds View border.  The City of Mounds View 
has been inspecting the trunk sewer within the City. The inspection 
would also include all manholes. 

Stormwater 
Stormwater will be managed on-site, maintaining the current  
drainage patterns and utilizing the current outfalls to Rice Creek and 
Round Lake.  The site will require compliance with Rice Creek  
Watershed District (RCWD) rules for water quality, volume control, 
runoff control and erosion control.  Infiltration as a best  
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management practice BMP for volume reduction may pose a challenge 
due to contaminated soils.

There is an existing on-site storm system, ranging in size from 15 
inch to 72 inch.  Roughly two-thirds of the site currently drains to the 
north to Rice Creek, which is a DNR Protected Water.  There are three 
outfalls to Rice Creek: a 36, a 42, and a 72 inch outfall.  The  
remainder of the site drains to the south to a 60 inch storm sewer 
that drains to Round Lake.  No stormwater management systems 
currently exist on-site, and a large portion of the site is impervious.   
Based on these existing conditions, and the RCWD rules that will ap-
ply to the redevelopment, it is unlikely that additional outfalls will be 
required.Removal of existing storm sewer on-site, as required by the 
proposed construction, is assumed to be a typical demolition cost for 
a redevelopment site.  The extent of removals will depend on the  
site development plans.

The proposed on-site storm sewer system will be private. It will be 
privately designed, built and maintained.  As noted in the Rice Creek 
Watershed District section, an overall stormwater management plan 
and phasing plan will be required as part of the RCWD permit and as 
part of the environmental entitlement process.  The stormwater  
management plan and model will need to define the systems that will 
need to be implemented to meet the RCWD’s rules for water quality, 
volume control and runoff control.  The stormwater model will size the 
on-site storm sewer infrastructure required to convey runoff to the 
stormwater management systems.

Risk: The only minor risk for stormwater is if an additional outfall to 
either Rice Creek or Round Lake is required.

Risk Mitigation:  The scope of this study did not include stormwater 
modeling.  Once a site development plan is developed, project phasing 
is understood, a geotechnical investigations program is completed, 
and the Phase 2 Environment Site Assessment determines the  
extent of impacted soil and groundwater that would dictate  
stormwater BMPs, then a stormwater management model can be  
developed that would determine the adequacy of the current outfalls.

Rice Creek Watershed District  
The Rice Creek Watershed District56(RCWD) will require a permit for 
the stadium parcel and supporting development parcel. RCWD rules 
require water quality, volume control, and runoff controls on-site. 
Infiltration as a volume reduction BMP may be limited on this site 

56 RCWD is a political subdivision of the State of Minnesota, established under the Minnesota Watershed Law. The RCWD is also a 
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due to environmental contamination and the groundwater treatment 
system. Meeting the volume reduction on-site may pose a risk.  Being 
able to develop an overall, phased stormwater management plan for 
the entire 430 acres may be a risk due to lack of specificity and  
location of the supporting development.  

The proposed project must not adversely affect the water level of Rice 
Creek, and to a lesser degree Round Lake, during or after  
construction.57  Lower Rice Creek has a history of flash flooding.  The 
RCWD is updating the model of Rice Creek;58  this modeling will be 
completed by the end of the year and can be utilized to analyze this 
potential impact.

RCWD Rule C.5 defines the water quality and volume control  
requirements.  The RCWD promotes the use of the Better Site  
Design techniques outlined in Chapter 4 of the Minnesota Stormwater 
Manual.  These techniques are applied early in the site design process 
to reduce impervious cover, conserve natural areas and use pervious 
areas more effectively to treat stormwater runoff and promote a  
treatment train approach to stormwater management.

RCWD Rule C.5(b) requires that BMPs be sized to retain or  
infiltrate the runoff volume generated within the contributing area  
by a two-year (2.8-inch) storm event from the net increase in  
impervious area and a 0.8-inch storm event for the existing  
impervious area. BMPs shall be selected based on site specific  
conditions. Infiltration to reduce runoff volume may be limited on  
this site due to environmental contamination and the groundwater 
treatment system for the deep contaminant plume.  If infiltration is 
not feasible, RCWD has chosen bio-filtration as the preferred  
alternative method of treatment, although it has a limited impact on 
volume reduction.  Other BMPs that should be considered, in order of 
preference, would be filtration, extended detention ponds, and  
Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) ponds. The later BMPs 
could be consumptive of land area. The RCWD has an alternative 
compliance sequencing process.  The RCWD stressed the desire to 
meet the RCWD requirements on-site.

RCWD Rule C.6 addresses peak stormwater runoff control.   
Stormwater runoff rates for the project at the site boundary in  
aggregate must not exceed the existing runoff rates for the critical 
two-year and 100-year (24-hour rainfall and 10-day snowmelt) event. 
The RCWD has expressed the requirement, as described in Rule C.3, 
for an overall stormwater management plan, stormwater model, and 

57 Rice Creek Watershed District Rules, dated Feb.13, 2008, Rule C.4(c).
58 The modeling will use EPA SWMM and HEC-RAS.
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phasing plan as part of the RCWD permit and as part of the  
environmental entitlement process.  The stormwater management 
plan and model will define the systems that will need to be  
implemented to meet the RCWD’s rules for water quality, volume 
control, and runoff rate control for the entire 430 acres.  The phasing 
plan will show how the RCWD’s rules are being met at all stages of  
development and where.   

RCWD Rule D addresses erosion and sediment control for the  
development.  The RCWD rules and MPCA NPDES permit  
requirements will be required for this development.

Three relatively small wetlands are identified on the NWI mapping. 
Additional site investigation will be required to determine if additional 
wetlands exist on the site and to determine the quality of the existing 
wetlands.  RCWD Rule F applies to wetland alterations. The RCWD is 
the RGU with regard to the application of the Wetland Conservation 
Act.  RCWD would like to see any impacts to existing wetlands miti-
gated on-site.  Wetland alterations will be addressed in the combined 
RCWD permit.

Review of FIRM Map 27123C0010G, indicated that a small portion of 
the site is subject to inundation by a one percent chance flood.  RCWD 
Rule E applies to floodplain alterations.  The RCWD is completing a 
new floodplain map of the lower Rice Creek that will completed by the 
end of 2011.  Depending on the development of the site plan and the 
changes to RCWD floodplain map, compensatory storage and a FEMA 
Letter of Map Revision may be required.  Floodplain alterations will be 
addressed in the combined RCWD permit.

Risk: The risk for stormwater management is the ability to meet the 
volume reduction rules on-site and in a phased approach consistent 
with the phased development, as well as the effort and time to  
coordinate and obtain the RCWD approval and permit.

Risk Mitigation: The scope of this study did not include stormwater 
modeling. A stormwater management model can be developed to  
assess this risk and determine alternative methods to meet the 
RCWD rules on-site when:

•	 A site development plan is created

•	 Project phasing is understood

•	 A geotechnical investigations program is completed AND 

•	 Phase 2 Environment Site Assessment determines the extent 
of impacted soil and groundwater that would dictate stormwater 
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BMPs.

Meeting with the RCWD during the development of the site plan and 
incorporating Better Site Design techniques will mitigate the potential 
for a protracted permitting process.

Soils and Foundations
It is expected that some soil correction will be needed in the stadium 
area. Soil corrections would consist of removing approximately 10 feet 
of existing soils and import of new engineered fill. 

Existing topographic information indicates that a large amount of 
earthwork will be needed across the 260-acre Stadium Parcel to  
accommodate the proposed stadium use. The southeast side of the 
site is significantly higher than the rest of the site. It is assumed that 
the majority of onsite earthwork should balance on site. 

Existing soils used to balance the site are susceptible to frost heave.  
It is assumed that a 12 inch sand subbase would be required for all 
parking lot pavement.

Noise
Operation of the proposed Minnesota Vikings Stadium would result 
in a periodic and short-term increase in the ambient noise level.  The 
increase in noise at any given location would depend on the type of 
activity, the type of stadium roof, the distance between the Stadium 
and the receptor, the effects of intervening structures and topography, 
and the ambient noise level at the receptor.  

In general, noise increases would primarily be experienced close to 
the Stadium. For example, noise from tailgating or other outdoor 
activity may be audible at the closest receptors, such as the Arden 
Manor manufactured-home park to the west.  Noise from events held 
within a completely enclosed stadium or a stadium with a closed  
retractable roof would not be expected to be audible at offsite  
receptors.  Stadium traffic would also increase noise along the access 
roads.  As a rule-of-thumb, a doubling of traffic along a road would 
increase traffic noise by approximately 3 decibels.  Sound level  
variations of less than 3 decibels are not detectable by the typical  
human ear.  

Noise Mitigation
Minnesota Rules, Section 7030.0040, establishes noise standards for 
various land uses. The limits are applicable at the property line of the 
receiving land use.  Significant noise impacts would not occur from 
the stadium site if the stadium was designed and operated in such a 
manner as to meet the requirements of the Minnesota Rules. 
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On the other hand, traffic generated by the stadium could exceed 
state noise standards or result in noise impacts due to a doubling of 
traffic or by simply adding to traffic on roads that may already exceed 
state standards.  In a Sept. 12, 2011 resolution, the City of Mounds 
View noted that traffic noise on US 10 and I-35W will increase as 
a result of the stadium project, and that MnDOT needs to erect a 
soundwall (noise barrier) sufficient to protect the health, safety and 
well-being of Mounds View residents. Effective mitigation measures 
are unique for each situation. The physical techniques to mitigate 
noise vary in their noise reduction capabilities. Factors to consider 
when evaluating potential noise mitigation include: the amount of 
noise reduction desired, situations where physical techniques would 
be most effective, and aesthetics. The following measures can be used 
to mitigate noise impacts:

•	 Increase the distance from the noise source to the receptor by 
locating areas where outdoor noise may be generated as far from 
the western property line as possible. 

•	 Arrange the site plan to use the stadium or other buildings or 
structures between noise sources and the west property line.  

•	 Place non-noise-generating uses closest to the west property 
line. 

•	 Calibrate the public address system to comply with the  
Minnesota Rules.

•	 Noise barriers are commonly used to mitigate noise from ground 
transportation and commercial and recreational noise sources.  
To be effective, a noise barrier must break the direct line-of-sight 
between source and receiver.  

Risks:  There could be substantial measures required by the Stadium 
Proposal project to mitigate potential noise impacts.  The level of noise 
generated by the proposed stadium that will be heard off-site will 
be dependent on the location of the stadium, access drives, parking 
lots, tailgating facilities, and orientation of the public address system.  
Given that these details are not defined at this time, the actual impact 
from noise cannot be evaluated and therefore the specific mitigation 
measures needed remain undefined.  A comprehensive noise study 
will be required as part of the environmental reviews of the stadium 
and off-site road improvements.

Risk Mitigation:  Details of the project design and the resulting noise 
impacts need to be evaluated to quantify the risk associated with 
noise mitigation for the project.  Noise mitigation risk associated with 

There could be substan-
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the proposed transportation improvements projects is addressed in 
the Transportation Cost Risk section of this report.

Public Safety 
The Ramsey County Sheriff’s Office (RCSO) provides police services to 
the City of Arden Hills. Lake Johanna Fire Department provides fire 
service to the City of Arden Hills.   The stadium and supporting  
development may draw game-day and non-game-day public safety 
resources and equipment away from other communities that rely on 
these services.  Additional resources and/or equipment may be  
needed to provide adequate public safety.

The RCSO provides police services to Arden Hills and six other 
Ramsey County communities.  Although the Vikings will provide 
routine security for game-day events, RCSO may be require to  
respond to unanticipated situations, thus drawing resources away 
from these other communities.  RSCO police service will likely need  
to expand into a 430 acre area currently under federal jurisdiction.
 
Lake Johanna Fire Department provides fire service to Arden Hills, 
North Oaks, and Shoreview.  A stadium facility may require specific 
firefighting equipment, training, and staffing levels that are not  
currently being provided.  

Risk: The stadium and supporting development will draw game-day 
and non-game-day public safety resources and equipment away from 
other communities that rely on these services.  Additional resources 
and/or equipment may be needed to provide adequate public safety.

Risk Mitigation: Determine what, if any, additional resources or 
equipment are required to provide adequate public safety to the  
stadium, supporting development, and surrounding communities for 
both game-day and non-game-day scenarios and determine the  
parties responsible for providing and funding these resources.

Permitting and Approvals
The federal, state, and local permits expected for the Stadium  
development and related roadway improvements are listed in  
Appendix L.59 Those that are expected to pose potential risks to the 
project schedule are discussed here, except for the EPA, which is  
addressed in the Environmental Remediation section.  

59  Appendix O.  Table A. Required Permits and Approvals. Sept. 26, 2011.
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Federal Approvals and Permits
The federal and state approvals described below are generally not 
high-risk processes.  The greatest risk associated with all of these 
permits/approvals is related to schedule, which is dependent on the 
completeness of applications submitted, the project’s compliance with 
required regulations and the availability of respective agency staff to 
conduct reviews.  The highest risk to obtaining timely approvals could 
be for the federal EA approval because it has potentially the longest 
timeframe, and a finding of no significant impact (FONSI) is required 
prior to obtaining other approvals at the federal level (interstate  
access modification request). 

Army Corps of Engineers
Generally the amount of wetland on the site is low, resulting in only 
a small amount of wetland that could be impacted for the stadium or 
future development.  There is, however, the need to cross Rice Creek 
with the improvements to County Road H, which will require a  
Section 404 permit review.  A typical review process for impacts less 
than two acres is less than 90 days, however, the complexities of this 
project related to contamination, water quality, and concurrent  
reviews by the DNR and RCWD could extend the permit review  
period.  This can be mitigated through consistent coordination with 
all of the wetland review agencies and minimizing the wetland  
impacts associated with the project and related road improvements.  
Separate permits would be needed for each proposer with wetland 
impacts.

Environmental Protection Agency
See Environmental Remediation Section

Department of the Interior (DOI)
The DOI has a deed restriction over the Rice Creek North Regional 
Trail/Park and is required to be notified through the National Park 
Service (NPS) of any changes proposed to land within the park.  An 
easement for the extension of County Road H was discussed at one 
time but it is unknown whether a site for the road crossing through 
this area was ever recorded.  Therefore, there is potential that the DOI 
review could result in design changes, but it is expected that it would 
not deny access across the property based on prior planning  
discussions.  Risk can be mitigated with early coordination with  
the DOI.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has responsibility for the area 
of and around Round Lake.  It is not expected that it will have any 
direct authority over the stadium site. However, it may be indirectly 
involved in review of the federal environmental review document for 
the interstate road improvements and the state EIS for the stadium.  

The highest risk to 
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Its concerns are expected to be related to groundwater contamination 
and effects on Round Lake.  Endangered species is not expected to be 
a concern.

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
The improvements needed to the Interstate System for the stadium 
will need to be evaluated under a federal EA that requires FHWA  
approval or a finding of no significant impact (FONSI).  MnDOT would 
be the local authority responsible for preparing the EA and  
implementing the necessary mitigation measures defined in the EA.  
The minimum timeframe for an EA to be prepared and reviewed is 
typically 12 months.  This timeline expands based on level of  
controversy, public/agency input, and agency staff availability.  The 
timeline to obtain the FONSI can be a critical path since the FONSI is 
required prior to submittal of the interstate access request.  

Interstate Access Request (IAR)
New or modified access to the Interstate System requires interstate 
access approval by FHWA. This process includes an engineering and 
operational analysis for joint review by MnDOT and FHWA. The  
MnDOT Highway Project Development Program Handbook suggest 
that the following topics be addressed in the IAR:

•	 Introduction and Purpose

•	 Regional Traffic Needs

•	 Reasonable Alternatives 

•	 Operational Analysis

•	 Access Connections and Design

•	 Transportation Land-Use Plans

•	 Request Coordination 

The FHWA Minnesota Division Memorandum dated August 2003 
titled “Guidance for the Preparation of a FHWA Interstate Access 
Request” also must be followed.  We understand that FHWA approval 
cannot occur until the appropriate environmental evaluations are 
completed. Therefore, this permit review must be coordinated with the 
environmental assessment process. The IAR approval process for  
access modifications typically requires eight weeks after the draft  
engineering and operational analysis is completed but can take 
longer; this analysis may occur concurrent with the environmental 
process, with the review occurring after the EA finding of no  
significant impact.  
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State Approvals and Permits
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA)
MPCA is responsible for water quality certification (Section 401 of the 
Clean Water Act).  This review occurs concurrently with the Army 
Corps Section 404 permit review and is not expected to be a high-risk  
approval; however, given the level of contamination on site, there is 
moderate risk for this review to take longer than a typical project.  As 
a result, special mitigation measures to protect water quality can be 
expected to be required for site construction. (See Environmental  
Remediation section for contamination-related approvals.)

Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT)
MnDOT will make the Interstate Access Request (IAR) needed to 
implement the proposed interstate improvements. MnDOT will also be 
the lead agency in preparing the EA for FHWA approval that is needed 
to obtain the IAR approval.  MnDOT may also need to relinquish their 
RGU authority to Ramsey County for any state environmental review 
requirements in order to streamline the state environmental review 
in one document prepared by Ramsey County for the stadium and 
related non-federal roadway improvements. See Environmental Review 
section.

Risks:  The federal and state approvals described above are 
generally not high-risk processes.  The greatest risk associated with 
all of these permits/approvals is related to schedule, which is  
dependent on the availability of respective agency staff to conduct 
reviews, the completeness of applications submitted, and compliance 
with required regulations.  The highest risk approval could be the  
federal EA approval because it has potentially the longest timeframe, 
and the FONSI is required prior to obtaining the IAR. 

Risk Mitigation:  Coordination with the multiple agencies involved in 
the project permits/approvals will be important to minimizing the 
risk of delays to the overall schedule. 

Regional Approvals and Permits
The regional permits and approvals expected for the stadium  
development and related roadway improvements are listed in  
Appendix L.  Those that are expected to pose potential risks to the 
project schedule are discussed here. A Metropolitan Significance  
Review poses a large schedule risk to the project, but could be  
mitigated through legislative action. Metropolitan Council approval of 
comprehensive plan amendments pose a lesser risk to the schedule 
due to the controversial and complex nature of the project, but these 
risks are minor in comparison.

Metropolitan Significance Review
Minnesota Statutes, section 473.173 allows for, but does not mandate 
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the Metropolitan Council to review “all proposed matters of  
metropolitan significance to be undertaken by any private  
organization, independent commission, board or agency, local  
governmental unit, or any state agency in accordance with the rules 
adopted pursuant to this section and the provisions of any other  
relevant statute.” This review would consider the impact the proposal 
will have on the orderly and economical development of the  
metropolitan area, the relation the proposal will have to the  
Metropolitan Development Guide and its systems policy plans, the 
impacts on the land-use controls of municipal governments, and to 
arrive at consensus on the issues.

The Chair of the Metropolitan Council may make a preliminary  
finding of metropolitan significance, issuing an order for  
commencement of review within 10 days of receiving the request for 
review. The Metropolitan Council must complete the review within 90 
days following commencement unless the review is suspended or  
extended in accordance with laws and rules. The Council may  
suspend action on the proposal for up to 12 months or may impose 
conditions or modifications on a project to eliminate a finding of  
metropolitan significance. 

Risks:  A request could be made and the Chair of the Metropolitan 
Council could commence the metropolitan significance review  
process. Should this occur, the process could delay the schedule by 
up to 12 months. There is also the risk that the Council imposes  
modifications or conditions on the project that would eliminate the  
determination of metropolitan significance. However, those  
modifications to the project are difficult to define given the level of 
detail currently known about the ultimate stadium development plan, 
but also could result in risks to the project costs and the project 
schedule.

Risk Mitigation: A Metropolitan Significance Review may be initiated 
at the option of the Chair of the Council or if requested by an eligible 
party such as an affected local government. The Legislature could 
take action to exempt this project from metropolitan significance  
review under Minnesota Statutes, section 473.173. 

Comprehensive Plan Amendments
To ensure orderly development and coordination between local  
municipalities and regional systems, communities in the  
seven-county Twin Cities metropolitan area are required to prepare 
and submit local comprehensive plans to the Metropolitan Council for 
review.60 The required comprehensive plan amendments for the City of 

60 Minnesota Statutes 2010, section 473.864, subdivision 1 and 2.
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Arden Hills pose a small risk to the project schedule. While the  
majority of the time spent preparing the amendment would be at the 
local level with the city’s public hearing process, any public  
controversy could be elevated to the Metropolitan Council review  
process and cause delays to the project schedule beyond 120 days. 

Arden Hills 
Based on previous community planning processes for the TCAAP  
site, the city incorporated broad land use designations, which are 
considered preliminary and general, for this site into their  
Comprehensive Plan Update, adopted by the city on Sept. 28, 2009.61 
The City has guided land within the proposed stadium development 
area as Mixed Business (along the I-35W/Highway 10 corridor), and 
Mixed Residential (just to the east of the Mixed Business area). It 
is expected that these two land-use designations may be modified 
pending the outcome of a development scenario for the property and 
a master developer coming forward with a development proposal. 
In July 2010, the City adopted zoning regulations to implement the 
Mixed Business and Mixed Residential Districts on the TCAAP site, 
consistent with its Comprehensive Plan Update.

As discussed in the Comprehensive Plan Update, the city will submit 
a comprehensive plan amendment to the Council for review when it 
receives and considers a development proposal for TCAAP. 
Given the staged nature of the development of entire Stadium  
Proposal site, it is expected that the city’s comprehensive plan would 
first be amended to reflect the delineation of and guiding for the  
260-acre Stadium Development, with a separate amendment process 
once master planning and guiding for the 170-acre Development  
Parcel have been completed. 

The Council review process is typically completed within 60 calendar 
days upon determination that the application is complete for review, 
with an additional 60 days if needed. The Council may extend the 
review period beyond 120 days if agreed to by the municipality. 

Risks: Any issues raised at the local level could be elevated to the 
Metropolitan Council review process and cause delays to the typical 
review and potentially to the proposed project schedule.

Risk Mitigation: Coordination with the Metropolitan Council and 
other agencies involved in the project permits/approvals will be 
important to minimizing the risk in delays to the overall schedule.

61 The Metropolitan Council reviewed and approved the Arden Hills Comprehensive Plan Update at the regularly scheduled meeting 

on Aug. 12, 2009. Business Item 2009-240, Review File No. 20476-1.2.
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Mounds View 
Because Mounds View will be providing wastewater services to the 
TCAAP site, the City’s Tier II Sanitary Sewer Plan of its Comprehen-
sive Plan62 will need to be amended. The current plan does not reflect 
service or plans for service to the TCAAP site. In conjunction with the 
development of the intercommunity flow agreement with the City of 
Arden Hills for service to the project site, the City of Mounds View will 
also need to update sewer flow projections in its Tier II Sanitary  
Sewer Plan. 

Local Approvals and Permits
The development of the 430-acre stadium site will require a number 
of local permits and approvals from several municipalities, the Rice 
Creek Watershed District and Ramsey County, including building 
permits, erosion and sediment control approvals, rezoning approvals, 
a master plan amendment, a joint powers agreement and  
comprehensive plan amendments, among others. The local permits 
and approvals expected for the stadium development and related 
roadway improvements are listed in Appendix L.  Those that are  
expected to pose potential risks to project schedule are  
discussed here.
 
Schedule
Many of the permits required for the proposed stadium and related 
road improvements follow routine review processes and are not  
critical to the timeline for the project.  However, there are a number 
of approvals that can dictate the project schedule.  Specifically, the 
federal interstate access modification request must follow after the 
FONSI is issued on the federal EA, since final design of the 
improvements cannot be approved until after the FONSI and design 
details are required for the IAR.  Municipal consent is another  
potentially lengthy process (if appealed) that would occur after the 
environmental document approvals and final design review process 
for the state and county road improvements.  

Municipal Consent
Minnesota Statutes, section 161.163 states that municipal approval is 
required for any trunk highway project that alters access, increases 
or reduces highway traffic capacity, or requires acquisition of  
permanent rights-of-way.  This would apply to any changes proposed 
to I-35W, I-694 or US 10 to serve the proposed stadium site.  The  
proposed off-site roadway improvements may require municipal  
consent from the following municipalities depending on the final  
design plans:  Arden Hills, New Brighton, Mounds View, Blaine  
and Shoreview.

62 The Metropolitan Council reviewed and approved the City of Mounds View 2030 Comprehensive Plan Update on Dec. 9, 2009 

(Business Item 2009-414, Review File No. 20553-1).
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To obtain municipal consent, MnDOT submits the final layout to the 
affected city(s) with a letter requesting city approval.   The city must 
schedule and hold a public hearing within 60 days of receiving the 
MnDOT submittal, and pass a resolution approving or disapproving 
the project within 90 days of the public hearing.  If the city has not 
passed a resolution disapproving the layout after 90 days from the 
date of the public hearing, the layout is deemed approved.  

The municipal consent statute applies to changes on “any route on 
the trunk highway system lying within any municipality.” If a trunk 
highway borders a city and no section of the trunk highway is  
completely within the city limits, municipal consent is still required 
for any of the designated changes (access, capacity, or right-of-way) 
that do occur within that city (example: I-35W borders both Mounds 
View and Arden Hills). The city’s review – with regard to layout  
approval – is limited to the project elements in the final layout that 
are within the boundaries of that city. A city cannot impose a  
condition on its approval that is outside of the city’s boundaries.
If a city disapproves the final layout, MnDOT can stop the project  
(or scale it back so that municipal consent is no longer required), or 
MnDOT can take the project to the appeal process.

If the city disapproves – but includes conditions for approval, MnDOT 
has the above options plus the option of meeting the city’s conditions, 
and thus obtaining the city’s approval. To do this, MnDOT sends the 
city a letter to that effect with the revised layout attached, showing 
the changes. This completes the municipal consent process; MnDOT 
then has the city’s approval.  (Sending the letter and revised layout is 
not a resubmittal for further consideration by the city).

The appeal process is the same for interstate and non-interstate  
projects.  However, the Commissioner of Transportation is not bound 
by the recommendations of the appeal board with respect to interstate 
highways, such as I-35W and I-694.

If MnDOT decides to proceed with the appeal process, the first step is 
to establish an Appeal Board of three members: one member  
appointed by the Commissioner, one member appointed by the City 
Council, and a third member agreed upon by both the Commissioner 
and the City Council. (If a third member cannot be agreed upon, the 
Commissioner refers the selection to the Chief Justice of the Supreme 
Court, who then has 14 days to appoint the third member.)

After the Appeal Board is established, the Commissioner refers the 
final layout to the board. The Appeal Board then has 30 days to hold 
a hearing at which the Commissioner and the City Council may  
present their case for or against approval of the layout. Within 60 
days after the hearing, the Appeal Board must make its  
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recommendation regarding the final layout. The recommendation  
can be for approval, approval with modifications, or disapproval.
The board can also make additional recommendations consistent with 
state and federal requirements as it deems appropriate. The board 
must submit a written report with its findings and recommendations 
to the Commissioner and the City Council. Minnesota Statutes  
section 162 contains similar provisions, without deadlines,  
requiring municipal approval for construction or reconstruction of a 
county state aid highway lying within the corporate limits of any city.  
A dispute resolution board is also outlined for county roads.  This 
process would apply to Ramsey County State Aid Highways 10, 50, 51, 
96, and County Roads H and I.

Risk:  Municipal consent from Arden Hills, New Brighton, Mounds 
View, Blaine and Shoreview will be needed.   The municipal consent 
process does pose schedule risk in the event that one or more cities 
deny municipal consent.    When municipal consent has been denied 
and the appeal process has been invoked, the time between original 
layout submittal and final Commissioner action has ranged from 7 to 
12 months.  The determination has been that MnDOT may not pro-
ceed to bid opening without municipal consent resolution.   Municipal 
consent does not pose a high risk to project cost.

Risk Mitigation:  In order to meet an August 2015 opening date for 
the stadium, the design-build (DB) construction delivery method for 
trunk highway improvements is proposed.  This method allows  
construction activity to begin earlier because all roadway  
construction plans do not have to be finished when the contract is 
awarded.  The proposed DB contract would include all projects that 
are on or over I-964 and I-35W into one contract.  The advantages are 
streamlined project coordination and reduced construction timeline.  
Overall construction activity duration of two years can be achieved.   
A Maintenance of Traffic plan would manage regional roadway  
operations and local accesses throughout the duration of  
construction.  Key activities, duration and schedule are as follows:

Table 4: Duration of Key Activities
Activity  Duration Start Finish

Environmental Assessment 12 months 11/2011 10/2012

Project Layouts 8 months 11/2011 6/2012

Right of Way 14 months 1/2012 2/2013

DB Procurement 7 months 7/2012 1/2013

Design 12 months 2/2013 1/2014

Construction 29 months 4/2013 8/2015
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To mitigate schedule risk related to municipal consent, the layout 
should be submitted to the cities in March of 2012.  Five months is 
the maximum time allowed for cities to issue or deny municipal  
consent, so in August of 2012 it will be known if the overall DB  
contract schedule needs to be shortened.  If municipal consent is 
denied by any city, bid opening (and subsequent activity start dates) 
should be delayed approximately two months from the schedule 
above, or from approximately December of 2012 to February of 2013.  
In the event municipal consent is denied by one or more cities, steps 
to reduce time for appeal board and project award activities should be 
taken to reduce the delay imposed on the schedule above.

Arden Hills
The City of Arden Hills has clarified its position regarding transporta-
tion improvements, land-use approvals and public infrastructure/ 
utility improvements.63  Among the permits and approvals required 
from the City of Arden Hills, those that pose the most risk to the 
proposed project schedule are the land-use permits and the  
comprehensive plan amendments. The master planning process and 
public meetings involved in the land-use permitting schedule pose 
a significant undefined time risk to the proposed project schedule. 
There is also the risk that the city, if local zoning authority is  
retained, could deny the necessary zoning approvals for the stadium.

The stadium portion of the development is expected to occur  
before planning for the 170-acre portion of the stadium site has been 
completed. With this staging of development, the city’s zoning and 
comprehensive plan will need to be amended to accurately reflect the 
260-acre boundaries for the stadium site. The city’s current  
zoning and comprehensive plan show generalized boundaries based 
on previous planning efforts, but may not reflect the actual siting of 
the proposed stadium. The project proposers will need to apply for 
both a zoning amendment and a comprehensive plan amendment, 
which can be done concurrently. Once the stadium application is 
complete for review, the city will schedule the public hearings re-
quired for the Arden Hills Planning Commission and Arden Hills City 
Council review. 

Per statutory requirements for land-use approvals,64 the city is 
required to act upon a complete application within 60 days, which the 
City may extend an additional 60 days pursuant to that statute. Once 
the city has granted approval to the comprehensive plan amendment, 
the city then submits the proposed amendment to the Metropolitan 
Council for review and approval. (The Metropolitan Council process is 
further detailed in the Regional Permitting and Approvals section of 
this report.)

63 Appendix P. Arden Hills Memorandum. Sept. 23, 2011. 
64 Minnesota Statutes, section 15.99, subdivision 2.  
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As indicated by the Vikings in their Sept. 14, 2011 letter to the  
Metropolitan Council65, development plans for the 170-acre 
Development Parcel of the Stadium Proposal site have not yet been 
drawn up. The Arden Hills Zoning Code (Section 1320.135) applies 
“Special Requirements of the Mixed Residential and Mixed Business 
Districts,” which encompass the Stadium Proposal site. The Zoning 
Code specifically requires a master plan be prepared pursuant to 
the planned unit development (PUD) procedures outlined within that 
section of the Code, which include the preparation and approval of a 
concept plan, a master plan, a final PUD plan, and a public  
engagement and information plan, along with a number of public 
hearings and community meetings, as needed. 

The Master PUD process timeline is highly variable and dependent 
on a number of factors to assemble a complete application. With the 
previous RRLDP development proposal, the process lasted about 18 
months, but did not go through the complete process. Once the  
applicant has fulfilled the process and application requirements and 
is deemed to have a complete application for review, the standard  
60-day review deadline applies, with the city having the ability to  
extend the review period an additional 60 days if needed. Once this 
city has granted approval to the land-use comprehensive plan  
amendments and master PUD, the city then submits the proposed 
amendments to the Metropolitan Council for review and approval, 
as detailed in the Regional Permitting and Approvals section of this 
report.

Risks: The master planning process could take about two years to 
complete with the level of market study and public meetings involved. 
If the 260-acre Stadium Parcel is to be included in that process, this 
could lead to delays in the proposed stadium construction schedule. 
Local zoning approvals for the stadium development could be denied 
by the city or delay the proposed schedule to accommodate public 
involvement in the process.

Risk Mitigation: The master planning and development of the 
170-acre Development Parcel could be completed separately from  
the development of the stadium parcel under the city’s current zoning 
ordinances.  Action by the Legislature could remove the city’s zoning 
approval authority from the stadium development.

 65 Appendix B. Letter to Pat Born (Metropolitan Council) from Mark Wilf (Minnesota Vikings). Sept. 14, 2011.

The Master PUD process 
timeline is highly variable 
and dependent on a  
number of factors to  
assemble a complete  
application.
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SCHeDule

This section provides an assessment of the potential schedule risk  
associated with delivery of a stadium development.  This section  
identifies schedule risk around environmental, remediation, land 
transfer, transportation and permitting tasks.  See the appropriate 
report section for schedule assumptions.

Vikings Proposed Schedule
The Vikings provided a proposed project delivery schedule.66  The 
Vikings schedule assumes a three-party agreement (Ramsey County/
Vikings/State of Minnesota) by October 2011 and a stadium open 
for use at the start of the 2015 NFL season.  The Vikings proposed 
schedule is 48 months.  For reference, Target Field took 45 months to 
construct.  The Vikings provided an estimate of increased construc-
tion cost due to delaying the construction completion date beyond the 
beginning of the 2015 NFL season.67

Estimated Project Development Durations
The following table compares the duration of some key project  
development phases with the estimated minimum and maximum 
durations

The typical schedule for review and approval of permits is tabulated 
in Appendix M: Required Permits and Approvals.68

 
MnDOT has estimated a design build approach to deliver the off-site 
transportation improvements that illustrates construction completion 
by August 2015.

66 Appendix D. Minnesota Vikings Stadium Project Preliminary Schedule. Sept. 14, 2011.
67 Appendix R. Mortenson Multi-Purpose Stadium Delay Delta Costs. August 30, 2011.
68 Appendix O. Required Permits and Approvals. Sept. 26, 3011.

Table 5: Duration of Key Development Phases
PROJECT ACTIVITY VIKINGS ESTIMATED  DURATION

MINIMUM
ESTIMATED  DURATION

MAXIMUM

Site Acquisition 12 months 12 months 24 months

Environmental Remediation 12 months 10 months 23 months

Environmental Impact Studies 14 months 12 months 18 months

SCHeDule
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Risk: The Vikings proposed project schedule appears to be based on 
some critical path project development durations that are at or near 
estimated minimum durations.  Some of the critical path project  
activities are primarily within the Vikings’ control to achieve their 
proposed schedule, like construction duration for on-site  
improvements.  However, a majority of these critical path activities are 
not completely within the Vikings’ control, like the site acquisition and 
environmental remediation.  Scenarios could occur that would delay 
the stadium opening beyond the beginning of the 2015 NFL season.  

Risk Mitigation:  Early coordination with all stakeholders and affected 
agencies, in addition to the risk mitigation strategies listed in other 
sections of this report.

The Vikings proposed 
project schedule appears 
to be based on some  
critical path project de-
velopment durations that 
are at or near estimated 
minimum durations. 
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finAnCiAl AnAlySiS

Funding Sources 
The financing plan in the May 10, 2011 Agreement relies on three  
principal funding sources: (1) a $407 million contribution from the  
Minnesota Vikings, (2) a $300 million contribution from the State of 
Minnesota, and (3) a $350 million contribution from Ramsey County 
as the local sponsor. The plan also assumes use of $15 million from  
combined Metrodome land sale proceeds and reserve balances of the  
Metropolitan Sports Facilities Commission (MSFC), resulting in a  
total public contribution of $665 million. The public contribution  
represents 62 percent of the estimated project cost of $1.072 billion. 

Negotiations subsequent to the May Agreement have revised the  
estimated total project costs to $1.111 billion by including the net 
$101 million in off-site transportation infrastructure needed to  
accommodate stadium-event traffic and by including a fixed, rather 
than retractable, roof. It is assumed the funding contributions of 
the State and Ramsey County will remain at $300 million and $350 
million, respectively. A yet to be determined combination of funding 
sources from the Minnesota Vikings, Metrodome land sale proceeds, 
and MSFC reserves will be necessary to fill a $39 million funding gap. 
This funding gap and the use of Metrodome proceeds are the sub-
ject of ongoing negotiations between the State of Minnesota, Ramsey 
County and the Minnesota Vikings.

finAnCiAl AnAlySiS
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Minnesota Vikings
The financial position of the Minnesota Vikings and their ability to 
meet the funding commitment of the Stadium Proposal have not been 
evaluated and are considered beyond the scope of this review. It is 
assumed that all parties will need to mutually assure each other of 
their ability to meet their financial commitment.

State of Minnesota
The State of Minnesota is recognized as an indispensable third party 
to the Stadium Proposal. A marketable funding source(s) adequate to 
support financing of the state’s anticipated contribution has yet to be 
identified and will require legislative review and approval. 

The estimated net $101 million for off-site transportation  
infrastructure improvements necessary for the region and 
immediate vicinity of the TCAAP site are included in the $1.111 billion 
project cost. This is consistent with Governor Dayton’s position that 
such costs be included in the state’s $300 million contribution. 

Ramsey County
Ramsey County intends to issue tax-exempt revenue bonds to fund its 
$350 million project commitment and ongoing operating and capital 
reserve commitments of $1.5 million and $1.0 million, respectively. 
The bonds would be supported by a one-half percent (0.5 percent) 
local sales tax, which is equivalent to one-half cent for every dollar 
spent by a consumer in the County. The County engaged Springsted, 
a public sector financial advisor, to prepare an information report  
regarding the viability of such a debt issue. 

Estimated Revenue from Sales and Use Tax
The Springsted report69 utilizes an estimate of sales and use tax 
prepared by the Minnesota Department of Revenue (MnDOR). The 
MnDOR estimate, provided in May 2011, is based on fiscal year 2010 
sales and use tax statistics for the quarter percent (0.25 percent) 
Counties Transit Improvement Tax, adjusted for annual growth in 
state sales tax receipts in accordance with the February 2011 state  
forecast. The result is a base fiscal year 2010 estimate of $28.4  
million and a growth projection for future fiscal years as follows: 

  FY 2011 $30.1 million
  FY 2012 $31.6 million
  FY 2013 $32.6 million
  FY 2014 $33.6 million
  FY 2015 $34.8 million

69 Springsted Information Report related to Sales Tax Revenue Bonds dated May 27, 2011.

Ramsey County intends 
to issue tax-exempt  
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In addition to the proposed 0.5 percent local sales tax, the County  
intends to concurrently implement a $20 vehicle excise tax. Spring-
sted estimates vehicle excise tax collections of $850,000 annually 
based on 2010 fiscal year-end information available for the  
vehicle excise tax for transit (which is also $20) of $875,840 for  
Ramsey County.

Springsted assumed the following adjusted tax estimates:

 Sales and Use Tax (est. 2011)            $30.100 million
 Vehicle Excise Tax           .850 million
  Less: State Administration       ( .325)million
 Net Sales Tax Available   $30.625 million

Debt Service 
For purposes of their report, Springsted assumed the market will 
require a debt service reserve fund and a minimum coverage ratio of 
1.25x. A coverage ratio represents a benchmark of the revenue cash 
flows available to meet annual principal and interest payments on 
the outstanding debt. In this case, a 1.25x coverage ratio means the 
net sales tax collections generated by imposing a 0.5 percent local tax 
in Ramsey County should exceed the maximum annual debt service 
requirement for the bonds issued by 25 percent. 

The Springsted calculation, based on May 2011 market conditions, 
resulted in a 30-year $373.55 million par bond issue with  
average annual debt service of approximately $22.5 million. To meet 
the minimum coverage ratio, net sales tax proceeds would need to  
exceed $28.2 million. With $30.625 million estimated be available, 
the coverage is beyond the assumed minimum requirement. 

For comparison with current market conditions, the MSFC engaged 
Mark Kaplan, of the firm 35W Financial, to assess the viability of 
the proposed bond issue.  In his analysis,70 Kaplan assumed a “no 
growth” scenario to estimate net sales tax proceeds available to fund 
debt service because the ratings agencies may focus on that assump-
tion. This approach is consistent with rating criteria published by  
Standard & Poor’s. In discussing its ratings approach, Standard & 
Poor’s states, “Although Standard & Poor’s reviews future projections 
of sales tax or other pledged revenue growth, it does not usually use 
them as a major factor for a rating. Recognizing the uncertainties in 
forecasting precisely when new growth will occur, Standard & Poor’s 
typically bases its ratings primarily on historical revenues generated 
from an existing economic base that will cover future maximum  
annual debt service.” 71

70 Appendix Q. Mark Kaplan (35W Financial) Analysis of Ramsey County Bonding Viability. Sept. 23, 2011.
71 http://www.standardandpoors.com/prot/ratings/articles/en/us/?assetID=1245319302810
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Kaplan assumed the following tax revenue estimates:

 Sales and  Use Tax (est. 2010) $28.400 million
 Vehicle Excise Tax           .850 million
 Net Sales Tax Available   $29.250 million

Based on a 30-year bond issue with level debt service, 0.5 percent 
cost of issuance, and a debt service reserve fund at maximum annual 
debt service (similar to the Springsted assumptions and structure), 
Kaplan calculated current market (September 2011) coverage ratios 
of 1.32x, assuming the bonds would be rated AA/Aa2, and 1.28x, as-
suming a A+/A1 rating.

Given recent affirmation of the County’s top-quality general obligation 
bond rating of “AAA” and “Aaa” by Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s  
Investors Services, respectively, it is clear the rating agencies believe 
the general economy of the County is very strong. As such, it is  
possible to conclude the County’s sales tax bonds could reasonably 
achieve a AA rating.

Coverage ratios may be negatively impacted by the operating and 
capital reserve commitments of the County. The ratings agencies may 
consider sales tax revenues available to meet debt service to be the 
net of amounts pledged for operating and capital reserve  
commitments. The County’s commitment under the May 2011  
Agreement is $1.5 million annually for operating costs and $1.0  
million to a capital reserve account. The County’s commitment is  
subject to an annual inflationary index, which amount shall not 
exceed the annual amount of the increase in sales tax net proceeds 
collected in the County in each year. 

Kaplan’s calculations for coverage ratios with consideration of $2.5 
million in contractually obligated annual operating expenses and 
capital reserve commitment are 1.19x, assuming an AA/Aa2 bond 
rating, and 1.16x, assuming an A+/A1 rating. 

Springsted and Kaplan acknowledge the County may consider a lesser 
initial bond issue based upon cash-flow needs over the construction 
period, essentially phasing in the financing of its portion of the  
project. Postponing additional bond issues to a later date, when the 
new 0.5 sales tax has a historical collection record, may result in 
higher coverage ratios than the 2010-based assumptions. It is also 
important to note that market conditions can and likely will change 
prior to the issuance of the bonds may result in different  
coverage ratios.

Given recent affirmation 
of the County’s  
top-quality general  
obligation bond rating 
of “AAA” and “Aaa” by 
Standard & Poor’s and 
Moody’s Investors  
Services, respectively, it 
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general economy of the 
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Metrodome/Metropolitan Sports Facilities Commission
The Uses of Funds itemized in Attachment A of the May 2011  
Agreement includes a reduction of total project costs of $15 million 
for proceeds from the sale of the Metrodome land and Metropolitan 
Sports Facilities Commission reserve balances. While the September 
budget update does not associate an amount for this funding source, 
it should be noted the disposition of such funds is governed by two 
provisions from 2006 Minnesota Laws, Chapter 257.

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 473.5995, subdivision 2,  
is amended to read: Subd. 2. Transfer; sale of the Metrodome. 
Upon sale of the Metrodome, the Metropolitan Sports Facilities 
Commission must transfer the net sales proceeds as follows: (1) 
$5,000,000 to Hennepin County to offset expenditures for grants for 
capital improvement reserves for a ballpark under section 473.757; 
and (2) the remainder to the football stadium account to be used to 
pay debt service on bonds issued to pay for the construction of a  
football stadium for the Minnesota Vikings.

Sec. 22. Metropolitan Sports Facilities Commission Fund 
Transfer. Upon sale of the Metrodome, the Metropolitan Sports 
Facilities Commission must transfer $5,000,000 from its cash  
reserves in place prior to the sale of the Metrodome to the city of  
Minneapolis for future infrastructure costs at the site of the  
Metrodome.

In its September 19, 2011 letter to the Governor, the City of  
Minneapolis asserted what it terms its “clear and demonstrable 
rights” to a portion of the Metrodome sale proceeds. The City further 
states, “If that plan proceeds, it ignores the substantial contributions 
Minneapolis has made toward the Metrodome and unfairly  
appropriates the disposition of Metrodome assets.” 72

The MSFC’s audited calendar-year-end 2010 reserve balances totaled 
$15.3 million. The 2011 approved budget and projected year-end 
results anticipates a $3.2 million draw on reserve balances, and the 
preliminary 2012 budget approved by the Commission anticipates 
a$1.9 million use of reserves.73 The Commission believes it is 
reasonable to assume a continued $2.0 million annual use of reserves 
under current operating conditions. Given that depletion rate,  
projected reserve balances at year-end 2014 would be $6.2 million.

Any commitment of reserve balances or land sale proceeds is subject 
to negotiation and would require an extensive market analysis beyond 
the scope of this review and should consider costs associated with 

72 Mayor Rybak letter to Governor Dayton dated Sept. 19, 2011.
73 MSFC Year 2012 Budget and Report on User Fee Charges, approved (yet to be adopted).
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“shutting down” the Metrodome and related impacts on the City of 
Minneapolis and Hennepin County. 

Stadium Operations and Costs
Stadium Authority
The May 2011 Agreement calls for the creation of a Stadium Authority 
to have powers and duties similar to those of the Minnesota Ballpark 
Authority (MBA) defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 473.756. 
The Stadium Authority will hold title to the stadium. The Minnesota 
Vikings are committed to funding up to $150,000 annually, subject 
to inflationary increases, for the operations of the Authority. Ramsey 
County has no funding commitment for the Authority. 

A funding source for operating costs in excess of $150,000 has not 
been identified, but is expected to be determined by the parties and 
other key stakeholders. It is the expectation of the parties that  
funding of the Stadium Authority will begin upon completion of  
the stadium.

By comparison, the Minnesota Ballpark Authority (MBA) is funded 
through a grant agreement with Hennepin County. The 2012 MBA 
operating budget request to Hennepin County is for $1,180,000 and is 
funded through the 0.15 percent county sales tax.74

Operating Costs and Capital Reserve
The Minnesota Vikings accept responsibility for the operations of 
the stadium through a lease agreement with the Stadium Author-
ity. Ramsey County will contribute $1.5 million annually, subject to 
annual inflationary index, to offset the annual operating expenses 
associated with the operation of the Stadium. 

The public will be provided access to the stadium for a certain num-
ber of civic, noncommercial public events/uses and shall not pay rent, 
but only incremental expenses incurred, for the use of the stadium. 
The Ramsey County operating contribution is intended to compensate 
for such use. 

Ramsey County and the Minnesota Vikings will each contribute $1.0  
million annually, subject to annual inflationary index, to a capital 
reserve fund to be created and managed by the Stadium Authority.

Ramsey County plans to use sales tax revenues collected in excess 
of debt-service requirements to fund both its operating and capital 
reserve commitment. The County confirms its understanding that it 
would be responsible for reallocating existing County resources  

74 Minnesota Ballpark Authority Meeting Minutes, July 28, 2011.
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to cover its ongoing commitment should sales tax revenues be  
insufficient in any year.75 The annual inflationary index applied to 
the County’s ongoing commitment is limited to the growth net sales 
tax proceeds over the previous year.

Regional Impact of County Sales Tax
Table 6 shows sales tax rate comparisons for the seven-county  
metro area, including the proposed 0.5 percent stadium tax in  
Ramsey County.

Sales taxes apply to retail sales of taxable services and/or tangible 
personal property. Most retail sales in Minnesota are taxable. A “retail 
sale” means any sale, lease, or rental of tangible personal property for 
any purpose other than resale, sublease, or subrent.

As Table 6 shows, the proposed 0.5 percent sales tax for collection in 
Ramsey County will increase the tax rate on retail sales in the City 
of Saint Paul to 8.125 percent, making it the highest tax rate in the 

Table 6: Tax Rate Comparisons for Metro Area
(Includes proposed Ramsey County 0.5 percent stadium tax)

State Transit Local County
General 
Retail Lodg. Liquor Rest. Enter. Total

Ramsey County:

 Saint Paul 6.875 0.250 0.500 0.500 8.125 2.500 10.625

    Lodging 50< 6.875 0.250 0.500 0.500 8.125 3.000 11.125

    Lodging >50 6.875 0.250 0.500 0.500 8.125 6.000 14.125

    Suburban Cities 6.875 0.250 0.500 7.625 2.500 10.125

Hennepin County:

  Minneapolis 6.875 0.250 0.500 0.150 7.775 2.500 10.275

    Restaurant (Downtown) 6.875 0.250 0.500 0.150 7.775 3.000 3.000 13.775

    Restaurant 6.875 0.250 0.500 0.150 7.775 3.000 10.775

    Liq. On-Sale (Downtown) 6.875 0.250 0.500 0.150 7.775 5.500 3.000 16.275

    Liquor On-Sale 6.875 0.250 0.500 0.150 7.775 2.500 3.000 13.275

    Lodging 50< 6.875 0.250 0.500 0.150 7.775 3.000 10.775

    Lodging >50 6.875 0.250 0.500 0.150 7.775 2.625 3.000 13.400

    Theater 6.875 0.250 0.500 0.150 7.775 3.000 10.775

    Suburban Cities 6.875 0.250 0.150 7.275 2.500 9.775

Anoka County 6.875 0.250 7.125 2.500 9.625

Carver County 6.875 6.875 2.500 9.375

Dakota County 6.875 0.250 7.125 2.500 9.625

Scott County 6.875 6.875 2.500 9.375

Washington County 6.875 0.250 7.125 2.500 9.625

Source: Compiled from data on the Minnesota Department of Revenue Website    

75 Ramsey County response to Pat Born letter of Sept. 23, 2011.
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seven-county metro area. According to 2009 sales and use tax  
statistics reported on the MnDOR website, the City of Saint Paul  
accounts for nearly half (49.4 percent) of the sales and use taxes  
collected in Ramsey County. The sales tax rate on retail sales in  
suburban Ramsey County cities will increase to 7.625 percent, 
eclipsed only by the City of Minneapolis at 7.775 percent. 

Table 7 shows 2009 taxable sales and sales tax collections in Ramsey 
County by industry. Retail (for example, electronics, household,  
general merchandise) accounts for 39 percent of 2009 sales tax  
collections, followed by Food and Drinking Places at 14.1 percent and 
Entertainment at 11.4 percent.

It is difficult to say if a 0.5 percent change in tax rate would have a 
significant impact on consumer spending habits or business reten-
tion and development. The relatively large local sales tax proposed by 
Ramsey  County may, however, compromise other public interests by 
limiting the county’s and region’s ability to finance other local and/or 
regional assets.

Table 7: 2009 Minnesota Sales Tax Statistics 
Taxable Sales by Industry in Ramsey County

Taxable Sales Sales Tax % Total

AGRICULTURE (111-112)  $       22,154,083  $      1,453,858 0.4%

UTILITIES (221)            17,186,311              1,149,411 0.3%

CONSTRUCTION (236-238)             30,626,456              2,048,366 0.5%

MANUFACTURING (311-329)           235,972,279           15,779,861 4.2%

WHOLESALE (423-425)           414,546,217           27,714,584 7.4%

RETAIL (441-454)        2,170,145,570         148,703,544 39.0%

TRANSPORTATION (481-493)             37,941,746             2,543,720 0.7%

INFORMATION MEDIA (511-519)           387,337,810           25,891,975 7.0%

FINANCE, OTHER (522-562)           327,139,309           22,157,097 5.9%

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES (611)             14,583,554                975,372 0.3%

HEALTH SERVICES (621-624)             17,221,483             1,153,405 0.3%

ENTERTAINMENT (711-713)           637,574,911           41,797,062 11.4%

ACCOMODATION (721)           103,391,081             7,049,666 1.9%

FOOD SERVICE, DRINKING PLACES (722)           786,119,495           55,286,807 14.1%

OTHER (811-999)           369,584,418           24,670,903 6.6%

TOTAL  $  5,571,524,723  $  378,375,631 100.0%

Taxable Sales (2009) $5,571,524,723

 * Rate Increase 0.5 %

Net Sales Tax Available  $    27,857,624

The proposed 0.5 percent 
sales tax for collection 
in Ramsey County will 
increase the tax rate on 
retail sales in the City 
of Saint Paul to 8.125 
percent, making it the 
highest tax rate in the 
seven-county metro area.
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Project Cost Overruns
The tables below summarize estimated project costs and responsi-
bility for cost overruns. The “Vikings Cost Estimate” information is 
drawn from the “Executive Summary” prepared by Mortenson 
Construction76 and provided by the Minnesota Vikings.  Responsibil-
ity for cost overruns is as described in the May 2011 Agreement. 

In addition to the County’s $350 million investment, the County will 
assume the risk for cost overruns on $172 million (15 percent) of the 
total project cost.

The “Risk Analysis Cost Range” for site infrastructure presented in 
the table below was developed by Kimley-Horn and is documented in 
the Order of Magnitude Limited Estimate of Site Construction Costs.78 

The cost ranges for off-site transportation costs were applied by the 
Council.  Note that cost ranges for stadium development were not  
provided by the Vikings, nor did this risk assessment attempt to make 
an estimate of the stadium cost ranges. 

Table 8: Ramsey County and Vikings Responsibilities for Cost Overruns
Vikings Vikings Responsibility County Responsibility

Description  Cost Estimate  %  Cost  %  Cost 

Site Infrastructure:

  Parking 87,125,152 0%  -   100% 87,125,152 

  Streets 10,800,000 40%  4,269,767 60%  6,530,233 

  Other (Demo, Utilities77, Landscape)  60,055,021 0%  -   100%  60,055,021 

Site Acquisition/Remediation 30,000,000 40% 11,860,465 60% 18,139,535 

Total Site Infrastructure Costs 187,980,173 9% 16,130,233 91%  171,849,940 

Offsite Transportation 101,000,000 *100% 101,000,000 0%  -   

Stadium Development 822,070,674 100% 822,070,674 0%  -   

Total Project Costs  1,111,050,847 85%  939,200,907 15% 171,849,940 

* Assumed for 13 projects defined in Table 3

Table 9: Cost Risk Range Analysis
Vikings Risk Analysis Cost Range

Cost Estimate  Low  High 

Site Infrastructure:

  Parking  87,125,152  50,700,000  91,700,000 

  Streets  10,800,000  7,800,000  13,000,000 

  Other (Demo, Utilities, Landscape)  60,055,021  41,000,000  81,200,000 

  Site Acquisition/Rememdiation  30,000,000  23,000,000  69,500,000 

Total Site Infrastructure Costs  187,980,173  122,500,000  255,400,000 

  Offsite Transportation  101,000,000  91,000,000  111,000,000 

  Stadium Development  822,070,674  822,070,674  822,070,674 

Total Project Costs  1,111,050,847  1,035,570,674  1,188,470,674 

76 Appendix E. Multi-Purpose Stadium Executive Summary. Sept. 23, 2011.
77 Includes off-site utilities.
78 Appendix H. Order of Magnitude Limited Estimate of Site Construction Costs, Kimley-Horn. Sept. 30, 2011. 
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The potential cost overrun risk to Ramsey County, assuming a  
high-end cost range (i.e., worst case scenario) is $51 million. 

The May 2011 Agreement designates proceeds from the sale of Private 
Seat Licenses in excess of $125 million to fund County cost  
overruns.  Should that source prove insufficient, the County plans to 
use net sales tax proceeds in excess of amounts necessary to fund 
debt service, operating, and capital reserve requirements to fund cost 
overruns.79  The County expects to begin funding of operating and 
capital reserve commitments upon completion of the stadium.  A “no 
growth” estimate of net sales tax available of $29.3 million less  
estimated annual debt service of $22.5 million, yields a possibility 
for about $6.8 million in each full year the tax is imposed during the 
construction period.  Given a high end cost range risk of $51 million, 
the County’s excess net sales tax proceeds may not be a sufficient 
funding source for potential cost overruns.

Excluding the $822 million stadium development, the primary risk 
factors are schedule delay and uncertainties in site infrastructure. 
The project schedule is aggressive, particularly given remediation 
uncertainties. As a result, a project delay of at least one year may be 
reasonable to expect. The Minnesota Vikings have estimated that  
increased costs for a year delay in the approval and start of the  
stadium construction to range from $34.8 million to $57.5 million.80

Uncertainty in site infrastructure is an area where the Vikings cost 
estimate varies significantly from the Risk Analysis cost range  
midpoint.  Taking all of the factors in this analysis into consideration, 
it may be reasonable to expect an overall cost risk factor in the  
midrange of $46 million, above the $1.111 billion estimated  
project cost. This results in a $1.157 billion project cost.

Table 10: High Range Cost Impact Analysis
 Additional Vikings Responsibility County Responsibility

 Cost  %  Cost  %  Cost 

Site Infrastructure:

  Parking  4,574,848 0%  -   100%  4,574,848 

  Streets  2,200,000 40%  869,767 60%  1,330,233 

  Other (Demo, Utilities, Landscape)  21,144,979 0%  -   100%  21,144,979 

  Site Acquisition/Rememdiation  39,500,000 40%  15,616,279 60%  23,883,721 

Total Site Infrastructure Costs  67,419,827 24%  16,486,047 76%  50,933,780 

  Offsite Transportation  10,000,000 100%  10,000,000 0%  -   

  Stadium Development  -   100%  -   0%  -   

Total Project Costs    77,419,827 34%  26,486,047 66%  50,933,780 

79 Ramsey County response, Oct. 5 2011. 
80 Appendix R. Mortenson Multi-Purpose Stadium Delta Delay Costs. August 30, 2011.
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Assuming both a one year schedule delay and worst case scenario 
of a high cost range outcome would result in a $1.234 billion overall 
project cost, and increasing funding for both Ramsey County  ($58 
million) and the Minnesota Vikings ($65 million).
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Chart 2: Funding of $1.157 Billion Project Cost
Assumes 1 Year Schedule Delay
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Chart 3: Funding of $1.234 Billion Project Cost
1 Year Schedule Delay & High Cost Range
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Major findings contained within this report are summarized below. 
Excluding the $822 million stadium development, the primary risk 
factors are schedule delay and uncertainties in site infrastructure. 
The project schedule is aggressive, particularly given remediation 
uncertainties. As a result, a project delay of at least one year may be 
reasonable to expect. The Minnesota Vikings have estimated that  
increased costs for a year delay in the approval and start of the  
stadium construction to range from $34.8 million to $57.5 million.
Uncertainty in site infrastructure is an area where the Vikings cost 
estimate varies significantly from the Risk Analysis cost range  
midpoint. Taking all of the factors in this analysis into consideration, 
it may be reasonable to expect an overall cost risk factor in the  
midrange of $46 million, above the $1.111 billion estimated project 
cost.

Land Transfer and Remediation
Cost Risk:  The uncertainty regarding the cost for remediation poses 
a significant risk.  It is difficult to approximate remedial cleanup costs 
at this time, based on the need for additional site investigation, the 
lack of a development plan, and better estimates of  costs for demoli-
tion, underground utility removal, soil-vapor intrusion mitigation and 
remediation cost overrun indemnification.  It is estimated that site 
acquisition and cleanup costs could range from $23 million to $70 
million.

Cost Risk Mitigation:  Ramsey County and the Vikings should pro-
vide a rationale for their $30 million site acquisition and demolition/
remediation budget.  They should also provide a strategy for limiting 
potential cost overruns to remediate the 430-acre Stadium Proposal 
to its intended use.  Ramsey County has found that Remediation Stop 
Loss/Clean-up Cost Cap insurance is not available in today’s market, 
which means there is no risk mitigation available in the insurance 
industry to address the primary risk of remediation cost overruns.    
The potential risk for increases in site remediation costs could be 
mitigated through the use of a fixed-price remediation contract, which 
in essence passes the risk of encountering increased volumes or types 
of contaminated material on to the remediation contractor

Schedule Risk:  The uncertainty of the remediation timeline poses a 
significant risk to the project schedule. The stadium project is  
subject to delay if Certificates of Completion cannot be issued by 
MPCA to Ramsey County due to insufficient remedial investigation 

finDinGS

Excluding the $822  
million stadium  
development, the primary 
risk factors are schedule 
delay and uncertainties 
in site infrastructure. 
The project schedule is 
aggressive, particularly 
given remediation  
uncertainties.
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and incomplete remedial actions. Several rounds of assessment may 
be required to satisfy the MPCA that sufficient data have been  
generated to adequately characterize the site.  Because of this, the 
MPCA cannot commit to any specific time for its review process.
 
Schedule Risk Mitigation:  While the risk to the schedule is 
significant, options for mitigation are limited.  The primary mitigation 
action would be to accelerate the review process and begin obtaining 
as much soil information on the site as possible.

Environmental Review and Documentation Process
The definition of the proposed stadium in the Agreement in and of 
itself both meets and exceeds the threshold for requiring a mandatory 
state Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).81 Any EIS contains the 
potential for schedule delay and cost increase.

The potential future private development on the 170 acres  
Development Parcel poses two mutually exclusive risks. 

Risk 1:  The environmental review process is done on the entire 
430-acre area.  Under the approach of defining the project as the full 
430 acres, there is complete disclosure that the development in the 
Development Parcel is a connected action. A commitment would be 
made to fully study the private development at the time a master plan 
for the future development is prepared.
  
Risk 2:  The environmental review process is done on only the 
260-acre Stadium Parcel (preferred by Ramsey County and the  
Vikings). Under the approach of defining the project as just the  
260-acre Stadium Parcel, there is a higher potential for legal  
challenges specific to the definition and applicability of the private de-
velopment on the 170 acre Development Parcel of land as a connected 
action. The legal challenge specific to the elements of the proposed 
action could result in significant schedule delays and costs to address 
potential legal challenges. 
 
Risk Mitigation: Ramsey County advises it intends to define the 
project as the 260-acre Stadium Parcel and the related transportation 
improvements for the EIS. The County will need to clearly define the 
boundary for the 260 acres required for this stadium-specific action. 
Without the clear definition of the project boundaries, there is a risk 
that the EIS would not adequately disclose and evaluate the potential 
impacts associated with the proposed action.  Additionally,  
legislation could dictate the level of environmental review to be  
completed for each component (Stadium and Development Parcels) as 
well as defining the RGU for each component.  It could also require 

81 Minnesota Rules 4410.4400, Subpart 22.   

While the risk to the 
schedule is  
significant, options for 
mitigation are limited.  
The primary mitigation 
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information on the site  
as possible.
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cursory evaluation of the cumulative effects of full development as 
part of the stadium EIS to minimize the potential of missing  
cumulative impacts for critical issues such as traffic and other  
infrastructure improvements.

Transportation
Risks:  Thirteen site-related transportation projects were developed 
by SRF, a consultant to the Minnesota Vikings, working with MnDOT.  
MnDOT has advised that it is confident in the 30% project  
contingency added to the base project estimates to derive the  
estimated project costs.  However, traffic management costs for  
County State Aid Highway 96, estimated at between $500,000 and  
$1 million, are not included in the transportation cost estimate.

While some of the projects will likely come in lower than their  
estimate, others can be expected to come in higher.  Right-of-way 
costs have not been identified for individual projects.  Right-of-way 
tends to be a high-risk project cost component.  Mitigation measures 
will not be known until the environmental process is complete.   
Mitigation measures such as noise walls can be significant costs  
to a project. Additionally, the final project design may differ  
significantly from the current concept.  

Finally, the schedule is admittedly aggressive.  A tight project  
schedule with Minnesota’s weather conditions will generally result  
in higher costs in response to the increased risk to deliver the project 
by the required completion date.

Risk Mitigation:  Given the uncertainty as described above, a cost 
estimate range is appropriate for the Stadium Proposal  
transportation improvements with a +/- 10 percent range  
recommended for the net $101 million package of projects to  
accommodate the stadium.  This results in a cost estimate range of 
$91 million to $111 million.  Agreement on the funding of costs for the 
identified Stadium Proposal transportation improvements package, 
plus County State Aid Highway 96 traffic management improvements 
and any other improvements that may result from the environmental 
review process, in excess of $101 million needs to be identified and 
agreed upon as part of a stadium funding package. The Vikings have 
indicated a willingness to accept responsibility for any cost overruns 
relating to those transportation improvements needed for the  
stadium.

Risk:  Localized traffic congestion that has a cascading effect 
throughout selected segments of the regional network could cause 
delays on adjacent roadways depending upon the specific nature of 
the congestion.

Finally, the schedule is 
admittedly aggressive.   
A tight project schedule 
with Minnesota’s weather 
conditions will generally 
result in higher costs in 
response to the increased 
risk to deliver the project 
by the required comple-
tion date.
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Risk Mitigation:  A more detailed peak travel operation analysis 
should be conducted for the major entrance and exit locations for the 
stadium site.  

Other Issues for Consideration
Risks:  Uncertainty as to Xcel’s easement or other rights to run a 
transmission line on the TCAAP site poses a risk if the line needs to 
be relocated out of the way of the stadium or 170-acre Development 
Parcel, or if the line needs to be upgraded.  A related risk is the siting 
of the new substation.  The City of Arden Hills opposes the location on 
County State Aid Highway 96 and has stated the substation needs to 
be located within the development.   The duration required to site, 
design, permit and build a new substation poses a potential  
schedule risk.

Risk Mitigation:  Title work on the TCAAP site would reveal whether 
there is a utility easement or agreements permitting Xcel to run 
transmission on the TCAAP site.  The transmission line could be 
located on the boundary survey of the 430 acres to be conveyed to 
Ramsey County to assess if the line will be impacted by development.  
The substation will need to be sited early on in the conveyance  
process as it will need to be conveyed to Xcel Energy through Ramsey 
County.  The overall project schedule should include the Xcel  
substation as a line item, and the schedule should determine when  
in the construction of the stadium that permanent power is required 
to determine if the substation is a critical path item. 

Risk: The only risk for water supply is whether a booster station or 
water tower will be required to provide adequate fire flows to all por-
tions of the 430-acre development. This is anticipated to be a devel-
oper cost.

Risk Mitigation:  This risk can be mitigated by conducting a water 
modeling study and grading study to determine if a booster station or 
water tower is required for the development to provide adequate fire 
flows. 

Risk: The risk for stormwater management is the ability to meet the 
volume reduction rules on-site and in a phased approach consistent 
with the phased development, as well as the effort and time to  
coordinate and obtain the Rice Creek Watershed District approval  
and permit.

Risk Mitigation: The scope of this study did not include stormwater 
modeling. A stormwater management model can be developed to  

Uncertainty as to Xcel’s 
easement or other rights 
to run a transmission 
line on the TCAAP site 
poses a risk if the line 
needs to be relocated out 
of the way of the stadium 
or 170-acre Development 
Parcel, or if the line needs 
to be upgraded.
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assess this risk and determine alternative methods to meet the 
RCWD rules on-site. 

Risks:  There could be substantial measures required by the Stadium 
Proposal project to mitigate potential noise impacts.  The level of noise 
generated by the proposed stadium that will be heard off-site will 
be dependent on the location of the stadium, access drives, parking 
lots, tailgating facilities, and orientation of the public address system.  
Given that these details are not defined at this time, the actual impact 
from noise cannot be evaluated and therefore the specific mitigation 
measures needed remain undefined.    

Risk Mitigation:  Details of the project design and the resulting noise 
impacts need to be evaluated to quantify the risk associated with 
noise mitigation for the project.  A comprehensive noise study will be 
required as part of the environmental reviews of the stadium and off-
site road improvements.

Permitting and Approvals
Risk:  The federal and state approvals described above are gener-
ally not high risk processes.  The greatest risk associated with all of 
these permits/approvals is related to schedule, which is dependent 
on the availability of respective agency staff to conduct reviews, the 
completeness of applications submitted, and compliance with required 
regulations.  The approval with the highest risk could be the federal 
EA approval because it has potentially the longest timeframe, and the 
Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) is required prior to obtain-
ing the Interstate Access Request. 

Risk Mitigation:  Coordination with the multiple agencies involved 
in the project permits/approvals will be important to minimizing the 
risk in delays to the overall schedule. 

Risk:  If an eligible party requests a Metropolitan Significance Re-
view, the process could delay the schedule by up to 12 months. There 
is also the risk that the Council imposes modifications or conditions 
on the project that would eliminate the determination of metropolitan 
significance. 

Risk Mitigation: A Metropolitan Significance Review may be initiated 
at the option of the Chair of the Council or if requested by an eligible 
party such as an affected local government. The Legislature could 
take action to exempt this project from metropolitan significance re-
view under Minnesota Statutes, section 473.173. 

A comprehensive noise 
study will be required as 
part of the environmental 
reviews of the stadium 
and off-site road  
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Schedule
Risks: The Vikings’ proposed project schedule appears to be based on 
project development durations that are at or near estimated minimum 
durations.  Some of the durations are within the Vikings control, like 
construction duration for on-site improvements.  However, a major-
ity of these durations are not within the Vikings control.  If all of the 
maximum durations were to play out, it is possible that the Vikings 
stadium could take until the 2016 or 2017 NFL season to open. 

Risk Mitigation: Early coordination with all stakeholders and 
affected agencies, in addition to the risk mitigation strategies listed  
in other sections of this report.

Financial Analysis
Risk: The combination of funding sources does not cover the $1.111 
billion project cost. (A $39 million gap exists.)

Risk Mitigation: The State of Minnesota, MSFC, the Vikings, and 
Ramsey County must reach agreement on cost share provisions of a 
stadium proposal.

Risk: The Uses of Funds itemized in Attachment A of the May 2011 
Agreement includes a reduction of total project costs of $15 million 
for proceeds from the sale of the Metrodome land and MSFC reserve 
balances. Two provisions in Minnesota law govern the distribution of 
these funds and the reserve balances of MSFC. The City of  
Minneapolis has asserted what it terms its “clear and demonstrable 
rights” to a portion of the Metrodome sale proceeds. The Use of the 
Metrodome proceeds is subject to negotiation.

Risk Mitigation: Any commitment of reserve balances or land sale 
proceeds would require an extensive market analysis beyond the 
scope of this review and should consider costs associated with  
“shutting down” the Metrodome and related impacts on the City of 
Minneapolis and Hennepin County.  

Risk: A funding source for operations costs of the Stadium Authority 
beyond the $150,000 annual commitment of the Vikings has not been 
identified.

Risk Mitigation: The parties to the project need to establish a budget 
for the Stadium Authority and agree on funding for the remainder of 
the Stadium Authority’s operating costs.

A funding source for  
operations costs of the  
Stadium Authority  
beyond the $150,000 
annual commitment of 
the Vikings has not been 
identified.
`
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Risk: Ramsey County’s relatively large local sales tax proposal may 
compromise other public interests by limiting the county’s and  
region’s ability to finance other local and/or regional assets. 

Risk: The County’s sales tax proceeds may not be a sufficient funding 
source for potential cost overruns. 

In addition to the County’s $350 million investment, it will assume 
the risk for cost overruns on $172 million (15 percent) of the total 
$1.111 billion project cost. The potential cost overrun risk to Ramsey 
County, assuming a high end cost range risk (i.e. worst case scenario) 
is $51 million.

Risk Mitigation: Ramsey County will need to identify other sources 
of revenue or scale back project budgets in other areas. 
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Open Air Stadium Fixed Roof Stadium
Schematic Design Schematic Design Schematic Design

Updated Costs Updated Costs Updated Costs
I. Stadium

A. Stadium 550,934,106$                      10,713,832$                    561,647,938$                  

B. Fixed Roof & Enclosure 143,862,067$                  143,862,067$                  
B1. Roof Related Central Plant 3,733,333$                      3,733,333$                      

Subtotal 550,934,106$                      158,309,232$                  709,243,338$                  

C. FF&E 11,988,578$                        $                                 11,988,578$                    

MultiPurpose Stadium
Minnesota Vikings

Arden Hills Site
Minneapolis, Minnesota

 Executive Summary 
 2012 Start 

September 23, 2011

C. FF&E 11,988,578$                        $                                 11,988,578$                    
Subtotal 11,988,578$                        11,988,578$                    

D. Soft Costs 48,670,867$                        14,458,863$                    63,129,730$                    
Subtotal 48,670,867$                        14,458,863$                    63,129,730$                    

E. Project Contingency 29,977,124$                        7,731,904$                      37,709,028$                    
Subtotal 29,977,124$                        7,731,904$                      37,709,028$                    

Total 641,570,674$                      180,500,000$                  822,070,674$                  

II A. On Site Improvements
A. Site Prep / Subsurface 6,719,885$                          6,719,885$                      
B. Utilities 30,110,756$                        30,110,756$                    
C. Site Finishes / Improvements 11,645,573$                        11,645,573$                    
D. Street Improvements 9,742,017$                          9,742,017$                      

    Team Share of $4,269,767 included Included above Included above
E. Transit Integration In Highway Improvements In Highway Improvements
F. Ped. Access & Area Improvements 5,695,733$                          5,695,733$                      

Subtotal 63,913,964$                        63,913,964$                    

G. Soft Costs 3,745,358$                          3,745,358$                      
Subtotal 3,745,358$                          3,745,358$                      

H. Project Contingency 3,195,698$                          3,195,698$                      
Subtotal 3,195,698$                          3,195,698$                      

Total 70,855,021$                        70,855,021$                    

II B. Parking
A. Surface Parking (21,000 Stalls) 87,125,152$                        87,125,152$                    

Subtotal 87,125,152$                        87,125,152$                    

FF&E
Subtotal
 

III. Site Acquisition Costs
A. Site Acquisition Costs  Stadium 30,000,000$                        30,000,000$                    

Team's Share of Site Acquisition & Remediation Included in Above Included in Above
B. Site Acquisition Costs  Parking in Above in Above
C. Metrodome Site Land Credit Team to Cover Costs / Receive Sales Profits $                                 

Subtotal 30,000,000$                        $                                 30,000,000$                    

IV. Total Project Cost
A. Total Project Cost 829,550,847$                      180,500,000$                  1,010,050,847$               

 
 

V. Transportation CostsV. Transportation Costs
A. Transportation 101,000,000$                      101,000,000$                  

 

VI. Total Project Cost with Transportation
A. Total Project Cost 930,550,847$                      180,500,000$                  1,111,050,847$               

 
Multipurpose Stadium

Stadium Program Square Footage 1,539,000
August, 2012
August, 2015

Notes:

Start Stadium Construction
Complete Stadium Construction

Approximately 36 months for construction of Stadium
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Bldg
102

Bldg
101

Slab
501
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10

22

18

A

A

A 23

NORTHERN POINTE

Environmental Condition
JUNE 2010

750 0 750375
Feet

1800 Pioneer Creek Center
Maple Plain, MN 55359-0429

Wenck Associates, Inc.
Environmental Engineers

C
O

P
YR

IG
H

T

Notes:
2008 Aerial Photograph (Source: LMIC))

Legend
Lease areas with
soil contamination above
MPCA Tier 2 Industrial Soil
Reference Values (totalling
approximately 4 acres)
Lease areas of building or
slab footprint based on request
of MPCA in 2001 (totalling
approximately 25 acres)
Deed 1 (149 acres)

Lease Area Deed 2 (205 acres)

Deed Area 3 with
Unrestricted Use (47 acres)
TCAAP Groundwater
Recovery System

Extraction Well

Monitoring Well

Groundwater Treatment Buildings

Site K Trench
Mxd: L:\1561\06\mxd\Land Transfer\Environmental Issues Version 1 06142010.mxd
Last Modified: 6/14/2010 9:28:40 AM

ID Description X Y
5 RI-1013-06 (5-6') (Fe) 485,680.55            4,993,690.12              
6 SS3002-01 (BAP) 486,106.38            4,993,459.45              
7 SS1009-03 (BAP) 485,812.04            4,993,333.29              
8 SS1004-01 (BAP, Hg) 485,855.32            4,993,288.44              
9 SS1004-02 (BAP) 485,856.32            4,993,282.90              

10 SS1009-04 (BAP) 485,747.81            4,993,234.87              
11 SS1008-02 (Pb, Sb) 485,668.17            4,993,118.97              
12 SS1003-01 (Pb) 485,510.23            4,993,317.70              
13 BLDG 102 (VOCs) 485,529.82            4,993,310.61              
14 SS1001-07 (Cu) 485,766.67            4,992,954.20              
15 SS1001-10 (Pb) 485,757.96            4,992,941.43              
16 RI-4006-09 (0-1') (BAP) 486,378.63            4,992,346.13              
17 SS4007-09 (Fe, Cu) 486,213.30            4,992,211.82              
18 SS4007-05 (BAP) 486,303.17            4,992,205.24              
19 G-13 (11-13') (Cd) 486,446.60            4,992,052.41              
20 L-13 (10-11') (VOC's) 486,479.61            4,992,052.71              
21 GP-31 (4-6') (PCB's) 486,541.72            4,991,985.31              
22 BH14 (0-1') (PCB's) 486,612.97            4,992,102.64              
23 BLDG 502 (PCB's) 486,596.96            4,992,004.85              

485,505.37            4,993,079.81              
485,496.37            4,993,083.69              
485,487.94            4,993,090.81              
485,455.46            4,993,169.40              
485,533.39            4,993,345.11              
485,611.67            4,993,347.94              
485,647.55            4,993,332.30              
485,650.31            4,993,239.84              
485,648.97            4,993,228.85              
485,599.67            4,993,123.58              
485,592.92            4,993,115.81              

485,592.92            4,993,115.81              
485,701.22            4,992,794.37              
485,693.70            4,992,801.45              
485,663.65            4,992,879.59              
485,742.30            4,993,055.76              
485,817.74            4,993,058.98              
485,852.69            4,993,042.88              
485,855.45            4,992,950.88              
485,854.71            4,992,941.14              
485,805.15            4,992,833.79              
485,798.42            4,992,825.77              

486,231.70            4,992,093.97              
486,104.29            4,992,249.90              
486,115.33            4,992,258.64              
486,125.91            4,992,247.14              
486,255.62            4,992,354.87              
486,366.01            4,992,222.30              
486,236.30            4,992,112.37              
486,243.66            4,992,103.17              
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SLAB 501 footprint starts at A and goes clockwise.
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BLDG 101 footprint starts at A and goes clockwise.
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For each of the red shaded points below, start at the X,Y coordinate, thence due 
North 90 feet, due East 90 feet, due South 90 feet and due West 90 feet. 

(Coordinates are in UTM, Zone 15N, NAD 83, Meters)

Start at above X,Y coordinate, thence due North 270 feet, due East 90 
feet, due South 270 feet and due West 90 feet.

BLDG 102 footprint starts at A and goes clockwise.
A
B
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D
E
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P OL L UTION L IAB IL ITY  INS UR ANC E  P R OG R AM:   C ONC E P TUAL  P R IC ING  AND 
C OVE R AG E  P R OP OS AL  

TCAPP Site Acquisition and Development 
~ As of October 3, 2011~

In order to facilitate Ramsey County’s acquisition of lands suitable for future 
development of the Minnesota Vikings stadium and manage the associated 
environmental risks, the County is investigating the potential cost and coverage available 
under a comprehensive Pollution Liability Program.  

This program will consist of two coverage components as follows:

1. Fixed Site Pollution Liability (“PLL”). The primary intent of the PLL is to 
insure Ramsey County’s liability for loss arising from existence of pollution 
conditions on, at, under or migrating from the “Insured Site”;

2. Contractor’s Pollution Liability (“CPL”). The primary intent of the CPL is to 
insure Ramsey County’s liability for loss arising out of pollution conditions related 
to the contracting activities rendered during the demolition and remediation 
phase.

For the purposes of this proposal, the following assumptions have been relied upon:

• “Insured Site” is defined as 4700 Highway 10, Arden Hills, MN – 430 acres of 
the former Twin Cities Army Ammunition Plant (TCAAP);

• “Insured” is limited to Ramsey County only.  The addition of other stakeholders, 
such as the Army, State of Minnesota, Team, contractors/subcontractors, could 
alter the terms and conditions presented herein (depending on the extent of 
liability each party has to the Insured Site and/or construction project);

• The demolition and remediation budget is estimated to be $20,000,000 (approx 
split is $12,000,000 demolition and $8,000,000 remediation).  An increase in this 
budget will result in higher CPL premium.  Timeframe for demo/remediation work 
will not exceed two (2) years.

This document is for discussion purposes only and is not to be used in any other 
capacity than to assist the County in obtaining a general cost and coverage 
indicator of the pollution liability insurance products available for insuring certain
environmental liabilities related to the TCAPP site acquisition and future 
development.  This is not a quotation for PLL or CPL.  Obtaining a firm and 
bindable quote is subject to the availability of comprehensive environmental 
engineering documents/site development plans and the Insurer’s full and 
satisfactory review same. Insurers reserve all rights to include additional 
exclusionary or conditional language (in addition to those found in the standard 
policy form) or make other policy modifications upon completion of the 
underwriting process.
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A.  FIXED SITE POLLUTION LEGAL LIABILITY (PLL):

The below estimated premium range(s) are based upon the following coverages / terms 
and conditions / endorsements:

CORE COVERAGE:

1. Clean-up Costs including On-site and Off-site for both Pre-existing and New 
Conditions;

2. Third Party Claims for Bodily Injury (BI) and Property Damage (PD) including On-
site and Off-site for both Pre-existing and New Conditions;

3. Defense Expense;
4. Emergency Costs;
5. Non-Owned Disposal Sites;
6. Transported Cargo.

POTENTIAL KEY EXCLUSIONS:

• Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Exclusion (ie mold/fungi);
• Cost to remove/abate Asbestos & Lead Based Paint (coverage for Third Party 

BI/PD and remediation to soil and groundwater MAY be available);
• Deed Restriction/Failure to Implement and Maintain Engineered Controls;
• Known Underground Storage Tanks (unless fully disclosed and scheduled on the 

policy);
• Contaminant Exclusion  with “No Further Action” Clause give-back - subject to 

completion of full engineering, including but not limited to:
o Chlorinated solvents in groundwater.  This is a full exclusion and applies 

to any and all claims involving chlorinated solvents whether such impacts 
are “known” as of inception or not.  

• Known Conditions Exclusion with “No Further Action” Clause give-back -
subject to completion of full engineering, including but not limited to:

o Metals, benzo(a)pyrene, PCBs IN SOILS. This exclusion applies to 
clean-up costs of identifiable impacts known to be in existence as of 
policy inception (ie disclosed in ESAs).  Coverage IS afforded for Third 
Party claims for Bodily Injury & Property Damage.

NOTES:  

i) The above exclusions may be removed during the policy period once the site 
has been remediated and a satisfactory “No Further Action Letter” has been 
issued by appropriate regulators.  Once the exclusions are removed, full “pre-
existing conditions” coverage would be afforded should the County discover 
additional impacts during the policy period or a claim is made against prior to 
policy expiry.  

ii) Subject to satisfactory underwriting, carriers may offer “EXCESS OF 
INDEMNITY” coverage thereby removing the “contaminant” and “Known 
Condition” exclusions as noted above solely as they apply to the 400 acres of 
land in which the Army warrants to indemnify the County.  Such coverage is
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subject to receipt and satisfactory review of clear and concise contractual 
indemnity language in favor of the County.  Furthermore, coverage would be 
subject to specific land use and deed restrictions and possibly higher 
retentions.

B.  CONTRACTOR’S POLLUTION LIABILITY (CPL): OWNER-CONTROLLED

The below estimated premium range(s) are based upon the following coverages / terms 
and conditions / endorsements:

1. Third Party claims for Clean-up Costs, Bodily Injury and Property Damage arising 
Contracting Activities rendered during the demolition and remediation phase of the 
TCAPP site development;

2. Defense Expense;
3. Emergency Costs;
4. Non-Owned Disposal Sites;
5. Transported Cargo;
6. Mold/Fungi;
7. Thirty-six (36) month Completed Operations and Extended Reporting Period.

NOTES:  

i) Coverage is provided for entirely “New” pollution conditions first commencing 
after policy inception as well as the disruption and aggravation risk arising 
from the disturbance of pre-existing & known conditions.  There are no 
“contaminant” restrictions applicable to the CPL;

ii) Coverage can be expanded to include the construction of the new stadium 
subject to additional information and premium.
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C.  PREMIUM EXHIBIT

PLL (Includes 15% Broker Commission)
Limits Deductible/SIR Policy Term Estimated Premium

$10M/$10M a)  $100,000 or 
b)  $250,000

Five (5) Years All Conditions a)  $175,000 to $205,000
b)  $155,000 to $185,000

Five (5) Years New Conditions &
Ten (10) Years Pre-existing 
Conditions

a)  $260,000 to $290,000
b)  $230,000 to $260,000

$25M/$25M a)  $100,000 or 
b)  $250,000

Five (5) Years New Conditions a)  $335,000 to $365,000
b)  $295,000 to $325,000

Five (5) Years New Conditions &
Ten (10) Years Pre-existing 
Conditions

a)  $495,000 to $525,000
b)  $435,000 to $465,000

CPL (Includes 15% Broker Commission)
Limits Deductible/SIR Policy Term Estimated Premium

$10M/$10M $100,000 Two (2) Years
(Plus 3 Yrs Completed 

Operations/ERP)

$65,000 to $95,000
$25M/$25M $100,000 $120,000 to $150,000

NOTES:  

i) Limits of liability are “linked” between the PLL and CPL and share a single 
term aggregate.  Limits DO NOT re-instate annually;

ii) Premiums are 100% due and earned at policy inception.  Figures do not 
include applicable taxes or surplus lines fees.

We look forward to working with Ramsey County to complete the necessary information 
gathering and underwriting processes so that firm quotations may be provided. In order 
to proceed with “next steps” the following information is required:

• Completed, signed and dated PLL and CPL Applications;
• 5 years currently valued GL, Auto and Property Loss Runs (as available);
• Review of the Purchase and Sale Agreement (PSA) for terms & conditions of 

sale (including indemnity provisions);
• Schedule of Known USTs;
• Most recent GW monitoring results for OU1 & OU2 – if conducted more 

frequently than on an annual basis, please provide the last 4 quarters of results 
for review (as available);

• Copies of any other ESAs available to and/or commissioned by the County;
• Please provide any / all copies of NFA letters for the performed and closed out

remediation that has occurred to date at the subject site (if not already included 
in the Phase I report by Wenck dated 6.2011);

• Copies of the Insured’s current Safety Plan (for construction work) – as available;
• Current bid packet for the contractor’s pollution exposure (if / as available).
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PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT THIS LETTER IS FOR PRELIMINARY BUDGETARY 
AND CONCEPTUAL COVERAGE PURPOSES ONLY. INSURERS SHALL NOT BE 
OBLIGATED TO PROVIDE ANY OF THE ITEMS OUTLINED IN THIS LETTER IN THE 
QUOTATION. ANY QUOTATION THAT MAY BE OFFERED MAY NOT MATCH THE 
LIMITS OF LIABILITY, SIR or DEDUCTIBLE, POLICY TERM, PREMIUM RANGE, OR 
OTHER ITEMS STATED IN THIS DOCUMENT. ADDITIONALLY, IF A QUOTATION IS 
PROVIDED, THE POLICY FORM MAY BE AMENDED.
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Required Permits and Approvals 
This table lists the identified approvals and permits that are anticipated to be required for development 
of the 260 acre site for a stadium and ancillary facilities. Similar approvals will also be necessary for the 
future 170 acres of mixed use development.  This table assumes three separate environmental review 
documents; one Federal EA for the Interstate road improvements, one state EIS for the stadium 
development, and one state EIS for the private land development.   

The timeline for the permit application submittals and reviews listed below are assumed to be 
concurrent (unless otherwise noted) with the environmental review process with the understanding 
that permit approvals cannot occur until the Finding of No Significant Impact and the EIS Adequacy 
Determination are made. 

Appendix L, Table A - Required Approvals and Permits

Unit of Government Type of Approval/Permit 

Typical Schedule for 
Review and Approval 

from date of 
submittal 

Potential 
Risks/Mitigation 

FEDERAL    
U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers  

Clean Water Act Section 
404/10 Wetland Permits  
*expect separate permits for 
County road improvements, 
stadium and future 
development 

90 to 120 days for 
impact less than 5 acres; 
can be concurrent with 
EIS review with approval 
after Adequacy 
Determniation   

Minimize wetland and creek 
crossing impacts to minimize 
risk of delays 

U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency  

Soil and Groundwater 
Remediation  

60 days to Approve 
Remedial Action Plans 

Mitigation if MPCA and EPA 
can enter into MOU allowing 
MPCA to direct efforts to 
expedite dual reviews. 
Risk- the development of 
RAP is contingent on 
adequate site investigations 
and contaminates 
characterizations. 

Department of the 
Interior  

Approval for trails/road in 
Rice Creek Corridor for CR H 
crossing of the creek 

Up to 6 months; 
concurrent with EIS 

Deed restriction on Rice 
Creek corridor property 
requires USDOI approval 
prior to any changes to 
property1

Federal Aviation 
Administration  

 
Approval for stadium 
elevation (300’)  
Notice of Proposed 
Constructon or Alteration 
(FAA Form 7460-1) 

90-120 days Deed restriction requires 
determination of no hazard 
to navigable air space from 
FAA due to proximity to 
Anoka County-Blaine 
Airport2

Federal Highway 
Administration 

 
Environmental Assessment 
(EA) and Finding of No 
Significant Impact for 

12 months or longer 
 
 

MnDOT cannot start final 
design of road improvements 
until mitigation measures are 

                                                           
1 Page 56 of TCAAP Draft AUAR Sept. 4, 2007. 
2 Page 56 of TCAAP Draft AUAR Sept. 4, 2007. 
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Unit of Government Type of Approval/Permit 

Typical Schedule for 
Review and Approval 

from date of 
submittal 

Potential 
Risks/Mitigation 

Interstate Roadway 
Improvement 
Interstate Access 
Modification Requests 

 
FONSI required before 
approval 

defined and FONSI is issued 
by FHWA 

US Fish and Wildlife 
Service  

Endangered Species review; 
no species anticipated near 
site 

 No risk 

STATE 
MN Pollution 
ControlAgency 

NPDES Construction Permit 7 to 14 days  Local impaired waters could 
require additional mitigation  

 Sanitary Sewer Extension 
Permit 

30-60 days Low risk 

 Wastewater Permit Soil and 
Groundwater Response 
Action Plan (RAP);Voluntary 
Investigation and Cleanup 
Program (VIC) 

60 days to Approve 
Remedial Action Plans 

Mitigation if MPCA & EPA 
can enter into MOU allowing 
MPCA to direct efforts to 
expedite dual reviews. 
Risk: the development of 
RAP is contingent on 
adequate site investigations 
and contaminates 
characterizations. 

 Demolition Permit 
Notification  

Prior to Demolition Low risk 

 Storage Tank Registration, if 
needed 

 Low risk 

 401 Certification Concurrent with Corps 
Section 404 review 

Water quality concerns due 
to site contamination; 
address with storm water 
plan and RAP 

MN Department of 
Natural Resources 

Coordination on potential 
impacts to special concern 
and threatened species east 
of site 

Addressed during EIS 
process 

Blanding’s turtle mitigation 
during construction would 
minimize risk of delays 

 Public Waters Work Permit 
or License to Cross Public 
Waters for Rice Creek Bridge 

60 to 120 days; can 
proceed concurrent with 
EIS but cannot be issued 
until ROD is approved 

Minimize wetland and creek 
crossing impacts to minimize 
risk of delays 

State Historic 
Preservation Office 

Section 106 Review  
 

Completed as part of 
GSA EA approved 
1/26/11 

Four achaeolgical sites found 
within Rice Creek Corridor; 
any new federal action or 
permit (Section 404 or 401 
permits) could require 
additional review; *need to 
confirm no sites in area of 
new creek crossing at CR H 

MN Department of 
Health 

Abandonment of Water 
Wells 

 Low risk 

  Water Main Extension   
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Unit of Government Type of Approval/Permit 

Typical Schedule for 
Review and Approval 

from date of 
submittal 

Potential 
Risks/Mitigation 

Permit 
MN Department of 
Transportation 

Right of Way Permit/Limited  
Use permit /Construction 
permit for work within 
MnDOT right of way 

30 to 60 days Low risk 

 Design Review for Road and 
Bridge Improvements on TH 
10  

Involved throughout 
design  

Low risk if have input during 
EIS and design process; high 
risk if not included in design 
process  

 Design review for Plat 
adjacent to MnDOT Right of 
Way 

  

 Drainage Permit  Low risk 
REGIONAL    
Metropolitan Council Comprehensive Plan 

Amendment – Arden Hills 
60 to 120 days, beyond 
120 days if agreed to by 
municipalitity 

Minor potential for schedule 
delays 

 Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment – Mounds View 

60 to 120 days, beyond 
120 days if agreed to by 
municipalitity 

No risk identified, could be 
completed concurrent with 
Arden Hills comprehensive 
plan amendment 

 Metropolitan Signficance 
Review 

90 days up to 12 months Potential schedule delays, 
potential cost impact. Could 
be mitigated through 
Legislative action 

 Sanitary Sewer Extension 
Permit 

  

 Controlled Access Approval 60 days None identified 
Rice Creek Watershed 
District 

Storm and Water Quality 
Plan Approval 

Submitted together at 
least 50 days prior to 
Board meeting for 
approval; preapplication 
meetings with staff 
recommended to work 
through 
issues/requirements 

Potential schedule delays if 
Board tables approval, 
application determined 
incomplete, or requirements 
of RCWD Rules not met; may 
be most unpredictable 
permit timeline. 

 Wetland Replacement Plan 
 Floodplain Alteration 
 Grading Permit with Erosion 

and Sediment Control Plan 

 Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment review  

 Low risk 

LOCAL    
Ramsey County Road Access Permit (access 

to Highway 96 and CR I) 
 Low risk 

 Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment review 

 Low risk 

 Adequacy Determination for 
stadium EIS 

12 to 18 months Design changes, lack of plan 
details, high level of 
controversy, and legal 
challenges can all increase 
risk for schedule delays 
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Unit of Government Type of Approval/Permit 

Typical Schedule for 
Review and Approval 

from date of 
submittal 

Potential 
Risks/Mitigation 

 Final Plat Approval   
 Utility and ROW Permits   
City of Arden Hills Preliminary and Final 

Subdivision Approval  
 Low risk 

 Rezoning and/or Planned 
Unit Development (PUD) 
Approval 
*Concept, Master and Final  

Highly variable, from 60 
days to an indefinite 
amout of time 

Public involvement process 
required for the PUD 
approval could present 
significant delays to the 
proposed project schedule 

 Site Plan Review and 
Approval  

  

 Demolition Permit    
 Utility Connection Permits    
 Building Permit    
 Comprehensive Plan 

Amendment 
60 to 120 days, plus 60-
day adjacent community 
review period 

Potential for schedule delays 
due to public involvement 

 Record of Decision for 
Future  Development EIS 

12 to 18 months Undetermined – no current 
plan 

 Erosion and sediment 
control permit  

  

 Municipal consent for 
MnDOT and County road 
improvements 

30 to 60 days after FEIS; 
if appealed up to 12 
months 

 

 Utility/ROW Permit   
 Intercommunity Flow 

Agreement 
Variable, dependent on 
Mounds View and Arden 
Hills 

 

City of Mounds View Tier II Sanitary Sewer Plan - 
Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment 

60 to 120 days, plus 60-
day adjacent community 
review period 

 

 Intercommunity Flow 
Agreement 

Variable, dependent on 
Mounds View and Arden 
Hills 

No risk identified 

 Municipal consent for 
MnDOT and County road 
improvements 

30 to 60 days after FEIS; 
if appealed up to 12 
months 

 

Cities of New Brighton 
and Shoreview 

Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment review 

 No risk identified 

Cities of New Brighton, 
Mounds View, and 
Blaine 

Municipal consent for 
MnDOT and County road 
improvements 

30 to 60 days after FEIS; 
if appealed up to 12 
months 
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MEMORANDUM

DATE: September 23, 2011

TO: Arlene McCarthy, Metropolitan Council

CC: Dan Coyle, Kimley-Horn and Associates
Tom Lincoln, Kimley-Horn and Associates
Lester Bagley, Minnesota Vikings
Don Becker, Garden Homes Development

FROM: Patrick Klaers, City of Arden Hills
Jill Hutmacher, City of Arden Hills

SUBJECT: Clarification of Arden Hills Position

City staff met with representatives of the Metropolitan Council, the Metropolitan Sports Facility 
Commission and Kimley-Horn and Associates (KHA) on Tuesday, September 20, 2011, to 
discuss the report that the Metropolitan Council and the Sports Facility Commission are
preparing at the request of Governor Dayton.  Council and KHA representatives had several 
questions for City staff regarding transportation improvements, land use approvals, and public 
infrastructure/utility improvements. We apologize if some of our responses were not as clear or 
precise as you desire, and we appreciate the opportunity to clarify the City’s position regarding 
infrastructure and private utilities.

The City understands that the Metropolitan Council is evaluating the entire 430-acre site.  Due to 
the nature of the stadium proposal, the County’s and Vikings’ attention has been focused on the 
260-acre stadium site.  This is certainly understandable.  Every party agrees that the stadium 
development is the near-term priority.  Although the County, City, and Vikings agree that 
development of the 170-acre private land area is desirable, a concept plan for the private land has 
not been developed as everyone’s attention is currently focused on the stadium site.  As such, the 
City has not had an opportunity to discuss private land development with the Vikings.  For every 
private development in the City, the City works with developers to consider options that protect 
the City and its taxpayers, allow flexibility to the developers, and manage project costs.  The 
City looks forward to similar discussion with the Vikings.  At this time, the City can only 
comment on what processes for infrastructure development could work.  
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Internal Infrastructure

At the September 20 meeting, the City was asked how it envisions that internal infrastructure 
would be developed.  It is the City’s understanding that all internal infrastructure for the 260-acre 
stadium development would be privately constructed, owned, and maintained.  Because the site 
is contemplated to be owned by a public stadium authority and be exempt from property taxes, 
the City will have no revenue source to provide infrastructure or municipal services to the 260-
acre stadium site.  If it is ultimately decided that the stadium site will benefit from some level of 
municipal services, the City is willing discuss PILOT as an option to accommodate that.

For the 170-acre private land development, the City’s preferred option at this time is that internal 
infrastructure be privately constructed, owned, and maintained.  The City believes that this is one 
option that would accommodate a project that requests flexibility in the location of private 
development, but the City acknowledges that there may be other ways to accommodate the 
private development and is willing to discuss those options with the developer.

For example, if the developer were to determine that a certain portion of the private land were to 
be contiguous, public infrastructure could be considered for that parcel.  For instance, if it were 
known that 120 acres of the private land were to be contiguous, and its location decided upon, 
public infrastructure could be provided to that parcel.  If the remaining 50 acres of private 
development were integrated within the 260-acre stadium site, then private infrastructure and 
utilities may be necessary for those parcels.

Master Association

At the September 20 meeting, the City indicated that private infrastructure and utilities could be 
maintained by a “master association”.  The master association would have an on-going 
obligation to maintain, replace, repair infrastructure including sewer, water, storm sewer 
systems, streets, and street lighting.  The master association would also be responsible for on-
going utility bills.

Townhome associations and regional malls are examples of a similar master association 
arrangement.  Townhome developers submit requests to the City that the townhomes’ internal 
infrastructure be private.  Infrastructure costs are covered by an association agreement and paid 
by members to the association.  In exchange, cities allow flexibility in the development pattern, 
usually through a Planned Unit Development, that the developers would not ordinarily have 
under the City’s zoning and subdivision ordinances.

Cities provide infrastructure to the property line of regional malls.  Within the site, mall 
developers and owners build and maintain internal roadways, lighting, stormwater systems, etc.  
As with townhome associations, in exchange for private ownership and maintenance of 
infrastructure, mall developers have flexibility on density and other development criteria.  

APPenDix P
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Private Utilities

The City intends to treat the development of the TCAAP site similarly to any other development 
in the City.  As such, it will be the developer’s responsibility to submit for the City’s review an 
evaluation of water infrastructure needs for domestic use and fire suppression.  If the City 
concludes, based on the developer’s evaluation and the City’s review, that system improvements 
are required, it is then the developer’s responsibility to design, construct, and finance those 
improvements. 
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Ramsey County has proposed raising $350 million through a bond issue backed by a .5% general 
sales tax throughout the County.  I have analyzed the viability of such debt issuance. 

The Minnesota Department of Revenue reports taxable sales in Ramsey County for the year 2009 in 
amounts sufficient to raise $27.857 million if taxed at .5%.  Springsted Incorporated has performed 
calculations for 2010 making use of data for Ramsey County in connection with its .25% 
Transportation Sales Tax.  Springsted believes that $28.4 million would be an accurate collection 
number for a .5% general sales tax in the County for the year 2010.  The increase between 2009 and 
2010 used by Springsted is consistent with the increase that the City of Minneapolis reports 
between those two calendar years.  Springsted also ascribes to the proposed bond issue revenues of 
$850,000 per year from a $20 fee per vehicle sold. I assume the veracity of that projection. 

I have calculated bond coverage ratios using 2 different scenarios: 

 A 30-year sales tax revenue bond issue with level debt service payments throughout its life 
assuming an AA/Aa2 rating.  Debt Service Reserve Fund would be provided out of bond 
proceeds, earning no significant interest but used to make the final year’s debt service 
payments.  Total costs of issuance are assumed to total ½% of principal amount of bonds.  
Most maturities would be issued with 5% coupons and sold at market premiums.  Interest 
rates are based on a spread to MMD as published on September 20th and 21st, 2011.  Bonds 
beyond 2022 would be callable on January 1, 2022 at par. 

 A 30-year sales tax revenue bond issue with the same structure and assumptions as the first 
scenario except that the bonds would be rated A+/A1. 

 
The following table shows the results of my analysis.  I have shown coverage ratios for bond debt 
service only and for bond debt service plus a contractually obligated $2.5 million annual County 
payment for stadium operating purposes. 
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Scenario 

30-Year Bond 
Issue; Level Debt 

Service; .5% 
costs; DSR Fund 

at Maximum 
Annual Debt 

Service; AA/Aa2 
Rating 

30-Year Bond 
Issue; Level Debt 

Service; .5% 
costs; DSR Fund 

at Maximum 
Annual Debt 

Service; A+/A1 
Rating 

AA/Aa2 Rating 
plus $2.5 million 

in annual 
operating 

obligations 

A+/A1 Rating 
plus $2.5 million 

in annual 
operating 

obligations 

2010 Springsted 
Revenue Forecast 
with No Growth 

1.32x 1.28x 1.19x 1.16x 

 

In every case I assumed a “no revenue growth” scenario because the rating agencies may focus on 
that assumption. I have also assumed no increase in the operational obligations year-to-year.  How 
they will take potential growth and other factors into account is not predictable. It is also possible 
that the County might issue a lesser initial amount bonds and postpone additional bonds to a later 
date when the new .5% sales tax has an historical collection record which may reflect revenues 
higher than the 2010-based assumption. 

It is interesting to note that the official statement issued in connection with Hennepin County’s 
three bond issues for its Ballpark, backed with a .15% sales tax, disclosed coverage ratios that 
included both no-growth and 1.5% growth scenarios. The more conservative standard follows: 

1st Lien Bonds (Aa1/AAA/AA+) lowest ratio of 2.23 / highest ratio of 3.83 
2nd Lien Bonds (Aa3/AA+/AA) lowest ratio of 1.37 / highest ratio of 1.95 
3rd Lien Bonds (A1/AA/AA-) lowest ratio of 1.16 / highest ratio 1.61 

The 3rd Lien Bonds represented the smallest issuance ($75 million) and were covered by a letter of 
credit from U.S. Bank. 

It may be possible for Ramsey County to succeed with a bond issue that provides $350 million of 
net proceeds making use of the .5% general sales tax.  Nevertheless there are definite weaknesses 
to the credit compared with the Hennepin County Ballpark issuances.  Factors that will impact 
viability include the interest rate environment, whether increased actual tax revenues can be 
shown for fiscal 2011, whether other additional revenues are available to support the bonds and/or 
the County’s stadium operating obligations and the viewpoint of the rating agencies. 

Mark Kaplan 
35W Financial 
September 23, 2011 
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M
ulti Purpose Stadium

M
innesota Vikings

R
am

sey C
ounty

8/30/2011
R

am
sey C

ounty
8/30/2011

N
orm

al R
ecovery

Slow
er R

ecovery
N

orm
al R

ecovery
2012 start 2015 open

2013 start 2016 open
2013 start 2016 open

Public Infrastructure D
etail Listing

O
n Site Im

provem
ents

C
ost C

ategory

O
n Site Im

provem
ents

Site preparation / Subsurface
7,449,664

$                                
7,693,434

$                                
7,874,295

$                                
U

tilities, Energy
33,380,784

$                              
34,558,050

$                              
35,283,489

$                              
Site Finishes

10,279,328
$                              

10,615,691
$                              

10,865,250
$                              

Pedestrian A
ccess and A

rea Im
provem

ents
8,945,244

$                                
9,237,952

$                                
9,455,122

$                                
Street Im

provem
ents (w

ith Team
's Share)

10,800,000
$                              

11,153,400
$                              

11,415,600
$                              

Total O
n Site Im

provem
ents

70,855,020
$                              

73,258,526
$                              

74,893,756
$                              

Total O
n Site Im

provem
ents

70,855,020
$                              

73,258,526
$                              

74,893,756
$                              

Surface Parking
Parking (21,000 Stalls)

87,125,152
$                              

90,337,309
$                              

92,338,449
$                              

Total Surface Parking
87,125,152

$                              
90,337,309

$                              
92,338,449

$                              

Site A
cquisition C

osts and R
em

ediation
30,000,000

$                              
30,000,000

$                              
30,000,000

$                              
Site A

cquisition C
osts and R

em
ediation

30,000,000
$                              

30,000,000
$                              

30,000,000
$                              

M
etrodom

e site Land C
redit

Total Site A
cquisition and O

ther C
osts

30,000,000
$                              

30,000,000
$                              

30,000,000
$                              

Total Public Infrastructure C
osts

187,980,172
$                            

193,595,835
$                            

197,232,205
$                            

 ****     Team
 to C

over C
ost / R

eceive S
ale P

rofits     ****  
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